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THE KENNEDY COMMITMENTS AND PROGRAMS, 1961 

SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 

When Kennedy took office, the prospect of an eventual crisis in 
Vietnam had been widely recogQi zed in the government , although nothing 
much had yet been done about it . Our Ambassador in Saigon had been 
sending vlOrried cables for a year" and twice in recent months ( in 
September 1960 and again in December) had ended an appraisal of the 
situation by cautiously raising the question of whether the U. S. would 
not sooner or later have to move to replace Diem. Barely a week after 
taking office, Kennedy received and approved a Counter- Insurgency Plan 
( CIP) which, at what seems to have been a r ather leisurely pace, had been 
goinz through drafting and staffing for the previous eight months . 

The CIP was a most modest program by the standard we have become 
accustomed to in Vietnam . It offered Diem financial support for a 20 ,000 
man increase in his army, which then stood at 150,000 ; plus support for 
about half of the counter- guerrilla auxiliary force known as the Civil 
Guard . In return, it asked Diem for a number of reforms which appeared 
to the American side as merely common sense - - such as straightening out 
command arrangements for the army under which 42 different officials 
directly responsible to Diem (38 province chiefs, 3 regional commanders, 
and a Chief of Staff) shared operational command . 

The CIP was superseded in May by an enlarged version of the s a~e 

program, and the only longer term s'ignificance the original program held 
was that it presumably offered the Administration a lesson in dealing with 
Diem (and perhaps, although it was not foreseen then, a lesson in dealing 
with Vietnamese governments generally .) The negotiations dragged on and 
on; the U. S . military and eventually most of the civilians both in Saigon 
and Washington grew impatient for getting on "Ti th the "Tar ; Diem promised 
action on some of the American points, and finally even issued some decrees, 
none of which were r eally fol101ved up . For practical purposes, the list of 
" essential reforms " proposed as part of the ClP, including thos e Diem had 
given the impress i on he agreed to, could have been substituted unchanged · 
for the l ist of reforms the U. S . requested at the end of the ye ar , with 
equal effect, as the quid pro quo demanded for the much enlarged U. S . aid 
offer that follo~ed the Taylor Mission . 

Negotiations ,vi th Diem came to an end in May, not because the issues 
had been resolved, but because the U. S . decided to for get trying to pressure 
Diem for a "Thile and instead try to coax him into reforming by winning his 
confidence . Partly, no doubt, this reflected the vievl that pressure "Tas 
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getting nowhere and the alternative approach might do better. Mainly, 
however, the changed policy, and the somevlhat enlarged aid program that 
accompanied it, reflected the pressures created by the situation in 
neighboring Laos. (We will see that there is a strong case to be made 
that even the Fall, post-Taylor Mission, decisions were essentially 
dominated by the impact of Laos. But in May the situation was unambiguous . 
Laos, not anything happening in Vietnam, was the driving force.) 

A preliminary step came April 20. Immediately following the Bay of 
Pigs disaster, and with the prospect of a disaster in Laos on the very 
near horizon, Kennedy asked Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatric to work 
up a program for saving Vietnam. The program was delivered, as requested, 
a week later. It was a somewhat enlarged version of the CIP, with the 
implication, not spelled out in the paper, that the new effort would be 
put into effect without making any demands on Diem. (Simultaneously, 
Ambassador Durbow, who had been in Vietnam for four years, was being 
t<eplaced by Nolting, and this added to the hope that a new start might 
be made with Diem.) There is nothing to suggest that anything more was 
expected of Gilpatric's program, and indeed all the evidence suggests that 
the main point of the exercise was to work General Lansdale into the role 
of government - wide coordinator and manager of the country ' s first major test 
in the neiV' art of counter-insurgency . Lansdale served as Executive Officer 
of the Task Force \'lhich Gilpatric organized and which he proposed should be 
given a continuing, dominant role in managing the Vietnamese enterprise. 

By the time the report was submitted on April 27 when the Laos crisis 
was reaching its peak, a new Geneva conference had been agreed upon. But 
there were serious doubts that the pro-western side in Laos would be left 
with anything to negotiate about by the time the conference opened. Even 
the U.S .-favored settlement (a coalition government ) represented a major, 
if prudent, retreat from the previous U.S. position taken during the closing 
months of the Eisenhower Administration .) So the situation in Laos was 
b ad, if unavoidable; and it followed right on the heels of the Bay of Pigs, 
and at a time when the Soviets were threatening to move against Berlin. 
The emphasis of the Gilpatric Task Force shifted from shaping up the counter
insurgency aid program for Vietnam, to finding ways to demonstrate to the 
South Vietnamese ( and others) that a further retreat in Laos would not 
foreshadow an imminent retreat in Vietnam . 

On April 28, an annex to the Task Force report proposed to counter 
the impact of Laos with U.S . support for an increase in South Vietnamese , 
force s (the original report had proposed only more generous financial support 
for forces already planned under the ClP) and, further, a modest commitment 
of U.S. ground combat units in South Vietnam, with the nominal mission of 
establishing two training centers. On April 29, Kennedy endorsed the pro
posals of the original draft, but took no action on the far more s i gnificant 
proposals in the annex . On May 1, a revised Task Force draft came out, 
incorporating the Laos Annex proposals, and adding a recommendation that 
the U. S . make clear an intent to intervene in Vietnam to the extent needed 
to prevent a Viet Cong victory . At this point, practical control of the 
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Task Force appears to have shifted out of Gilpatric's ( and Defense ' s ) 
hands to State (and, apparently, George Ball .) A State redraft of the 
report came out May 3, vrhich eliminated the special role laid out for 
Lansdale, shifted the chairmanship of the continuing Task Force to State, 
and blurred, without wholly eliminating, the Defense-drafted recommendations 
for sending U. S . combat units to Vietnam and for public U .. S. commitments 
to save South Vietnam from Communism. But even the State re-draft recom
mended consideration of stationing American troops in Vietnam, for missions 
not involving combat with the Viet Cong, and a bilateral U. S.-SVN security 
treaty . On May 4 and 5, still acting under the pressures of the Laos 
crisis, the Administration implied (through a statement by Senator Fulbright 
at the White House follovring a meeting with Kennedy, and at Kennedy's press 
conference the next day) that it was considering stationing American forces 
in Vietnam. On May 6, a final draft of the Task Force r eport came out, 
essentially follovring the State draft of May 3. On May 8, Kennedy signed 
a l etter to Diem, to be delivered by Vice President Johnson the next week, 
which promised Diem strong U. S . support, but did hot go beyond the program 
outlined in the original Task Force report; it offered neither to finance 
expanded South Vietnamese forces, nor to station American troops in Vietnam . 
On May 11, the r ecommendations of the final, essentially State-drafted,report 
were formalized. But by now, the hoped for cease-fire in Laos had come off . 
Vice President Johnson in Saigon on the 12th of May follovled through on his 
i nstructions to proclaim strong U. S. support for and confidence in Diem . 
When Diem talked of his worries about U.S . policy in Laos, Johnson, obviously 
acting on instructions, r aised the possibility of stationing American troops 
in Vietnam or of a bilateral treaty. But Diem wanted neither at that time . 
Johnson ' s instructions were not available to this study, so we do not know 
how he would have r esponded if Diem had asked for either troops or a treaty, 
although the language of the Task Force report i mplies he would only have 
i ndicated a U. S. willingness to talk about these things . With Johnson, 
came the new Ambassador, Fritz Nolting, whose principal instruction was to 
"get on Diem ' s vlavelength" in contrast to the pressure tactics of his 
predecessor . 

A few weeks l ater, in June , Diem , re sponding to an invitation Kennedy 
had sent through Johnson, dispatched an aide to Washington with a letter 
outlining Saigon ' s "essential military needs ." It asked for a large increase 
in U. S . support for Vietnamese forces (suffi cient to raise ARVN strength 
from 170,000 to 270,000 men), and also for the dispatch of " selected 
elements of the American Armed Forces", both to establish training centers 
for the Vietnamese and as a symbol of American commitment to Vietnam . The 
proposal, Diem said, had been worked out with the advice of MAAG Saigon, 
whose chief, along with the JCS and at least some civilian officials, 
strongly favored getting American troops into Vietnam . 

The question of increased support for Vietnamese forces was r esolved 
tnrough the use of the Staley Mission . This was normally a group of economic 
experts intended to work with a Vietnamese group on questions of economic 
policy. Particularly at issue was whether the Vietnamese could not be 
financing a l arger share of their own defenses. But the .economic proposals 
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and programs, all of which turned out to be pretty general and fuz zy , 
comprised a less important part of the report than the discussion of 
Vietnamese military requirements . Here the study group reflected the 
instructions of the two governments . On the basis of the Staley Report, 
the U. S . agreed to support a further increase of 30,000 in the RVNAF, but 
deferred a decision on the balance of the South Vietnamese. request on the 
grounds that the question might not have to be faced since by the time 
the RVNAF' reached 200 ;000 men, sometime late in 1962, the Viet Cong might 
already be on the run. The Staley Report also contained what by now had 
already become the usual sorts of nice words about the importance of social, 
political, and administrative reforms , which turned out to have the usual 
r elevance to reality . The U.S . was still sticking to the May formula of 
trying to coax Diem to reform, instead of the equally unsuccessful January 
formula of trying to pressure him to r eform . 

The other issue -- the request for !! elements of the American Armed 
Forces !! - - was left completely obscure. From the record available, we 
are not sure that Diem really wanted the troops then, or whether Kennedy 
really was l-filling to send them if they were wanted . All we know is t hat 
Diem included some language in his letter that made the request a little 
ambiguous, and t hat Washington - - either on the basis of clarification 
f rom Diem ' s aide l-fho delivered the letter, or on i ts own i ni tiati ve, or 
some combination of both - - interpreted the letter as not asking for troops, 
and nothing came of the ~pparent request . 

A new, and much more serious sense of crlSlS developed in September . 
This time the problem was not directly Laos, but strong indications of 
moderate deterioration of Diem ' s military position and very substantial 
deterioration of morale in Saigon . There was a sharp upswing in Viet Cong 
attacks in September, including a spectacular raid on a province capital 
55 miles from Saigon during which the province chief was publicly beheaded 
by the insurgents . At the end of September, Diem surprised Nolting by 
asking the U. S . for a U. S.-GVN defense treaty . By Diem ' s account the loss 
of morale in Saigon "ras due to worries about U. S. pol icy growing out of the 
Laos situation. Both U. S . officials in Washington and South Vietnamese 
other than those closest to Diem, though , put most of the blame on deteri 
oration within South Vietnam, although the demoralizing effect of Viet Cong 
successes was unquestionably magnified by uncertainties about the U.S . 
commi tment to Vietnam . In response, President Kennedy sent General Taylor 
and Walt Rostow, then both on the White House staff, to Vietnam, accompanied 
by some less prominent offici als from State and Defense . 

What Taylor and Rostow reported was that Saigon faced a dual crisis of 
confidence , compounded out doubts arising from Laos that the U. S . would 
stick by South Vietnam, and doubts arising from the Viet Cong successes 
t hat Diem ' s unpopular and inefficient r egime could beat the Viet Cong anyway . 
The report said that a U.S . military commitment in Vietnam was needed to 
meet the first difficulty; and that the second could best be met by supplying 
a generous infusion of American personnel to all levels of the Vietnamese 
government and army, who could, it was hoped, instill the Vietnamese with 
the right kind of winning spirit, and r eform the regime !! from the bottom up!! 
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despite Diem's vTeaknesses. The report recommended the dispatch of heli 
copter companies and other forms of combat support, but without great 
emphasis on these units . Probably, although the record does not specifically 
say so, there was a general understanding that such units would be sent 
even before the report was submitted, and that is why there is relatively 
little emphasis on the need for them . 

The crucial issue was what form the American military commitment 
had to take to be effective . Taylor, in an eyes only cable to the 
President, argued strongly for a task force in the delta, consisting 
mainly of army engineers to work where there had been a major flood . The 
delta was also where the VC were strongest, and Taylor warned the President 
that the force would have to conduct some combat operations and expect to 
take casualties . But Taylor argued that the balance of the program, l ess 
this task force, would be insufficient, for we had to " convince Diem that 
we are willing to join him in a showdown with the Viet Cong ... " 

We do not knmv what advice President Kennedy received from State : 
Sorenson claims all the President ' s advisors on Vietnam favored sending 
the ground force; but George Ball, at l east, who may not have been part 
of the formal decision group, is widely r eported to have opposed such a 
move; so did Galbraith, then Ambassador to India, who happened to be in 
Washington ; and perhaps some others . From Defense, the President received 
a ~aemo from McNamara for himself, Gilpatric, and the JCS, stating that they 
were "inclined to recommend" the Taylor program, but only on the understanding 
that it would be followed up with more troops as needed, and with a willing
ness to attack North Vietnam. (The JCS estimated that 40,000 American 
troops would be needed to " clean up" the Viet Cong .) The Taylor Mission 
Report , and Taylor ' s own cables, had also stressed a probable need to attack , 
or at least threaten to attack, North Vietnam . 

The McNamara memo was sent November 8 . But on November 11, Rusk and 
McNamara signed a joint memo that reversed McNamara ' s earlier position : 
it recommended deferring, at least for the time being, the dispatch of combat 
units . This obviously suited Kennedy perfectly, and the NSAM embodying the 
decisions was taken essentially verbatim from .the recommendations of the 
Rusk/McNamara paper, except that a re commendation that the U.S. was commiting 
itself to prevent the loss of Vietnam vras deleted . 

But where the Taylor Report had impli ed a continuation of the May 
' policy of trying to coax Diem into cooperating 'Hith the U.S., the new 
program was made contingent on Diem ' s acceptance of a list of r eforms ; 
further Diem ,ms to be informed that if he accepted the program the U. S . 
would expect to " share in decision-making" ... rather than "advise only". 
Thus, the effect of the decision ,vas to give Diem less than he was expecting 
(no symbolic commitment of ground force s ) but to accompany thi s limited 
offer vTi th demands for which Diem was obviously both unprepared and unwilling 

. to accede t o . On top of thi s, there Ivas the enormous (and not aJ.vrays recog
ni zed) extent to which U. S . policy vTas driven by the unthinkability of 
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avoidably risking another defeat in Southeast Asia hard on the heels of 
the Laos retreat . 

Consequently, the U . S . bargaining position was feeble . Further , 
Galbraith at least, and probably others, advised Kennedy that there was 
not much point to bargaining with Diem anyway, since he would never . 
fo l low through on any promises he made . (Galbraith favored promoting an 
anti - Diem military coup at the earliest convenient moment .) Kennedy 
ended up settling for a set of promises that fell well short of any 
serious effort to make the aid program really contingent on reforms by 
Diem . Since the war soon thereafter began to l ook better, Kennedy never 
had occasion to reconsider his decision on combat troops ; and no urgent 
r eason to consider Galbraith ' s advice on getting rid of Diem until l ate 
1963 . 
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THE KENI'JEDY PROGRA1>1 jlj\TD COjyiMITJ-:IEI.iJTS : 1961 

CHRONOLOGY 

EVENT OR DOC~ffiNT 

Situation in Vietnam 

US-Soviet Relations 

Si t uation in Laos 

1 

DESC"R.IPTION 

According to Ambassador Durbrow 
t here \-ras widespread popular dis
satisfaction vTith the Diem Govern
ment and a grmling guerrilla threat. 
At 't he same t ime, t h ere had been a 
v ery gra dua l grmrth of U. S. involve 
ment i n assisting t he GVN to counter 
t he VC . 

I n t he U. S. t wo que otions influenced 
decis i ons about Vietnam: fir st, what 
should the U.S. give Diem to counter 
t he cowlnuni sts; secondly , what if 
any _ .. demands should be posed as a 
quid pro ql,;~ for ass istance? 

The problems of dealing with l-iOSCOl-T 

were f a r mor e pressing than t hose 
r elated to Viet nam . A fe e ling that 
America ' s po s ition in the vwrld had 
b een eroded by the USSR pr evailed; 
Kennedy ,vas p articularly determined 
t o regain Ame rican strength, prestige 
and influence . Anything which coulcL 
b e construed as American wealme ss 
v is-a-vis the USSR ,'las to be avoided . 
This-affected policy tOvrard Vietnam. 

The US··backed , pro-America n faction 
under Phoumi Nosavan was losing to 
t he pro-Conwunist/neutralist faction 
supported by the Soviet Union. 
Commitment of U. S . forces was rejected 
and on May 2, 1961 a cease-fi re 'W1S 

d ec l ared . President Kennedy decided 
t o support a coalition solution, even 
t hough the odds on coalition leader 
Souvanna Phourna ' s staying in pOi'ier 
were v e ry Imr. As a consequence of 
t his dec i sion, Hashingt on believed 
t hat Southeast Asian l eaders doubted 
t he sincerity of the U.S . conunit ment. 
t o t h e a r ea, and the U. S. felt 
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EVENT OR DOClJ1.1ENT 

President Kennedy 
Inaugurat ed 

Kennedy Approves the 
Counterinsurgency 
Plan (CIP) for Viet
nam 

2 

DESCRIPTION 

compelled to do something to restore 
confidence, demonstrate U. S. resolve 
and dispel any idea MosCOH rcight 
have that the U.S. intended to with
draw' from Southeast · Asia . Laos vIas 
thus particularly influential in 
deve10pnJent of policy toward Vietnam. 

Gradually developed during 1961, the 
CIP was to be the basis for e~~anded 
U. S. assistance to Vietnam. Kennedy 
automatically approved its main pro
visions; negot i ations with Diem about 
t he eIP began 13 February and con
tinued through May of 1961. The U.S. 
offered $28. 4 million to sup~ort a 
20,000-man increase in the ft~VN' (for 
a neH total of 170,000 ) ; to train, 
equip and supply a 32,000-man Civil 
Guard at $12 . 7 million. The full 
package added less than $1.~2 million 
t o the current $220 million aid pro
gram . 

The CIP called for consolidat ion of 
the RVl~AF chain of cowJnand (never 
fully accomplished under Di em. ) N J 

agreement .. Tas r eached on t he question 
of strategy during thi s period . 
(Diem wanted "strategic " outposts , 
Agrovilles, lines of strength through
out the country; the ~ffiAG favored a 
"net and spear" concept -- small units 
operating out of pacified areas to 
find the enemy, call in res erve forces, 
gradually extend security to all of 
Vietnam. ) 

Civil reforms included urging Diem to 
broaden his govermnent , include oppo
sition political leaders in the 
cabinet, give the National Assembly 
some p01"er , inst itute civic action to 
'''in hearts, minds and loyalty of the 
peasants. 
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EVEr-YT OR DOCill-1ENT 

A Lansdale Report on 
Vietnam 

Durbrmv Negot i ations 
with Diem on t he elP 

3 

DESCRIPTION 

The ClP assumed the GVN had the 
potential to cope with 'the VC if 
necessary corrective measures were 
t aken and if adequate forces i'Tere 
provided . The implicit bargain of 
t he plan : t he U. S. 1,'lOuld support 
"adequate forces " if Diem would 
institute "necessary corrective 
measures ." Again, although soci o·· 
political reforras were sought 
t hrough the CIP and other ~lans , 
they ",ere not realized during the 
early Kennedy years. 

Follmrlng a tri~) to Vi etnam. , 
Major General Eo G. Lansdale called 
for strong support for Diem and 
r ecommended t he U. S. demonstrate 
t hat support immediately . Only if 
Diem ' s conf i dence i n the U. S. were 
r estored would U. S. influence be 
effect i ve , sai d Lansdale. He recom
mended the ilmnediate transfer of 
Durbrow ( he was "too close to the 
forest" a.nd vTaS not trusted by the 
G~~ ) and i mrnediate adoption of social , 
economic , political and military pro
grams t o prove U. S. backing for Diem 
as well as help Diem stabilize the 
countrys i de . 

Diem stalled the implementation of 
hi s "major promises" (to establi sh 
a central intelligence organization , 
put operational control for counter
insurgency operations under the mili
t ary command syst em , r eform the cabi 
net and government al administration). 
WaShington held up the "green light" 
on aid as long as Diem sta lled .. -
although the JCS and MAAG in Sa i gon 
were impatient to get on with the l'far 
and were annoyed by t he delay. 
Finally, i n mid-May ( after Durbrmv 
had ended hi s four--year t our in Viet
nam) Diem implement ed some "major 
promis es " by decree . But nothing 
changed , 
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EVTh.'I[T OR DOCUNENT 

ROStOvl Memorandum for 
President Kennedy 

The Presidential 
Program for 
Vietnam 

Gilpatric Task Force 
Report submitted; the 
NSC meets 

4 

DESCRIPTION 

W. W. Rostow suggested several vJays 
for !! gearing-up the whole Vietnam 
operation.!! These included: assign·· 
ing a first-rate, fulltime backstop 
man in Washington to Vietnam affairs 
( Lansdale ) ; a Vice Presidential visit 
in SOtltheast Asia; explor ing vrays to 
use new American techniques and 
gadgets i n the fight against the VC; 
replacing the ICA (AID ) chieJ':; high
level discuss ion of t actics for per
suading Diem to broaden his govern
ment; a Presidential letter to Diem 
i n which Kennedy would reaffirm 
support for him but express the 
urgency attached to finding a !!more 
effective political and morale 
setting!! for mili tar~l operations . 

Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatric 
was directed to appraise the current 
status and future prospects of the 
VC drive i n South Vietnam, then 
r ecommend a series of actions to 
prevent co~~unist domination of the 
GVN. 

(At t his same time: the Bay of Pigs 
invasion force surrendered and the 
Laos crisis 'Has coming t o a head. ) 

Gilpatric and Lansdale headed a Task 
Force established immediately to 
carry out these i nstructions 0 

This first Task Force draft called 
for a moderate acceleration of the 
CIP program approved in J anuary, ",ith 
stress on vigor , enthusiasm and strong 
leadership . The report reco~~ended 
building on present US-GVN programs , 
infusing them with a new sense of 
urgency and creating action programs 
in aJ.most every field to create a 
viable and i ncreasingly democratic 
government in SVN to prevent co~~u
nist domination. No ARVN increase 
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EVEN~r OR DOCUMENT 

Laos Annex to ( first ) 
Task Force Report 

5 

DESCRIPI'ION 

beyond the already-authorized 20)000-
man addition vTaS recommended; a 
mod~st }'lAAG increa,se was proposed. 
The US vlOuld support t he Civil Guard 
and Self-Defense Corps. Emphas i s 
was on stabilizing the countrys i de , 
not on pressing Diem for political 
or administrative r eforms . (Gilpatric 
wanted Lansdale to go t o Vietnam 
i mmediately after the program vTaS 
approved to consult with Vi etn8~e se 

and US leaders and make further recom
mendations for action; but McNamara 
made Lansdale ' s miss ion contingent 
upon an invitation from the US Am
bassador i n Saigon -- an inv itat ion 
t hat never came 0 ) 

The NSC was to discuss this report 
but the 27 April meeting ,'las domi
nated by t he aC"lte Laotian crisis . 

A r eport - - a r esponse , really -
concerning t he critical situation 
in Laos and its effect on Vietnam 
was prepared for the NSC on 28 April. 
It r ecommended a t vlO-division ARVN 
i ncrease and deployment of 3600 US 
troops to Vi etnam ( t wo 1600-man 
t eams to train each n e1-l division; 
400 Special Forces troops to speed 
over-all ARm~ counterinsurgency 
t r aining). Rationale: to enable 
ARVN t o guard agai nst conventional 
i nvasion of South Vietnam . (Both 
t he i ncreased forces and their justi
ficat ion "rere different from t 1'iO 

earlier reports . Lansdal e had advo
cated no AI~VN increase but felt some 
US force build-up was called for as 
a demonstration of Amer i can support 
for t he GVN. Gilpatric' s milit ar y 
aide , Colonel E. F . Black, "rrot e the 
other r eport vlhich sa"T no need for 
more US troops but r ecommended ex
pansion of ARVN to meet t he threat 
or i ncreased infiltration. These 
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EVENT OR DOCLJlIiENT 

Kennedy Decisions on 
the Draft Report 

NSC Meets; Ne\'T Draft 
of the Task Force 
Report Issued 

6 
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vievTs 'were rej ected in. favor of 
Black r s second paper \vhich advo 
cated more A..'R.VN troops _ .. to 
counter overt aggression, not in·· 
creased infiltration -- and com
mitment of US troops for training 
purposes -- not for politica l 
reassurance or demonstration of 
US resolve. Black r s second paper 
''laS sent to the NSC . ) 

Kennedy did not act on the Laos 
Annex. He approved only the 
limited military proposals con-, 
tained. in the first Gilpatric Task 
Force report. The 685-man HAAG 
vlOuld be increased to 785 to enable 
i t t o train the approved 20,000 ne\'T 

ARVl~ troops 0 Kennedy also author
ized the t ffiAG to support and advise 
t he Self Defense Corps (40,000 men ) ; 
authorized l~P support for the entire 
Civil Guard of 68,000 ( vice 32,000 
previously supported) ; ordered i n 
stallation of r adar surveillance 
'equipment and okayed NIAP support 
and training for the Vietnamese 
Junk Force. 

Ker ... nedy again deferred decision on 
sending troops i nto Laos apparently 
b~cause the fee ling that the US would 
not make such a move was now firm . 

The 1 May draft report was little 
different from the 28 April version. 
The Laos Annex was incorporated into 
t he main paper; the US vms to make 
knovm i ts readiness to " i ntervene 
unilaterally" in Southeast Asia to 
fulfill SEATO commitments (vice 
i ntETvene in conj unction vTith SE...lI.TO . 
forces ) . ARVN increases were nOvT 
j usti f ied by the threa t of overt 
aggression as vlell as increased in .. 
filtr at ion . 
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This draft 'vas very d.ifferent from 
the original. Lansdale ' s role was 
eliminated; the Gilpatric-Lansdale 
Task Force vlaS to be replaced by a 
new' group chaired by Ball , then 
Undersecretary of State . ( Lansda le 
r eacted vTi th a II strong recolTJrlenda tion ll 

that Defense stay out of the (~irector
shlp proposed by State and said the 
~IUS past performance and t heory of 
action, vlhich State apparently desires 
to continue , slinply offers no SOQDd 
basis for winning . . 0 II ) In State ' s 
r ewritten political section of the 
report, the Defense r ecommendat ion 
to make clear US determination to 
intervene unilaterally if necessary 
to save South Vietnam from communism 
was replaced by a proposal to explore 
new bilateral treaty arrangements "'Tith 
Diem ( arrangements which mig:1t mean 
intervention against the guerrillas 
but might mean i ntervention only 
against DRV attack). The need for 
n ew arrangements ,ms tied to the 
"loss II of Laos . State incorporated 
unchanged the Defense dra:ft as the 
military section of its revi sed 
report, but implied " further studylf 
would be given to some Defense recom
mendations . Overall , the State 
revision tried to tone dOvm commit
ments to Vietnam suggested in the 
Defense version . It le:ft the Presi
dent a great deal o f room to maneuver 
"Ti thout explicitly overruling recom-

. meridat :l.ons presented him . 

Again, Laos was the main su'oj ect . 
Most agreed t he chance for salvaging 
anything out of the cease-fire and 
coalition government VIas slim indeedo 
Way s i n which to r eassure Vietnam and 
Thailand VIere sought . The Vice 
President's trip to Southeast Asia 
VIas announced after the meeting . 
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Here, military actions, were con
tained in an annex; the political 
section reflected less panic over 
the loss of Laos; deploJ®ent of 
US troops was less definite -
called something which IImight 
result from an NSC decision follow
ing discussions betvleen Vice Presi .. 
dent J-ohnson and President Diem . " 
The matter is being studied, said 
t he draft . The report said: Diem 
"is not now fully confident of US 
support," that it i s "essential 
(his ) full confidence in aDd com
munication with the United States 
be restored promptly." ( Lansdale's 
recommendations of January, April, 
etc. ) The report called for a 
"major alteration in the present 

t t t ""b l' d" governmen s ruc ure, e leve 
a combination of inducements plus 
discreet pressures might Hork , but 
it was unenthusiastic both about 
Diem, and his chances of successo 
The Diem-is-the-only-available
leader syndrome is evident here . 

"Assuming the political decision is 
to hold Southeast Asia outside the 
conrrnunist sphere, " the JCS emphati
cally reconrrnended deployment of 
sufficient US forces to provide a 
visible deterrent to potential 
DRV/C HICOM action, release ARVN from 
static to active counterinsurgency 
operations, assist training and indi
cate US firmnesso (In JCSM 311-61 
of9 i'tiay, the Chiefs recommended 
deployment of US forces to Tha iland 
alSO .) 

Directed "full examination" by DOD 
of a study on the size and composi
tion of forces lihich might comprise 
a possible comilli tment of troops to 
S~)Utheast Asia. In effect, Kennedy 
"took note" of the study but made 
no decision on the i ssue of troop 
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con®itment. The Ambassador in Saigon 
was empowered to open negotiations 
about a bilateral treaty but vTaS 

directed to make no commitments 1,lit::l
out further review by the President . 
These recommendations from the r,olay 6 
Task Force report vTere al)proved : 
help the G~{ increase border ~atrol 
and counterinsurgency capability 
th-rough aeria l surveillance and neY! 
technological devices; help set up 
a center to test ne1lT 1ITeapOns and 
techniques; help ARV]\T i mplement 
health, welfare and public 1ITork pro
jects; deploy a 400-man special forces 
group to Nha Trang to acceler ate ARVN 
training; instruct JCS, Cn~CPAC , HAA.G 
to assess the military utility of ru1 
increase in ARVN :from 170,000 to 
200,000 (the tlw-division increas e 
recommended previously). 

Purpose: to r eassure Asian leaders 
that despite Laos, the United States 
could be counted on to support t h81 . 
Johnson reported t he mission had 
halted the decline of conf idence in 
the United States, but did not restore 
confidence alre~.dy lost. Johnson 
strongly believed that faith must be 
restored , the "battle aga,inst commu
nism must be joined in Southeast Asia 
with strength and determination" (or 
the US would be reduc ed to a fortress 
America with defenses pulled b a.ck to 

. California ' s shores ) ; he believed 
there was no alternative to US leader·
ship in Sou.theast Asia but. that any' 
help extended -- military, economic, 
social _ .. must be part of a mutua l 
effort and contingent upon Asian 
willingness to 11 take the neC'ess ar:T 
measures to make our aid effective . 11 

He reported that A~erican troops were 
neither requir ed nor desired by Asian 
leaders at this time . 
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Calling Tha iland and Vietnrun the 
most immediate, most important 
tro"l<.ble spots, the Vice President 
said the US "must decide v[hether 
to support Diem -- or let Vietnam 
fall , " opted for supporting Diem, 
said "the most important thing i s 
imaginative, creative, American 
management of our military aid 
program," and reported $50 million 
in military and economic ass is
tance "will be needed i f we decide 
t o support Vietnarn ." The same 
amount was recommended for Thailand . 

The Vice President concluded by 
posing this as the fundamental 
decision: IIwhether . 0 • to meet the 
challenge of CowJnuni st expansion 
nOl'l in Southeast As i a or thrOl'l in 
t he tOl'lel. II Cautioning that "heavy 
and continuing costs" would be re
quired, that sometime the US "may be 
faced with the further decision of 
whether v.Te commit major United states 
forces to the area or cut our losses 
and vIi thdraw should our other effort s 
fa i l , II Jotmson recommended. IIwe pro .. 
ceed with a clear -cut and strong 
program of action." 

Lansdale noted Diem's rejection of 
US combat forces per se at this time 
but pointed out Diem seemed willing 
t o accept troops for tra ining pur
poses only. At this same time, VlAAG 
Chief McGarr requested 16,000 us 
troops ( combat units ) be sent, nomi
nally t o establish centers to train 
RVNAF divisions . If Diem would not 
accept 16,000 , McGarr would settle 
for 10, 000 meno 

Saying "vre must thin.k of the kind of 
forces for Thailand now, Vietnam 
later ," Rostow suggestedllaircraft, 
helicopters , communications , men, 
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Special Forces, militia teachers , 
etc." vlould be needed to support Q, 

"cOlmter-guerrilla 1-Tar in Vietnam. " 
Rostow does not mention combat 
units. 

Here, in response to Vice President 
Johnson's reque st that he outline 
military needs, Diem did request US 
troops explicitly for training RVNLF 
"officers and technical specialists" 
-- not entire divisions. He pro·
posed ARVJ"; be increased from J 70 ,000 
t o 270,000 to IIcounter the ominous 
threat of communist domination ll 

--

a t hreat he documented by inflated 
i nfiltration figures and words about 
the Ilperilous ll situation created by 
t he Laos solution. To train these 
100,000 nevI J\)WN troops Diem asked 
for Il cons iderable expansion" of the 
MAAG i n t he form of II selected 
elements of the American Armed 
Forces. I! 

A t eam headed by Eugene Staley 
(Stanford Research Institute) was 
to 1-Tork with Vietnamese offic i als 
in an effort to r esolve the continu
ing problem of h01-T Vietnam was to 
finance its own war effort (deficit 
financing, i nflation , the cow~odity 
import program, piaster/dollar 
exchange rates, all presented diffi
culties ). But the Staley group 
became the vehicle for force level 
discussions and economic issues 1-Tere 
treated rather perfwlctorily . The 
group IIdoes not consider itself' com
petent to make specific recow~enda

tions as to desired force levels ll but 
adopted two alternative levels fo~ 
"economic planning purposes II: 
200,000 i f the insurgency i n Vietnmn 
r emains at present levels , if Laos 
does not fall ; 270 , 000 if the Viet
cong significantly increase the in
surgency and if the communists vlin 
de facto control of Laos . 
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President Kennedy agreed with the 
Staley Report (of 4 August) that 
security requirements dem~~ded 
first priority, that economic ~nd 
social programs had to be accelerated , 
that it was in the US interest to pro
mote a viable Vietnamo He agreed to 
support an JL~VN increase to 200,000 
if Diem in turn agreed to a plan for 
using these forces . The 270,000 
level was thus disapproved. But the 
plan for using ftJ\~~ forces had not 
yet been dravm. Diem had not yet 
designed - - much less implemented - 
social reforms supposedly required 
in retvIn for US assistance. 

AlthoU&~ collapse of the Saigon 
regime might come by a coup or from 
Diem!s death, its fall because of a 
"prolonged and difficult tl struggle 
was not predictedo 

"The situation gets worse almost week 
by vTeek ••• 11 ' particularly the military 
situation in t he delta. If the U.S. 
decides it must intervene, \~hHe 
asked if 1,ve had the people, instru
ments or clear objectives to make it 
successful. 

The ARVN has displayed incre ased 
efficiency, a spirit of renevTed 
confidence is "beginning to permeat e 
the people, the GVW end the Armed 

. Forceso" 

Nolting vlaS tlunable report . o. progress 
tOvTard attainment task force goals of 
creating viable and increasingly demo
cratic society," called ·.thegovernment 
and civil situ8.tion unchanged frorr. 
early September. A series of l arge 
scale VC attacks in central Vietnam, 
the day- long VC seizure of Phuoc Vinh, 
capital of Lforme£7 Phuoc Thanh Pro
vince -- 55 miles from Saigon -- in 
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vlhich the VC publicly behea ded 
Diem ' s provi nce chief and escaped 
before government troops arrived 
and increased infiltration through 
Laos demonstrated fTthat the 
tide has not yet t urned" militarily. 

Diem requested a bilateral tree.ty 
with t he U. S. This surprised 
Nolting but probably did not sur 
pri se t he vThite House , already 
' 'larned by White of t he grave mili
t ary situation . 

This political assessment mirrored 
Nolting ' s "no progress ll report but 
State found the military situation 
more serious than Embassy reports 
had i ndicated . 

Suggested a 25 ,000-man SEATO force 
b e put into Vietnam t o guard the 
Vi etnam/Laos border betvreen the DMZ 
and Cambodia . ( 1'he Pathet Lao had 
gained during September , as had VC 
infiltration t hrough Laos to the 
GVN. This prompted plans for U.S . 
action. ) 

The J CS r e j ected the Rostow pro
posal: forces vlOuld be stretched 
t hin , t hey could not .stO) i nfil
t ration , and would be at the "lwrst 
place to oppose potential DRV /CHICOlVl 
invasion . The Chiefs ·wanted to make 
a 'concentrated effort in Laos "There 
a firm s t and can be tal\.en s aving all 
or substantia lly all of Laos vlhich 
would, at t he se.me tirne , protect 
Thailand and protect the borders 
of South Vietnam. II But if this were 
'l pol.itically unacceptable l1 t he Chi efs 
IIprov i ded .. . a possible limited interim 
course of action'1: dep loyment of 
about 20,000 troops to t he central 
highlands near Pleiku to assist the 
GVN and free certain GVN forces for 
offensive action against t he VC. 
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Drafted by Alexis Johnson, the paper 
blended RoStOV1'S border control pro
posal "lith the JCS vTin-control-of
the-hi ghlands co'u.nter-proposal for 
the i nitial miss ion of U.S, forces 
in Vietnam. "The real and ultimate 
obj ective " of U.S. troops ,-las also 
addressed. To defeat the Vietcong 
and render Vietnam secure under a 
non-Communist government , Johns on 
"guessed" three divisions "lOuld be 
the ultimate force required in sup
port of the ureal objective." The 
paper estimated a satisfactory 
settlement in Laos vmuld reduce but 
not eliminate infiltration into 
South Vietnam, that even i f infil
tration vTere cut dovm , t here was no 
assurance that the GVN cou~d "in 
the foreseeable fUture be able to 
defeat t he Viet Cong." Unilateral 
U.S. action would probably be neces
s ary . The plan ' s viability "I-TaS 
dependent on t he degree in vThich the 
GVN accelerated "political and mili
t ary action in it s o"m defense . II 

The NSC considered four papers : the 
Alexis Johnson draft ; an NIE estimate 
that SEATO action would be opposed 
by the DRV, Viet Cong and the Soviet 
Union ( airlift ), t hat t hese forces 
stood a good chance of t hvrarting t ile 
SEATO intervention; third, a JCS 
estimate t hat 40,000 U.S. troops 
would be required t o ·"clean up the 
Viet Cong threat" and another 128,000 
men would be needed to oppose 
DRV/CHICOM i nt ervention ( draining 
3 to 4 re serve divisions). Finally, 
a memorandum from VIilliam Bundy to 
McNamara Ivhich said "it i s really 
nOyT or never i f we are to arrest the 
ga ins being made by the Viet Cong," 
and gave " an early and hard-hitting 
operation" a 70 percent chance of 
doing that. Bundy added , the chance 
o f cleani ng up t he situation "depends 
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on Diem's effectiveness, i'Thich is 
very problernaticaJ,1f favored going 
in "I'Ti th 70-30 odds but figured the 
odds would slide dmm if the U. S. 
If let , say, a month go by!! before 
moving. 

Reversing his previous position, 
Diem requested an addi tiono,l fighter
bomber squadron, civilian pilots for 
helicopters and c-47 transports and 
U. S. combat UIlits f or a Ifcom'oat
traininglf mission near the miZ, 
possibly also i n the highlands . He 
asked consideration be given a pos
sible request for a division of 
Chiang Kai-shek's troops to support 
the GVN. Nolting recommended Ifserious 
and prompt lf attent i on for the requests. 

In an article leaked by the govern
ment -- perhaps by Kennedy himself -
leaders were called reluctant to send 
U.S. comb at units into Southeast Asia. 
Obviously untrue, the leak "I'TaS prob
ably designed to end speculation 2.bout 
troop deployment and guard Kennedy ' s 
freedom of action. 

Admira l Felt felt t he pros and cons 
of U.S. troop deployment added up in 
favor of no deployment until other 
means of helping Diem had been ex
hausted . 

On the 18th, Diem said he "I'Tanted no 
U. S. combat troops for any mis s ion. 
He repeated his request for 8, bi
l ateral defense treaty, more support 
for P.RVIiJ · and combat-support equipment 
(helicopters , aircraft , etc.). 

General gcGe.rr suggested that the 
serious l'lekong River flood could 
provide a cover for U.S. troop de
ployment : combat units could be 
disguised as humanitarian relief 
forces and be dispatched to the 
delta. 
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Taylor reported the pervasive crlSlS 
of confidence and serious loss in 
Vietnamese national morale created 
by Laos and the flood) \..reakened the 
war effort. To cope with this Taylor 
recommended: Improvement of intelli
gence on the VC; building ARVN 
mobility; blocking infiltration into 
the highlands by organizing a border 
ranter force; introduction of U.S. 
forces either for emergency) short
t erm assistance) or for more sub
stantial) long-term support ( a flood 
relief plus military res erve task 
force). Diem had r eacted favorably 
"on all points." 

Taylor told the President) Rusk and 
McNamara "we should put in a task 
force ( 6-8)000 men ) consisting 
largely of logistical troops f or 
the purpose of participating in flood 
r elief and at the same time of pro
viding a Uo So military presence in 
Vietnam capable of assuring Diem of 
our readiness to join him in a mili
tary showdmm with the Viet Cong ... " 

Taylor concluded that the communist 
strategy of taking over Southeast 
Asia by guerrilla warfare was "well 
on the way to success in Vietnam"; 
he said the GVN was caught in "inter
locking circles" of bad tactics and 
bad administrative arrangements" 
whj.ch allow VC gains and invite a 
political crisis . He recommended 
more U.S. SUppOl~ for paraLQilitary 
groups and ARVN mobility; the MAAG 
should be reorganized and increased 
and the task force introduced to 
"conduct such combat operations as 
are necessary for self- defens e and 
for the security of the area in which 
(it) is stationed) " among other 
things. Taylor felt the disadvan
tages of deployment were out\..reighed 
by gains) said SVN is "not an ex-
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cessively difficult or unpleasant 
place to operate" and the "risks of 
backing into a ma jor Asian var by 
.. laY of SVN" are not impressive: 
North Vietnam "is extremely vulner
able to convent ional bombing ... there 
is no case for fearing a mass on
slaught of communist manpower ... 
particularly if our air pover is 
alloved a free hand against logisti
cal targets ... " 

The "Evaluation and Summary !! section 
suggested urgency and optimism: SVN 
is in trouble) major U.S. interests 
are at stake; prompt and energetic 
U.S. action -- military) economic, 
political -- can l ead to victory vith
out a U.S. take-over of the war) can 
cure weaknesses in the Diem r egime . 
That the Vietnamese must win the war 
was a unanimous view -- but most 
mission participants believed all 
Vietnamese operations could be sub 
stantially improved by America's 
"limit ed partnership" with the GVN. 
The GVN is cast in the best possible 
light; any suggestion that the U.S. 
should limit rather than expand its 
commitment -- or f ace the need to 
enter the battle in full force at 
this time -- i s avoided. Underlying 
the summary "I/aS the notion that 
"graduated measures on the DRV (applied ) 
",ith weapons or our m·m choosing" 
could r everse any adverse trend in the 
South. And ground troops "I{ere always 
possible. The Taylor Report recom
mended the U.S. make obvious its readi
ness to act) develop reserve strengtb 
in the U.S. "to cover action in 
Southeast Asia up to the nuclear 
threshold in that area" and thereby 
sober the enemy and discourage esca
lation. Hmlever) bomb ing was a more 
likely Vietnam contingency than was 
use of ground troops; the latter 
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option was tied to a U.S. response 
t o renewed fighting in Laos and/or 
overt invas ion of South Vietnam. 
But Taylor suggested troops be sent 
to Diem, the Taylor Report and 
cables recommend combat troop de .. 
ployment to Vietnem . . (A message 
from Nolting summarizing t he Diem
Taylor meeting on which the recom
mendations apparently re st (Sa i gon 
mess age 541, 25 Oct 61) does. not 
i ndicate any enthusiasm on Diem ' s 
part to deployment of troops , how
ever . He hinted U.S. troops for 
t raining might be requested , then 
dropped the subject. ) 

Appendices to the Taylor Report 
written by members of the group 
give a slightly different picture . 
There is less optimism about the 
GVN's chances of succes s , less 
optimism about chances of U.S . 
actio~ -- political or military 
tipping the balance. For example: 
William Jordan ( State ) said almost 
all Vietnamese interviewed had em
phas i zed the gravity of the situation, 
growing VC successes and loss of 
confidence in Di em. The ARVN l acked. 
aggressiveness , was devoid of any 
sense of urgency, short of able 
l eaders . Sterling Cottrell ( State ) 
said : It is an open question ,{hether 
t he GVlif can succeed even with U. S. 
assist ance . Thus i t would be a mis
t ake to make an il')~2-;rocable U. So 
commitment to ::lefeat commu.nist s in 
South Vietnam. Foreign military 
forces cannot "rin the battle at the 
village level -- "There it must be 
j oined; the primary responsibility 
for saving Vietnam must rest with 
the GVN. For these reasons Cottrell 
argued against a treaty Ivhich would 
either shift ultimate responsibility 
to the U.S. or engage a full UoS o 
commitment to defeat the Viet~ong . 
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This estimated the DRV. llould re
spond to an increased U. S. troop 
comrr:itment by increasing support 
to the Vietcong . If U. S. commit
ment to the GVN gre'-IT, so. 1;wuld DRV 
support to the ve. Four possible 
U.S. courses I·Tere given : airlift 
plus more help for ARVN; deplo;ymel1t 
of 8-10,000 troops as a floJd relief 
t ask force; deployment of 25-1fO, 000 
combat troops; vd th each course , . 
warn Hanoi of U. S. determination t o 
hold S~~ and U. S. intention to bomb 
the DRV if its support for the VC 
did not cease. The SNIE estimated 
a ir att acks e.gEdnst the North ·would 
not cause its VC support t o stop 
and figured Moscow and Peking would 
r eact strongly to air att acks . 

Secretary McNamara, Gilpatric and 
the JCS 'Here "inclined to r ecommend 
t hat vTe do cOTnrni t t he U. So to the 
clear objective of preventing the 
fall of South Vietnam to commlli~ism 
and that we support this commitment 
by the necessary military actions. tI 
The memorandum said the fall of 
Viet nam vlould create tl extremely 
serious" strategic implie ations 
world1'Tide , that chances vlere tlprobably 
sharply against tl preventing that fall 
without a U.S. troop commitment but 
t hat even with major troop deplo~nent 
(205,000 vTaS the maximum nu.mber of 
ground forces estimated necessary to 
deal Ivith a large overt invasion from 
t he. DRV and/ or China) the U.S . would 
still be at the mercy of external 
forces -- Di em , Laos, dome stic politi
cal problems, etco -- and thus success 
cou] d not be guaranteed 0 McNama.ra 
recommended against deployment of a 
t ask force (the 8, OOO-man group 
mentioned in t he Taylor Report ) 
"unless vIe are ,-Tilling to make an 
affirmative decision" to full supPort 
a commitment to save South Vietnam • 
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DEPTEL 619 to Saigon 

20 

DESCRIPTION 

Thi s may have been pre:;?ared at 
Kennedy ' s specific i nstruction; 
it Tecom..mended ,\That Kennedy 
vTanted to hear: the.t the decision 
t o commit major ground forces could 
be deferred. Inthis paper , rhetoric 
i s escalated from that of McEamara ' s 
8 N6verober memorandum but U. S. 
cc tions recommended are far less 
significant, less CO!ll..mi tting. Mili
t exy courses are di\Tided into two 
phases: f i rst , promptly deploy sup
port troops and equi)ment ( heli
copters, transport aircraft, mar i 
t ime equipment and t rainers, special 
i ntelligence and air reconna issance 
groups , other men and materiel to 
improve t raining , logistics, econo
mic and other assistance programs ). 
Then study and possibly deploy 
maj or ground combat forces at a 
later date . Despite the clear warn
i ng that eVen deployment of maj or 
U. S. units could not assure success 
against communi sm, the memorandum ' s 
i n i tial recommendation vTas that the 
U. S. "commit i tself to the clea.r 
ob j ective of preventing the f all of 
South Vietnam to Communism," be pre
pared to send troops and to "strike at 
the source of aggression in' North Viet-

.nam." .A number of diplomatic moves 
(in the U. N. , i n NATO and SEATO coun 
cils , . etc ~) are suggested ,t o ·signal U. S 
determination ; economic , social and 
other programs desi gned to heip South 
Vietnam are suggested; ways to elicit 
i mprovements from Diem are recom 
mended . 

This was Nolting ' s guidance, based 
on t he Rusk/ McNamara memorandum . 
Nolting ... Tas told the anti-guerrilla 
effort l1must essentially be a GVN 
t ask •• . No amount of extra aid can 
be substitute for G~\ taking measures 
t o permit liil to assume offensive 
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DESCRIPrION 

and strengt hen the administrative 
and political bases of government 
•••• Do not propose to introduce 
into GVN the U. S. combat troops 
now but propose a phase of intense 
public and diplomat ic activity to 
focus on infiltrat ion from North. 
Shall decide later on course of 
action should infiltration not be 
radically r educed . II . Diem I staking 
necess'ary measures - - political, 
military, economic -- to improve 
his government and relations 1<Ti th 
the people were a prerequisite to 
fUrther U.S. assistance: "Package 
should be presented as fir st steps 
in a partnership in which the U.S. 
is prepar ed to do more as joint 
study of facts and GVN per f ormance 
makes increased U.S. aid poss ible 
and productive." Strictly for his 
o1<m information, Nolting was told 
Defense vms "preparing pl ans for t he 
use of U. S. combat forces in SVN 
under various contingencies , i nc l ud
ing stepped up infiltration as 1'!ell 
as organi zed ••• (military) interven
t ion. Hmlever , objective of our 
policy is to do all possible to ac 
complish purpose without use of U. S. 
combat forces." And, Nolting was 
to tell Diem: "We would expect to 
share in the decision-maki ng process 
i n the political, economic and mili
t ary fields as they affect the 
security situation. " 

Called the "First Phase of Vi etmun 
Program" this NSA.M approved all 
Rusk/Mcnamara recommendations of 
11 November except the first one: 
t heir initial recommendation t hat 
the U. So commit itself to saving 
South Vietnam was omi tt.ed . 

"What we have in mind is that in 
operations directly r elated to the 
security situation, partnership 
vJill be so close that one party 
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will not take decision9 or actions 
affect ing the other 'l>li thout fu..ll 
and frank prior consultation. II 
This is different from the idea that 
American involvement should be so 
intimate that the GVN would be re
formed !tfrom the bottom Up" 
despite Diemo 

(Alt hough Washington 3ave in -- or 
gave up -- on the kind and degree 
of pressure to exert on Diem, 
Washington did not soften on 
Lansdale 0 Despite four requests 
from Di6fi and the recommendations 
from Cottrell, t he Taylor Report 
and William Bundy that Lansdale be 
sent to Saigon, he did not get 
there until late 1965 .) 

Two U. S. helicopter companies (33 
H-21Cs, 400 men) arrived in Vietnam, 
the first direct U.S. milit ary su~
port for the GVNo 

ICC reaction: shall "Te continue 
functioning here i n t he face of 
U.S. assistance (increase barred 
by the Geneva Accords )? 

Reported t he formal exchange of 
l etter s betliTeen Kennedy and Diem 
announcing a stepped-up aid program 
for Vietnamo 
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EVOLUTION OF THE WAR 

KENNEDY PROGRAM AN]) COMMTTMENTS : 1961 

CHAPTER I 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the summer of 1959, it was hard to find an American official 
worried about Vietnam. This was not because things were going well. 
They were not. A National Intelligence Estimate published in August por 
trayed Diem as unpopular , his economy as developing less rapidly than its 
rival in the North, and his government under pressure from guerrillas 
encouraged and in part supported from the North . Nevertheless, the NIE 
suggested no crisis then or for the foreseeable future. What the NIE 
called "harassment" (Le., support for the ·VC) from the North would con
tinue, but overt invasion seemed most unlikely. Neither communist nor 
anti-communist enemies within South Vietnam were seen as an immediate threat . 
Diem ,{Ould remain as President, said the NIE , "formany years ." I n 'S'illTl, the 
NIE saw the situation in Vietnam as unhappy, but not unstable . That was to 
be about as close to good new-s as we 'I.JOuld hear from South Vietn8Jll for a 
long time. l/ 

From then on, the classified record through the end of 1961 shows 
a succession of bleak appraisals of the regime 1s support i n tbe cities , 
and among the military, almost always accompanied by increasingly bleak 
estimates of i ncreased VC strength and activity in the countryside . A dis
patch from our Embassy in Saigon in March, 1960, de scribed the situation in 
grave t erms , but ended on the hopeful note that as of January Diem was 
recognizing hi s problems and promising to do something about them. ?/ In 
August , an NIE analysis reported a "marked deterioration since J anuary ." '1/ 
In November , a military coup barely failed to overthrow Diem. 

I n J anuary, 1961 an old counterinsurgency hand, General Ed"larcJ. 
Lansdale , went to Vietnam to look things over for the Secretary of Defense . 
He returned -vlith a report that "the Viet Cong hope to win back Vietnam 
south of the 17th parallel this year, if at all possible , and are much fur 
ther along towards accomplishing this goal than I had r ealized from reading 
the reports received in Washington. " ~/ 

Nevertheles s , the situation was never seen as nearly so grave as 
these reports, read years l ater, might suggest . We will see that at least 
up until the fall of 1961, while appraisals of the situation sometimes 
suggested imminent crisis , the recommendations made to the President (by the 
authors of these frightening appraisals ) ahray:::: implied a l ess pessimistic 
vie'l" . 

The top l evel s of the Kennedy Administration dealt only i ntermit
t ently with the problem of Vi etnam during 1961. There was a flurry of 
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of activity in late: il"JriJ. and early May, which'l-re will see was essentially 
an offshoot of the Laos crisis which had come to a head at that time. A 
much more thorough review was undertaken in the fall, following General 
Taylor1s mission to Saigon, which then led to an important expansion of the 
American effort in Vietnam. 

No fundamental new American decisions on Vietnam were made until 
the Buddhist unrest in the last half of 1963, and no major new military 
decisions 'Here made until 1965. Consequently, the decisions in the fall of 
1961 (essentially, to provide combat support -- ' for example , heli-
copter companies -- but to defer any decision on direct combat troops ) have 
come to seem very important. This paper tries to describe what led up to 
those decisions, 'l-That alternatives were available and what the implications 
of the choices were. 

The story is a fairly complicated one . For although it is hard to 
recall that context today, Vietnam in 1961 was a peripheral crisis . Even 
within Southeast Asia it received far less of the Administration 1s and the 
world 1s attention than did Laos. The New York Times Index for 1961 has 
eight columns of Vietnam, twenty-six on Laos . Decisions about Vietnam were 
greatly influenced by 'l-That was happening elsewhere . In the narrmT Vietnam
ese context, the weaknesses and peculiarities of the Diem government had a 
substantial, if not always obvious, impact on the behavior of both the 
Vietnamese officials seeking American aid and the American decision-ma...'k:.ers 
pondering the nature and terms of the aid they would offer . 

As it happens, the Eisenhower Administration was never faced with a 
need for high-level decisions affecting the crisis developing in Vietnam 
during 1960. A formal Counterinsurgency Plan, intended to be the basis of an 
expanded program of assistance to Vietnam., was being worked on through most 
of that year, but (presumably reflecting a subdued sense of urgency), it took 
eight months to reach the White House. By that time , a new A&ninistration 
had just ta,ken office . President Kennedy promptly approved the plan, but 
this merely set off lengthy negotiations with the Vietnamese about whether 
and 'l-Then they would do their share of the CIP. In l ate April, thOugh, a crisis 
atmosphere developed, not because of anything fresh out of Vietnam, but 
because of a need to shore up the Vietnamese and others in Southeast Asia 
in the face of a likely collapse of the U.S. position in Laos. This led to 
a UoS. offer to discuss putting American troops into Vietnam, or perhaps 
negotiate a bilateral security treaty with the Vietnamese . When, hovever, 
Vice President Johnson mer.tioned the possibility of troops to Diem in May Diem 
said he wanted no troops yet . The idea of a bilateral treaty similarly ) 
slipped out of sight. Consequently, although the United States had itself 
indicated a '\villingness in May to discuss a deeper cOl1llnitment, the South 
Vietnamese did not take up the opportunity and the Administration had no 
occasion to face up to really hard decisio~s . 

But by October, the situation in Vietnam had worsened . The VC 
were becoming disturbingly aggressive . Now, Diem did raise the question of 
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a treaty. This request, coming after the American offer in May to con
sider such steps and in the context of a worsening situation in Vietnam, 
could hardly be ignored. The Taylor Mission and the Presidential review 
and decisions of November followed. 

The present paper is organized around these natural climaxes in ' 
the policy process. The balance of Part I describes the situation inherited 
by ·the new Administration. Part II covers the period through the May peak . 
Part III covers the fall crisis. 

II. THE CONTEXT 

In January, 1961, there were five issues that were going to affect 
American policy toward Vietnam. They turned on : 

1 . The VC Insurgency Itself 

An illustration of the growth of the insurgency, but also of the 
limits of U. S . concern can be seen in the 1960 CINCPAC Command History . 
For several years prior to 1960, CINCPAC histories do not mention the VC 
insurgency at all. In 1960, the development of a counterinsurgency plan for 
Vietnam ( and Simultaneously one for Laos ) . received a fair amount of atten
tion. But when, in April, MAAG in Saigon asked for additional transports 
and helicopters for the counterinsurgency effort , CINCPAC turned dmm the 
requests for tral'sports, and OSD overruled the recommendation CINCPAC for 
warded for 6 helicopters . By December , OSD was willing to approve sending 
11 helicopters (of 16 newly requested) on an flemergency" basis. But the 
emergency \Vas partly a matter of reassuring Diem after the November coup, 
and the degree of emergency is suggested by the rate of delivery : 4 in 
December , and the balance over the next three months. 21 

The record, in general , indicates a level of concern such as that 
illustrated by the helicopter decisions : grmving gradually through 1960, 
but still pretty much of a back-burner issue so far as the attention and 
sense of urgency it commanded among policy-level officials . As we lvill see, 

. the new Kenn edy Administration gave it more attention, as the Eisenhower . 
Administration undoubtedly would have had it remained in office . But it i s 
important ( though hard, now that Vietnam has loomed so large ) to keep in 
mind how secondary an issue the VC threat to Vietnam seemed to be in early 
1961 . 

2 . Problems With the Diem Goverrullent 

Yet , although the VC gains were not seen -- even in the dispatches 
from Saigon -- as serious enough to threaten th~ immediate collapse of the 
Diem government , those gains did have the effect of raiSing difficult ques 
tions about our relations with Diem that "'ive had never had to face before . 
For by late 1960, it was a quite lvidely held view that the Diem government 
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was probably going to be overthrown sooner or later, barring maj or changes 
from vTi thin . In contrast to the May 1959 NIE T s confident statement that 
Diem "almost certainly rr would remain president rrfor many years , rr we find 
the August 1960 NIE predicting that the recent rr adverse trends ,rr if con
tinued, would rr almost certainly in time cause t~le collapse of Diem ' s 

. rr 61 reglme. _ 

. The Simple, uIlhappy fact was that whatever his triumphs in 1955 
.and 1956; by the e;rid of the 1950s the feeling was growing that the best 
thing that could be said for Diem ·was that he was holding the country to
gether and keeping it from succumbing to the communists. Once even this 
c ame into doubt , talk among Vi etnamese and eventually among Americans of 
whether it might be better to look for alternative leadership became 
i nevi table. 

The sense of trouble shows through even among the optimists. We 
find Kenneth Young, U.S. Ambassador to Thailand and a strong believer in 
Diem, warning him in October, 1960 that rrthere seems to be somewhat of a 
crisis of confidence in Vietnam . rr II 

But the long list of measures Youne; suggested were all tactical 
in nature, and required no basic changes in the regime . 

Our Ambassador in Saigon (Eldridge Durbraiv) was more pessimistic : 

••• situation i n Viet -Nam (December, 19607 is highly 
dangerous to US interests:- Corrnnunists are engaged in 
l arge-scale guerrilla effort to take over country-
side and oust Diem ' s Government. Their activities have 
steadily increased in intensity throughout this year . 
In addition, Diem is faced with widespread popular dis 
s.atisfaction with his government ' s inability to stem the 
communist tide and its aim heavy-handed methods of op
eration . It seems clear that i f he is to remain in 
power he must meet these two challenges by improvements 
in his methods of conducting war against communists and 
in vigorous action to build greater popular support . We 
should help and encourage him to take effective action . 
Should he not do so , vre may well be forced , in not too 
distant future, to undertake difficult task of identify
i ng and supporting alternate l eadership . '£1 
But the difficulties ( and risks ) of that task looked forbidding. 

During the Novemb'or , 1960 coup attempt the U. S _ had apparently used its 
influence to get the coup leaders to negotiate with Diem for reforms , 
a llowing Diem to retain hi s position with reduced powers. Whether because 
of their ovm indeci sion or U. S . pressure , the coup l eaders allowed a delay 
that l et Diem bring loyalist troops in to regain control. (Three years 
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later, a leader of the November, 1963 coup II somewhat emphaticallyll told. 
an American agent that lI it would do no good to send anyone around to 
attempt to stop things, as happened in November, 1960.") 2/ 

The situation that was left -- with a number of American offi
cials unhappy with Diem a..nd doubtful that he was capable of lVinning the 
war,yet unwilling to risk a coup - - produced strains within the 
American government . Short of encouraging a coup, we seemed to have bro 
alternatives : attempt to pressure Diem or attempt to so win his confi 
dence that he would accept our advice willingly . The only effective form 
of U.S. pressure, however , was to withhold aid, and doing so would sooner 
or later weaken the war effort . 

Consequently a division developed, mainly (but not purely ) along 
the lines of Defense against State, about the advisability of using pres
sure. The division was particularly sharp since Diem seemed '-Tilling to go 
part way, at least , in meeting our military suggestions , so that the 
Defense vie.T tended to be that the U. S. would be weakening the war effort 
if aid were withheld to seek to gain civil reforms that not many people in 
Defense regarded as crucial . Besides, it was argued, Diem would not suc 
cumb to pressure anyway . We would just encourage another coup, and the 
communists would exploit it . 

Given this sort of argument, there would always ( at l east through 
1961 ) be at least two layers to decisions about aid to Vietnam : What 
should the U. S . be willing to give? and "\Alha t, if any, demands should be 
made on Diem in return for the aid? 

i,' 3. Problems With the Soviets 

But from Washington, both problems within Vietnam -- how to deal 
wi th the Viet Cong, and how to deal wIth Diem - - seemed qui te inconsequen
tial compared to the problems of dealing with the Soviets . There were two 
elements to the Soviet problem. The first , which only indirectly affected 
Vietnam, was the generally aggressive and confident posture of the Russians 
at that time , a..nd the generally defensive position of the Americans . To use 
W.W. Rostow ' s terminology, the Soviets were then entering the third year of 
their "post-sputnik" offensive , and their aggressiveness would continue 
through the Cuban missile crisis. On the U.S. side there was dismay even 
among Republicans (openly, for example , by Rockefeller; necessarily subdued 
by Nixon, but reported by any number of journalis ts on the basis of private 
conversations ) at what seemed to be an erosion of the American position in 
the world . The Coolidge Commission, appointed by the President , warned him 
in January , 1960,'to, among other steps,llclose the missile gap" and gen 
erally strengthen our defenses. Kennedy , of course, made erosion of our 
posi tion in the vTOrld a major campaign issue . All of this made 1961 a 
peculiarly di.fficul t year for Americans to make concessions , or give ground 
to the Soviets when it could be avoided, or even postponed. That vas clear 
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in J a.nua.ry, and everything therea.fter tha.t wa.s , or could be i nterpreted 
to be a. we8.-"k. U. S . response, only strengthened the pressure to hold on in 
Vietnam . 10/ 

A further element of the Soviet problem impinged directly on 
Viet nam . The new Administra.tion, even before ta.king office, wa.s inclined 
to believe tha.t unconventiona.l wa.rfa.re wa.s likely to be t errifica.lly 
importa.nt in the 1960s. In J a.nua.ry 1961, Krushchev seconded tha.t vielv 
with his speech pledging Soviet support to "wa.rs of na.tiona.l libera.tion ." 
Vietnam wa.s where such a. vTar vms a.ctua.lly going on . I ndeed, s ince the wa.r 
in La.os ha.d moved fa.r beyond the insurgency stage , Vietnam vTaS the only 
pla.ce in the vrarld vThere the Administra.tion fa.ced a. vTell - developed Com
munist effort to topple a. pro -Western government with a.n externa.lly-a.ided 
pro-commQnist insurgency . It wa.s a. cha.llenge tha.t could ha.rdly be i gnored . 

I"~ 4. The Situa.tion in La.os 

Meanwhile, within Southea.st Asia. itsel f there wa.s the peculi a.r 
problem of La.os, where the Western position wa.s i n the process of fa.lling 
a.pa.rt a.s Kennedy took office . The Eisenhower Administra.tion ha.d been giving 
strong support to a. pro-America.n fa.ction in La.os . As a. consequence , t he 
neutra.list fa.ction ha.d joined in a.n a.llia.nce with the pro - connnunist fa.c t ion . 
The Soviets were sending a.id to the neutra.list/communist a.llia.nce , which 
they r ecognized a.s the legitima.te government in La.os ; the U.S. recognized 
a.nd a.ided the pro -Ivestern fa.ction . Unfortuna.tely, it turned out tha.t the 
neutra.list/ communist forces Ivere far more effective tha.n those fa.vored by 
the U.S., a.nd so it became clear tha.t only by putting a.n American a.rmy 
into La.os could the pro -Western fa.ction be kept in pover . I ndeed, it vTaS 
doubtful tha.t even a. coa.lition government hea.ded by the neutra.lists ( the 
choice the U.S. adopted ) could be salvaged. The coalition government solu 
tion would ra.ise problems for other countries in Southea.st Asia.: there 
would ' be doubts a.bcut U. S. connnitments in tha.t pa.rt of the world , a.nd 
( since i t wa.s obvious tha.t the communist forces 'I{Quld be left with de fa.cto 
control of ea.stern La.os ), the settl ement would crea.te direct security 
threa.ts for Tha.iland a.nd Vietnam. These problems 'I{Quld a.ccompany a. "good" 
outcome in La.os ( the coa.lition government ); if the Pa.thet La.o chose to 
simply overrun the country outright ( a.s , short of direct America.n inter 
venti on , they ha.d the pOlver to do ), the problem elsewhere in Southea.st 
Asia. vTOulo. be so much the worse . Consequentl y , throughout 1961, we find 
the effects of the La.os situa.tion spilling over onto Vietnam . 

5. The Spe~ia.l America.n Connni tment to Viet nam 

Fina.lly, in this r eview of fa.ctors tha.t would a.ffect policy-making 
on Vietnam, Ive must note tha.t South Vietnam, (unlike a.ny of the other coun 
t rj,es in S011.thea.st Asia ) wa.s essentia.lly the crea.tion of the United Sta.tes . 
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Without U.S. support Diem almost certainly could not have con
solidated his hold on the South during 1955 and 1956. 

Without the threat of U.S. intervention, South Vietnam could not 
have refused to even discuss the elections called for in 1956 under the 
Geneva settlement without being immediately overrun by the Viet Minh armies . 

Without U. S. aid in the years follo1-ring, the Diem regime certainly, 
a nd an independent South Vietnam almost as certainly, could not have sur
vived. 

Further, from 1954 on there had been repeated statements of U.S. 
support for South Vietnam of a so~t that we would not find i n our dealings 
with other countries in this part of the world. It i s true ther e was 
nothing unqualified about this support: it was always economic, and 
occasionally accompanied by statements suggesting that the Diem regime had 
incurred an obligation to undertake reforms in r eturn for our assistance . 
But then, until 1961, there was no occasion to consider any assistance that 
went beyond economic support and the usual sort of military eq~ipment and 
advice , and no suggest ion that our continued support was in doubt. 

Consequently, the U.S. had gradually developed a special commit
ment in South Vietnam . It was certainly not absolutely binding, even at 
the l evel of assistance exi sting at the start of 1961, much l ess at any 
higher l evel the South Vietnamese might come to need or r equest . But the 
commitment was there; to l et i t slip would be awkward, at the l east. 
Whether it really had any impact on later decisions is hard to say. Given 
the other factors already discussed, it i s not hard to believe that in its 
absence, U.S. policy might have followed exactly the same course it has 
followed . On the other hand, in the absence of a pre-exist i ng special r e
l ation with South Vietnam, the U.S. in 1961 possibly would have at l east 
considered a coalition government for Vietnam as well as Laos, and chosen 
to limit direct U.S. involvement to Tha iland and other countri es in the area 
historically independent of both Hanoi and Peking . But that is the mootest 
sort of quest ion. For i f there had been no pre- existing commitment to South 
Vietnam in 1961, there would not have been a South Vietnam to worry about 
anyway . 

III. SUMMARY 

Looking over the context we have been reviewi ng, it seems like a 
situation in which mistakes would be easy to make . The Viet Cong t hreat was 
serious enou€h to demand action; but not serious enou€h to compete with other 
crises and problems for the attention of senior decis i on-makers . A sound 
decision on tactics and l evels of commitment to deal with the Viet Cong in
volved as much a judgment on the interna l politics of non-communists in 
Vietnam as it did a judgment of the guerrillas ' strength, and character, 
and r elation with Hanoi . (Even a judgement that the war could be treated as 
a strictJ.y military problem after all, i nvolved at l east an implicit judge
ment, and a controversial one, about Vietnmaese politics .) Even if Diem 
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looked not worth supporting it would be painful to make a decision to let 
him sink) and especially so in the world context of 19610 Faced with. a 
challenge to deal with wars of national liberation) it would be hard to 
d~cide that the first one we happened to meet was "not our style 0 Ir And after 
the U.S. stepped back in Laos) it might be hard to persuade the Russians 
that we intended to stand firm anywhere if we then gave up on Vietnam . 
Finally) if the UoS. suspected that the best course in Vietnam was to seek 
immediately an alternative to Diem) no one knew who the alternative might 
be) or whether getting rid of Diem would really make things bettero 

Such was the prospect of Vietnam as 1961 began) and a new Adminis
tration took officeo 
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THE COliNTERINSURGENCY PLtW 

IV. B. CHAPTER II 

1. WINTER, 1961 

The Vietnam Counter-Insurgency Plan which was being worked on 
through most of 1960 finally reached the White House in late J anuary, 
apparently just after Kennedy took office . We do not have a document show
i ng the exact date , but lye know that Kennedy approved the main provisions of 
t he Plan after a meeting on January 28th, and negotiations with Diem began 
February 13 . 3:..1 

The provisions of the CIP tell a good deal about how the Viet Cong 
threat looked to America.n and Vietnamese officials at the beginning of 1961, 
for there is nothing i n the record to suggest that anyone -- either in 
Saigon or Washington, Vietnamese or American -- j udged the CIP to be an in 
adequate response to the VC threat . 

The U. S. offered Diem equipment and supplies to outfit a 20 , 000 man 
increase in his army . The cost was estimated at $28 . ~. million . The U.S . 
also offered to train, outfit and supply 32 , 000 men of the Civil Guard (a 
counterguer.MJJa auxilliary ) at a cost of $12 . 7 million . These two moves 
would help Diem expand the RVNAF to a total of 170,000 men, and expand the 
Civil Guard to a total of 68, 000 men . There were some further odds and ends 
totalling less than another million . The full package added up to l ess than 
$42 million, which was a substantial but not enormous increment to on -going 
U.S. aid to Vietnam of about $220 million a year. (Since most of these 
costs lvere for ini tial outfitting of new forces, the package was mainly a 
one-time shot in the arm.) ?J 

For their part, the Vietnamese were supposed to pay the local cur 
r ency costs of the new forces , and carry out a number of military a.nd civil 
reforms . 

The key military reforms were t o straighten out the chain of command, 
and to develop an agreed overall plan of operations . 

jj.he chain of command problem was that control of the counter 
insurgency effort in the provinces was divided between the l ocal 
militu.ry commander and the Province Chief, a personal appointee 
of Diem, and reporting directly to Diem. Even at a hj_gher l evel, 
3 r egional f i eld commands reported directly to Di em, by-passing 
the Chief of Staff . So a total of 42 officials "\>Ti th some sub 
stantial ( and overlapping ) control of the war effort reported 
directly to Diem : 38 Province Chiefs , 3 regional commanders , and 
the Chief of Staff . The "reform" eventually gotten from Diem put 
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the regional commanders under the Chief of Staff, and com
bined the office of Province Chief (usually a military man 
in any event ) and local field commander. But the Province 
Chiefs still were personally responsible to Diem, and 
could appeal directly to him outside the ncminal chain of 
command. Diem ' s reform, consequently, turned out to be 
essentially meaningless. His reluctance to move on this 
issue was not surprising. After all, the division and con 
fusion of military authority served a real purpose for a 
ruler like Diem, with no broad base of support: it l ess 
ened the chance of a coup that would throw him out . 

LThe overall plan issue, on which not even a paper agree
ment 1-TaS reached during the period covered by this account, 
was really an argument over strategy. It has a familiar 
ring. 

[Diem seemed oriented very much towards maintaining at 
l east the pretense of control over all of South Vietnam. Con
sequently, he favored maintaining military outposts ( and 
concentrating the population in Agrovilles, the predecessors 
of the strategic hamlets ) along "lines of strength" ( gener 
ally main roads ) ,vhich stretched throughout the country. To 
assert at least nominal control over the countryside between 

. these lines of strength, the military forces ,vould period.
ically organize a sweep . In contr.ast to thi s, the American 
plan stressed ,vhat MAAG called a "net and spear" concept . 
Small units would scour the jungles beyond the pacified area. 
When this "net" found an enemy unit, they would call in 
reserves ( the spear) for a concentrated attempt to destroy 
the unit. As new areas Ivere thus cleared, the net would be 
pushed further out into previously uncontested areas . It is 
not clear how well refined either concept was , or (with hind 
sight ) 1-rhether the American plan was really a great deal more 
realistic than Diem's. But the American interest in getting 
Diem to agree toa plan does seem to have been primarily 
oriented to getting him to agree to some systematic proce 
dure for using forces to clear areas of VC control, instead 
of tying up most of his forces defending fixed installations, 
with periodic uneventful s1-reeps through the hinterland..:];J 

On the civil Side, the stress in the CIP was on trying to shore 
up the regime ' s support within the cities by such steps as bringing 
opposition leaders into the government , and giving the National Assembly 
the power to investigate charges of mismanagement and corruption in the 
executive. 

The Plan also called for "civic action" and other steps to in 
crease the change of winning positive loyalty from the peasants . V 
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A good deal of bureaucratic compromise had gone into the CIP. 
Ambassador Durbrow only reluctantly conceded any real need for the 
20,000 man force increase. The stress on civil reforms, in particular 
on civil reforms as part of a quid pro quo, came into the plan only 
after the Saigon Embassy became involved,although there "Tere general 
allusions to such things even in the original military draft of the 
CIP. 

Nevertheless , there was at least a paper agreement , and so far 
as the record shows , substantial real agreement as well. No one com
plained the plan was inadequate. It would , "if properly implemented," 
II turn the tide." And, by implication, it would do so without any major 
increase in American personnel in Vietnam, and indeed, aside from the 
one-shot outfitting of the new units , without even any major increase 
in American aid. 21 . 

None of this meant that the warnings that I{e have seen in the 
Saigon Embassy ' s dispatches or in the August SNIE were not seriously 
intended . What it did mean was that, as of early 1961 , the view that 
was presented to senior officials in Washington essentially shOl{ed the 
VC threat as a problem "\{hich could be pretty confidently handled, given 
a little more musc l e for the army and some shaping up by the Vietnam
ese administration . Any doubts expressed went to the will and compe
tence of the Diem regime , not to the strength of the VC, the role of 
Hanoi , or the adequacy of U. S. aid. 

Consequently, among the assumptions listed as underlying the 
CIP, we find (with emphasis added): 

That the Government of Viet-Nam has the basic potential 
to cope with the Viet Cong guerrilla threat if necessary cor
recti ve measures are taken and adequate forces are provided. §j 

That of course was the heart of the CIP bargain : the U. S. would 
:.provide support for the "adequate forces 11 if Diem would take the "neces 
sary corrective steps." The hinted corollary was that our commitment t.o 
·niem should be contingent on his ' performance: 

That at the present time the Diem government offers the 
best hope for defeating the Viet Cong o 1.1 

II • IAl'fSDALE 'S REPORT 

Running against these sugge stions ( Ol a firm bargaining position 
contingent on Diem's performance), "I·ras concern that if Diem were overthrown 
his successors might be no better; and that the VC might exploit the con
fusion and perhaps even civil var followIng a coup. Further, there vas an 
argu.ment that part of Diem! s reluctance to move on r eforms was that he "lvas 
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afraid to make any concession that might Iveaken his grip : consequently 
the U.S. needed to reassure him that he could count on our firm support 
to him personally . 

A strong statement of this point of vieH is contained in a 
report submitted in January by Brig. General Ed"I-Tard Lansdale, then the ' 
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Special Operations. Lansdale 
had become famous for his .Iork in the Philippines advising on the suc 
cessful campaign against the Huk insurgents. In 1955 and 1956, he Has 
a key figure in installing and establishing Diem as President of South 
Vietnam. As mentioned in the Introduction , Lansdale visited Vietnam in 
early J anuary" . Here, from his report, are a fe,·, extracts on Diem and 
hOH Lansdale felt he should be handled: 

... We must support Ngo Dinh Diem until another strong 
executive can replace him legally. President Diem feels that 
Americans have attacked him alllost as viciously as the Com
munists , and he has withdraHD into a shell for self -protection. 
We have to show him by deeds, not Hords alone, that we are his 
friend. Thi s Ifill make our influence effective again • 

••• I f the next American official to talk to President Diem 
would have the good sense to see him as a human being who has 
been through a lot of hell for years and not as an opponent 
to be beaten to his knees -- He Hould start r egaining our in
fluence with him in a heal thy viay. Whatever else we might 
think of him, he has been unselfish in devoting his l ife to his 
country and has l ittle in personal belongings to shoH for it • 
. I f we donTt like the heavy influence of Brother Nhu, then l et Ts 
move someone of ours in close. This someone, hOHever, must be 
able to look at problems with understanding, suggest better 
solutions than does Nhu, earn a position of influence ..•. 

Ambassador Durbrow should be transferred in the immediate 
future. He has been in the ' forest of tigersi which is Viet
nam for nearly four years nOH and I doubt that he himself 
realizes hOH tired he has become or hOH cl ose he is to the i n 
dividual trees in this big Hoods. Correctly or not, the 
recognized government of Vietnam does not look upon him as a 
friend, believing he sympathized strongly with the coup 
leaders of 11 November • 

••• Ngo Dinh Diem is still the only Vietnamese with execu 
ti ve ability and the required determination to be an effective 
President . I believe there Ifill be another attempt to get, rid 
of him soon, unless the U.S. makes it cl ear that Ife are back
ing him as the elected top man. If the 11 November coup had 
been successful, I beli"eve that a number of highly selfish and 
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mediocre people would be squabbling among themselves for 
power while the Communists took over . The Communists will 
be more alert to exploit the next coup attempt .... ~I 

Lansdale's view was not immediately taken up, even though 
Hilsman r eports that his presentation impressed Kennedy enough to start 
the president thinking about sending the General to Saigon as our next 
Ambassador. 91 Instead, Kennedy made .That was under the circumstances 
the easiest,-least time-consuming decision, which was simply to l et the 
Ambassador he had inherited from the Eisenhower Administration go for
ward and make a try with the plan and negotiating tactics already pre
pared. 

Durbrow's guidance specifically tells him (in instructions he 
certainly found suited his own view perfectly ): 

... considered U.S. view ( is ) that success requires im
plementation entire plan ... lf Ambassador considers GVN 
does not provide necessary cooperation, he should inform 
Washington with recommendations which may include suspen
sion U.S. contribution. 101 

III. NEGOTIATING THE CIP 

Kennedy ' s approval of the CIP apparently was seen as quite a 
routine action. None of the memoirs of the period give it any part icu
lar attention. And, although both Schlesinger and Hilsman r efer to 
General Lansdale's report as shocking the President about the state of 
things in Vietnam, that report itself does not criticize the CIP, or 
the adequacy of its programs . 

The guidance to Durbrow assumed agreement could be reached 
"within two '1eeks. " This choice of l anguage in the guidance cable ira
plies that we believed Diem would quickly agree on the terms of the CIP, 
and the question of using pressure against him ("suspension of U.S. con
tribution") would only arise l ater , should he fail to follo'l-l through on 
his part of the agreement . 111 

As it turned out , Durb~ow ' s efforts took a more complicated 
form. Even reaching a nominal agreement on the CIP took about 6 weeks. 
Then, Durb~ow recommended holding up what is constantly referrei to as 
"the green light " on increased aid until Diem had actually signed decrees 
implement i ng his major promises . 

On March 8 ( in response to a Washington suggestion for stepping 
up some aid prior to agreement on the CIP), Saigon cabled that: 

•.. despite pressure of Eiubassy and MAAG, GVN has not 
decreed the required measures and will continue to 0..elay 
unless highly pressured to act . 12/ 
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But by the 16th both the MAAG Chief and the Ambassador "rere 
taking a gentler line. Durbrow1s cable of that date reports that 
agreement on military reforms had reached a point "which MAAG considers 
it can live 'VI'i th provided GVN follow's through 'Ivi th proper implementa
tion." He was more concerned about the civil reforms, but nevertheless 
concluded the cable l-Tith: 

Comments: Diem was most affable, exuded confidence 
and for first time expressed some gratitude our CIP efforts 
which he promised implement as best he could . ' Again before 
giving full green light believe we should await outcome 
detail discussion by GVN-US officials. In meantime MAAG 
quietly ordering some equj.pment for 20, 000 increase . d 

, 

And a week later, Washington replied, agreeing that the "green 
light" should be held up until the CIP was approved , but also noting 
that since success depended on the "l"llling cooperation of the Vietnamese , 
the Embassy ought not to push Diem too hard in the negotiations.~ 

Follol-Ting this , the CIP negotiations dragged on inconclusively, 
and there is a ghostly quality to it all. There are cables giving en
couraging progress reports "rhich, in fac·t, seem limited to vague promises 
which, l-Tith hindsight, we know to have been quite meaningless. MAAG ( and 
eventually the JCS in Washington ) grew increasingly impatient l-Tith 
Durbrow1 s insistence on further holding up the "green light. " They wanted 
to get on With the war. 

By the end" Durbrow was Simply holding out for Diem to actually 
complete the paperwork on some steps he had long ago said he intended to 
ta~e . His very last cable (May 3) gives a good feeling for the flavor 
of the negotiations that had been going on between Diem and Durbrmr for 
the nearly 3 months since the CIP talks began ( and indeed it gives the 
flavor of Durbrow1s relations with Diem at least since the previous 
October). 

During the inauguration reception at Palace April 29, 
Diem took me aside and asked if I had given green light for 
US implementation of our part of counter insurgency plan 
(eIP) • I replied frankly that I had not and noted that as 
stated in my l etter of February 13 certain minimum actions 
must be taken by the GVN first if CIP is to produce results. 
I l isted follol-Ting actions : (1) Establishment of a central 
i ntelligence organization; ( 2 ) assignment of operational 
control for counter insurgency operations l-Tithin mili tary 
chain of command; and (3) implementation of reforms an 
nounced by Diem on February 6 . Diem replied that he would 
do all the se things, but that time was requj.red to work 
out details . He said various GVN Cabinet members and Joint 
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General Staff studying proposals and have different ideas. 
Since he wants to be sure that whatever done is well thought 
out, will be successful and not have to be changed in future 
he letting responsible officials thoroughly consider pro
posals . Diem stated that Secretary Thuan working on detailed 
statute for central intelligence organization, but it re
quired more work and needs to be polished up . I replied that 
frankly time was slipping by and as yet there no action on 
these three pOints, which essential before I can give "green 
light!! on equipment for 20,000 increase in arined forces. 

I n connection Diem remarks , Vice President Tho told me April 
28 that he had not seen CIP , although he had heard of its 
existence, and he ' does not believe other Ministers have seen 
i t either . Question thus arises as to whether Diem' s state 
ment that various Cabinet members studying CIP refers only to 
Thuan. I gave Tho fairly detailed fill - in on CIP contents . 
Tho said action now by President , at least implementation of 
r eforms , needed in order , capitalize on present ups,ling in 
popular feeling about situation following GVN success in carry
i ng out elections despite VC efforts to disrupt . Stating he 
did not know when if ever reforms will be implemented, he com
mented that failure take such action after so many promises 
would lose all momentum gained from elections. Tho added that , 
aside from psychological impact , refonns likely take ( s ic; make ) 
l:L ttle change u.nless· Diem hiBself c:-:ume;es his method of opex'a
t ing. He noticed t ha.t if "super ministers" w"i. t hout r ea l < 

authority t hey likely become just adcU t:i.one.l level in burec-,uc
racy ,'Ti t hout making GVN mOTe effective . 

On May 2 in course my formal fare .. Tell call I asked Diem if 
decrees yet signed on intelligence organization, chain of 
command and reforms . Diem stated he working on these matters 
but went through usual citation of difficulties including 
problem of convincing available personnel that they capable 
and qualified carry out responsibilities . He stated he already 
named Colonel Nguyen Van Yankee to head i ntelligence organiza
tion, Colonel Ya.n..."k.ee has selected building for his headquarters 
and in process recruiting staff, while Secretary Thuan working 
on statute for organization . Re chain of command, I strongly 
emphasized that this one of most important factors in CIP, GVN 
must organi ze itself to follow national pl an "Ti th one man in 
charge operational control a..nd not waste time chasing Will of 
wisps . Diem replied that he not feeling well ( he has cold) and 
with inauguration he has not had time focus on this question 
but he' .. Till do it . He stated that he realize s only effective 
.ray i s to pl ace counter insurgency operations under J oint 
General Staff, but that his generals disagreed as to exactly 
h OVT this should be done. 
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Diem, referring Sihanouk's Vientiane press conference (Vien
tiane ' s 1979), stated he did not believe there would be 14-
nation conference and he afraid Laos almost lost already. 
Diem argued that since PL occupy almost all of southern Laos , 
we must agree increase in RVNAF to provide additional per
sonnel to train self defense corps which in very bad shape . 

Comment: Although Thuan has indicated to /MAAG Chief7 General 
McGarr decree designating single officer to conduct-counter 
insurgency operations being signed imminently, I asked him 
morning May 3 when seeing off Harriman and Lemnitzer whether 
I would receive before departure "present " he has long prom
ised me. He r eplied presents often come when least expected, 
which apparently means Diem not yet ready sign decree. 

While we should proceed with procurement equipment for 20,000 
i ncrease as r ecommended my 1606, I do not believe GVN shouJ_d 
be informed of this green light , particularly until above 
decree signed. Durbrow. 15/ 

The February 6 reforms referred to i nvolved a cabj_net re,:,organi
zation Diem had announced before the start of the CIP negotiations . The 
i ntelligence re-organization was to consolidate the 7 existing services. 
The chain of command problem has been discussed above . Diem finally issued 
decrees on all these points a few days after Durbrow went home . The de
crees '\-rere essentially meaningless : exactly these same issues remained 
high on the list of "necessary reforms " called for after the Taylor Mission, 
and indeed throughout the rest of Diem ' s life . 

IV. DURBROW ' S TACTICS 

Did Durbrow ' s tactics make s ense? There i s an argument to be 
made both ways. Certainly if Durbrow ' s focus i·TaS on the pro forma paper
work, then they did not. Mere formal organizational r e-arrangements 
(unifying the then 7 intelligence services into 1 , setting up at least a 
nominal chain of command for the war ) often change very little even when 
t hey are seriously intended . To the extent they are not seriously in
tended, they are almost certain to be meaningless. Vice President Tho, of 
course, is cited in the cable as making exactly that point. The very fact 
that Durbrow chose to include this remark in the cable (without questioning 
i t ) suggests he agreed . But if squeezing the formal decrees out of Diem 
r eally did not mean much, then what was the point of exacerbating relations 
with Di~a ( not to mention r elations with the military members of the U.S. 
mission) to get them? In hindsight, we can say there vTaS none , unless the 
U. S. really meant what it had said about making U.S. support for Diem con
t ingent on his taking "corrective measures ." Then the function of those 
t actics would not have been to squeeze a probably meaningless concession 
from Diem; for the cable quoted alone makes it pretty clear that it would 
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have been naive to expect much follow-though from Diem. The purpose 
would have been to begin the process of separating U. S. support for 
Vietnam from support for the Diem regime , and to lay the basis for 
stronger such signals in the future unless Diem underwent some miracu
l ous reformation. That, of course, is exactly the tack the U. S . 
follow-ed in the fall of 1963, once the Administration had really de 
cided that we could not go on with the Diem regime as it then existed. 

All this can be said with hindsight . I t is not clear how much 
of this line of thinking should be attributed to American officials in 
Washington or Saigon at the time. There is no hint in the cables we 
have that Durbrow was thinking this way . Rather he seems to have felt 
that the concessions he was wringing from Diem represented real progress , 
but that we would have to keep up the pressure (presumably with threats 
to suspend aid - - as his guidance considered -- even after the "green 
l ight" was given ) to keep goading Diem in the right direction. Meanwhile, 
the predominant view (pushed most strongly, but hardly exclusively by the 
mili tary) was that we should, and could effectively get on with the war 
'wi th as much cooperation as we could get from Diem short of interfering 
with the war effort : it was all right to try for a Quid pro QUo on aid, 
but not very hard. The Lansdale view went even further , stressing the 
need for a demonstration of positive, essentially unQualified support for 
Diem if only to discourage a further coup attempt, which Lansdale saw as 
t he main short-run danger . 

In a significant way, Lansdale !s view was not very different in 
i ts analysis of tactics from the vie"T that Diem was hopeless. Both 
Lansdale, with his strong pro -Diem view, and men like Galbraith with a 
strong anti -Diem view, agreed that Diem could not be pressured into re 
forming this regime. ("He won ' t change, because he can ' t change ," wrote 
Galbrai th in a cable we will Quote in more detail later .) 

Where the Lansdale and Galbraith views differed - - a fundamental 
difference , of course ,-- was in their estimate of the balance of risks of 
a coupo Lansdale , and obviously his view carried the day, believed that a 
coup was much more likely to make things worse than make things better . 
This must have been an especially hard view to argue against in 1961, when 
Diem did not look as hopeless as he woul d later, and when a strong argu
ment could be made that the U . S. just could not afford at that time to 
risk the collapse of a pro -Western government in Vietnam. It must have 
seemed essentially irresistable to take the route of at least postponing, 
as seemed Quite feasible , a decision on such a tough and risky course as 
holding back on support for Diem. The President, after all , could remem
ber the charges that the Truman Administration had given mray China by 
holding back on aid to Chiang to try to pressure him toward refonn. As a 
young Congressman, he had even joined the chorus . 

Meanwhile Durbrow was about to come home ( he had been in Vietnam 
for 4 years ) ; security problems in Vietnam were , at best , not improving ; 
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and the repercussions of Laos ,-Tere spilling over and would make fur
ther moves on Vietnam an urgent matter 0 By the middle of April, the 
Administration vTaS undertaking its first close look at the problem 
in Vietnam ( in contrast to the almost automatic approval of the ClP 
dl).ring the opening days of ' the new Administration). 
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IV.B. 

THE SPRING DECISIONS - I 

CHAPTER III 

I. THE "PRESIDENTIAL PROGRAM" 

The development of what eventually came to be called "The Presi
dential Program for Vietnam" formally began with this memorandum from 
McNamara to Gilpatric: 

20 April 1961 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

This will confirm our discussion of this morning during 
which I stated that the President has asked that you: 

a. Appraise the current status and future prospects of 
the Communist drive to dominate South Viet-Nam. 

b. Recommend a series of actions (military, political 
and/or economic, overt and/or covert) which, in your 
opinion, will prevent Communist domination of that 
country. 

The President vTOuld like to receive your report on or 
before Thursday, April 27. 

During the course of your study, you should draw, to the 
extent you believe necessary, upon the views and resources of 
the State Department and CIA. Mr. Chester BOI-rles vTaS present 
when the President discussed the matter with me, and I have 
reviewed the proj ect with Mr . Allen Dulles. Further, the 
President stated that Mr. Walt Rostow would be available to 
counsel with you. !/ 

Gilpatric, although obviously given a completely free hand under the 
terms of the memo, nevertheless set up an interagency task force to work 
on the r eport. A draft was ready April 26, and Gilpatric sent it to the 
President the follOlving day . But this turned out to be only the first, 
and r elatively unimportant phase of the effort . For the Laos crisis came 
to a boil just ac, the first Gilpatric report w~ s finished, and the Task 
Force was continued with the essentia.lly n evT mission of a r ecommending 
additional measure to keep our position from falling apart in the vTake of 
what was happening in Laos . Consequently, to understand these late
April, early-May decisions , we have to treat separately the initial 
Gilpatric effort and the lat er, primarily State-drafted reviSion, dat ed 
May 6. The same general factors were in the background of both efforts , 
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although Laos was only one of the things that influenced the April 26 
effort, while it became the overwhelming element in the May 6 effort . 
It is worth setting out these influencing factors, specifically: 

1. The security situation in Vietnamo 

2. The Administration's special interest in counter-insurgency, 

30 The apparent futility and divisiveness of the Durbrow (pres 
sure ) tactics for dealing with Diem. 

4, Eventually most important, and substantially narrowing the 
range of options realistically open to the Administration, 
the weakness of US policy in Laos, and the consequent 
strongly felt need for a signal of firm policy in Vietnam, 

10 The Security Situation in Vietnam 

The VC threat in Vietnam looked worse in April than it had in 
January 0 We will see that Gilpatric ' s report painted a bleak pictureo 
Yet, there is no hint in the record that concern about the immediate situa
tion in Vietnam was a major factor in the decision to formulate a new 
program. 

VC strengtb was estimated at 3-15,000 in Lansdale ' s January memo
randum; 8-10,000 in a March NIE; 10,000 in an April briefing paper (appar
ently by Lansdale ) immediately preceding -- and recommending -- the Gilpatric 
Task Force; then 12,000 one week l ater in the Gi1patric report proper . VC 
i ncidents were reported high for April (according to the Task Force r eport, 
650 per month, 4 times higher than January), but an upsurge in activity had 
l ong been predicted to coincide with the Vietnamese e1ectionso As would 
happen in the future,the f a ilure of the VC to prevent the el ections was 
considered a sign of government strength 0 ~ 

On the basis of the Task Force statistics , we could assume that 
the situation was deteriorating rapidly: taken literally, they indicate an 
increase in VC strength of 20 percent in about a week, plus the large in
crease in incidents , But neither cables from the field, nor the Washington 
file s show any sense of a sharply deteriorating situation , And, as we will 
see, the initial Task Force Report, despite its crisis tone, recommended 
no increase' in military strength for the Vietnamese, only more generous US 
ftnancial aid to forces already planned Under the CIP, 

2. The Administration ' s Special Interest in Counter - insurgency 

A more impori'ant impetus to the Gilpatric effort than any sense 
of deterioration in Vietnam seems to have been the Administration ' s 
general interest in doing something about counter-insurgency warfare , 
combined with an int~erest in finding more informa l and more efficient means 
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of supervlslng policy ·than the Eisenhovrer Administration's elaborate 
National Security structure . The effort in Vietnam obviously required 
some coordination of separate efforts by at least State, Defense, CIA, 
and ICA (a predecessor of AID). Further, once a coordinated program was 
worked out, the idea appears to have been to focus responsibility for 
seeing to it that the program was carried out on some clearly identified 
individual. This search for a better way to organize policy seems to 
have been the prinCipal motive behind the initial Gilpatric effort, al
though it became inconsequential after the original submission. 

3. The Apparent Futility and Divisiveness of the Durbrow (Pressure ) 
Tactics for Dealing With Diem 

Late April was a peculiarly appropriate time to undertake the 
sort of sharpening up of policy and its organization just described. It 
was probably clear by then that Durbrow 's pressure tactics were not really 
accomplishing much with Diem. Besides, DurbrmT had been in Vietnam for 
four years by April, and a new Ambassador would normally have been sent in 
any event. Fritz Nolting had been chosen by early April, and he was 
scheduled to take over in early May. Further, Diem had .just been reelected, 
an essentially meaningless formality to be sure, but still one more thing 
that helped make late April a logical time for taking a fre sh look at US 
relations with Diem. And even to people who believed that a continuation 
of Durbrow' s pressure tactics Dlight be the best approach to Diem, events 
elsevrhere and especially in Laos must have raised questions about whether 
it ioTaS a politic time to be threatening t o withhold aid . 

4. The Weakness of US Policy in Laos, and the Need for a Signal of 
Firm Policy in Vietnam 

. T.l.€ situation in the world that April seemed t o create an 
urgent requirement for the US to do something to demonstrate firmness , 
and especially so in Southeast Asia. The Task Force was set up the day 
after the Bay of Pigs invasion force surrendered, and at a time when the 
Laos crisis was obviously coming to head. There had been i mplicit agree 
ment in principle between the US and the Soviets to seek a cease fire in 
Laos and to organize a neutral coalition government. But it was not clear 
at all that the cease-fire would come while there was anything l eft worth 
arguing about in the hands of the pro-Western faction. Oilpatric's 
initial Task Force report reached the President the day of a crlSlS meeting 
on Laos , and the more important second phase of the effort began then, in 
an atmosphere wholly dominated by Laos . 

But even before t .he Laos crisis reached its peak, t here \v2.S a sense in 
Washington and generally in the world that put strong pressures on the 
Administration to look for ways to take a firm stand somewhere; and if it 
was not to be in Laos, then Vietnam was next under the gun. 
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Something of the mood of the time can be sensed in these quotes) one 
from a March 28 NIE on Southeast Asia) another from Lansdale ' s notes) and 
finally a significant question from a Kennedy press conference: 

From the NIE: 

There is a deep awareness among the countries of Southeast Asia 
that developments in the Laotian crisis ) and its outcome) have a 
profound impact on their future. The governments of the area 
tend to regard the Laotian crisis as a symbolic test of strengths 
between ' the major powers of the West and the Communist bloc. JJ 
From Lansdale ' s notes (about April 21 ) : 

10 Psychological - - VN believed always they main target. Now 
it comes -- ' when our turn comes) will we be treated the same 
as Laos? ' Main task GVN confidence in US. ~ 

And suggesting the more general tone of the time ( even a week before 
the Bay of Pigs) prompted by the Soviet orbiting of a man in space ) this 
question at Kennedy ' s April 12 news conference: 

Mr. PreSident) this question might better be asked at a history 
class than at a news conference ) but here it is anyway. The 
Communists seem to be putting us on the defensive on a number of 
fronts - - now) again) in space. Wars aside) do you think there 
i s a danger that their system is going to prove more durable than 
ours. 21 

The President answered with cautious reassurance. Eight days later) 
after the Bay of Pigs ) and the day he ordered the Task Force to go ahead) 
he tol d the Association of Newspaper Editors : 

oo •• it is clearer than ever that we face a relentless struggle 
i n every corner of the globe that goes far beyond the clash of 
armies ) or even nuclear armaments. ~1e armies are there. But 
they serve primarily as the shield behind which subversion) 
i nfiltration) and a host of other tactics steadily advance) 
picking off vulnerable areas one by one in situations that do 
not permit our own armed intervention.o • • We dare not fail to 
see the insidious nature of this new and deeper struggle. We 
dare not fail to grasp the new concepts ) the new tools ) the 
new sense of urgency we will need to combat it - - whether in 
Cuba or South Vietnam. £/ (Notice Kennedy ' s explicit assump
tion about US armed intervention as a means of dealing with 
i nsurgenCies . Not too much can be read into his remark) for it 
probably was inspired primarily by criticism of his refusal to 
t ry to save the Bay of Pigs contingent . But the balance of the 
record adds Significance to the comment .) 
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110 THE APRIL 26 REPORT 

The available Gilpatric file consists mostly of drafts of the report 
and memos from Lansdaleo It contains a memorandum dated April 13, in 
which Lansdale advised Gilpatric of a meeting with Rostow, at which Rostow 
showed Lansdale a copy of a memorandum to Kennedy recommending a fre sh 
crack at the Vietnam situationo Here is Rostow's memorandum: 

April 12, 1961 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

FROb: WWR 

Now that the Viet -Nam election is over, I believe we must 
t urn to gearing up the whol e Viet-Nam operationo Among the pos
sible lines of action that might be considered at an early high 
level meeting are the following : 

10 Tne appointment of a full time first-rate back-stop man 
in Washingtono McNamara, as well as your staff, believes this to 
be essential. 

2. The briefing of our new Ambassador , Fritz Nolting , includ
ing sufficient talk with YOcITsel f so that he fully understands the 
priority you attach to the Viet-Nam problemo 

30 A possible visit to Viet -Nam in the near future by the 
Vice President. 

40 A poss ible visit t o the United States of Mr o Thuan, 
acting Defense Minister , and one of the few men around Diem with 
operational capacity and vigoro 

50 The sending to Viet-Nam of a research and development and 
military hard\-rare team which would expl ore with General McGarr 
which of the various techni<lues and gadgets now available or being 
explored might be relevant and useful in the Viet-Nam operationo 

60 The raising of the MAAG ceiling, which involves some 
diplomacy, unless we can find an alternative way of introducing 
into the Viet-Nam operation a subs t antial number of Special 
Forces types. 

7. The <luestion of replacing the present ICA Chief in Viet
Nam, who, by all accounts , has expended his capital. We need a 
vigorous man "rho can ",ork well with the military, since Some of 
the rural development problems relate closely to guerrilla opera
tions . 
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80 Settling the ~uestion of the extra funds for Diemo 

90 The tactics of persuading Diem to move more rapidly to 
broaden the base of his government; as \oTell as to decrea.se its 
centralization and improve its efficiency. 

Against the background of decisions \ole should urgently take 
on these matters; you may wish to prepare a letter to Diem which 
would not only congratulate him) reaffirm our support; and 
specify new initiatives we are prepared to take) but would make 
c lear to him the urgency you attach to a more effective political 
and morale setting for his military operation) now that the 
elections are successfully behind himo 

Neither this memo) nor other available papers; give us a basis for 
judging how far the stress on the i mportance of Vietnam was already in
fluenced by developments in Laos; and hOVT much it reflects a separable 
interest in taking on the cha llenge of "wars of liberationo " Both were 
undoubtedly important. But this Rostm-r memo turned out to be pretty close 
to an agenda for the initia l Task Force report . I t seems very safe to 
assume that the "full-time) f'irst-rate; back- stop man in Washington" 
Rostow had i n mind was Lansdale 0 (Gilpatr ic himself obviously could not 
be expected to spend full-time on Vietnamo ) Presumably the President ' s 
re~uest for the Gilpatric report was intended as either a method of easing 
Lansda le into that role) or at least of trying him out in it. 

Following the description of the Rostow memo ) Gilpatric ' s file con
tains several carbon copies of a long paper) unsigned but certainly by 
Lansdale) which among other things recommends that the President set up a 
Task Force for Vietnam \-lhich would layout a detailed program of action 
and go on to supervise the i mple:nentation of that program. The date on 
the paper is April 19) but a draft must have been prepared some days 
earlier ; probably about the time of Lansdale ' s discussion with Rostow on 
the 13th) Since the available copies recommended that the Task Force sub
mit its report to the President by April 21. The paper explicitly foresaw 
a major role for General Lansdale both in the Task Force ) and thereafter 
i n supervising the implementation of the report . 

This Task Force was apparently intended to supersede what the paper 
refers to as "one of the customary \ororking groups in Washington" which 
was "being called together next week by John Steeves ) Acting Assistant 
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairso " 

In view of all this ; it is not surprising to find that the first 
phase of the Task Force effort appears) from the record; to have been 
very much a Gilpatric - I a nsdale show. The first meeting of the group 
(which included State and CIA representatives) was apparently held 
April 24) four days after Gilpatric was told to go ahead o A draft report 
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was ready the 26th, followIng ind.ividual meetings bet'\./'een members and 
Gilpatric and Lansdale. Present files do not show whether there '-TaS 

another full meeting of the group before the first version of the report 
( dated April 26) was sent to the President on the 27th . 

Here are the opening sections, w::''lich introduce the list of proposed 
actions which make up the program. II 

A PROGRA.:M OF AcrrION '1'0 PRK''v'ENT CO):v1r1Ul'HST ruMINATION OF 

SOUTH VIETNAM 

APPRAISAL OF THE SITUATION 

After meeting in Hanoi on 13 }~y 1959, the Central Committee 
of the North Vietnamese Comn11L.n.ist Party publ:l.cly announced its 
intention "to smash" the government of President Diem. Follow
ing this decision, the Viet Cong have significantly increased 
their program of infiltration, subversion, sabotage a.nd assas
sination designed to achieve this end. 

At the North Vietnamese CO~~lmist Party Congress in September 
1960, the earlier declaration of undergrolJnd war by the Party ' s 
Contr ol Committee was reaffirmed. Thj.s action by the Party 
Congress took place m tLl.y a month after Kong Le ' s coup in Laos . 
Scarcely t vro months l ater there vTaS a military uprising in 
Saigon. The turmoil created throughout the area by this rapid 
succession of events provides an ideal environment for the Com
mUD.ist "ma.ster plan" to tal<e over all of Southeast Asia . 

Since that time , as can be seen from the attached ma.p, the 
internal security situation in South Vietnam has become cr itical. 
What amOlJnts to a state of active guerrilla viB.rfare now exists 
thr oughout the cOlJntry . T'ne nui!lber of Viet Ccr..g 11.2,rd..,cor e 
CommlJnists ha.s increased from 41~00 in ear ly 1960 to an estimated 
12, 000 today . The number of violent incidents per month now 
averages 650. Casualties on both sides tote.led more than 4500 
during the first three months of t11is year . Fifty-eight percent 
of the country is under some degree of Communist control, rang
ing from harassment and night raids to almost complete adminis
trative jurisdiction in the Communist "secure areas ." 

The Viet Cong over the past two years have succeeded in 
stepping up the pace and intensity of thei r attacks to the point 
where South Vietnam is nearing the decisive phase in its battle 
for survival. I f the situation continues to deteriorate , the 
Communists vnll be able to press on to their strategic goal of 
establishing a rival "National Liberation Front" government in 
one of these "secure areas " therel)y plunging the nation into 
open civil war . They have publicly annolJnced that they will 
"tal~e over the cO'U...'1.try before the end of 1961. 11 
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This situation is thus critical, but is not hopeless. The 
Vietnamese Gover nment , with American aid, has increased its 
capabilities to fight its attackers, and provides a base upon 
which the necessary additional effort can be founded to defeat 
the Communist attack. Sho~ld the Communist effort increase, 
either directly or as a result of a collapse of Laos, additional 
measures beyond those proposed herein would be necessary. 

In short, the situation in South Vietnam has reached the 
point where, at l east for the time being, primary emphasis 
should be placed on providing a solution to the internal se
curity problem. 

The US Objective: To create a viable and increasingly demo
cratic society in South Vietnam and to prevent Communist domina
tion of the country. 

Concept of Operations: To initiate on an accelerated baSiS, 
a series of mutually supporting actions of a military, political 
economiC, psychological and covert character designed to achieve 
this objective. In so doing, it is intended to use, and where 
appropriate extend, expedite or build upon the existing US and 
Government of Vietnam (GVN) programs already underway in South 
Vietnam . There is ne ither the time ava ilable nor any sound 
justification for "starting from scratch. " Rather the need is 
to focus the US effort in South Vietnam on the immediate internal 
security problem; to infuse it with a sense of urgency and a dedi
cation to the overall US objective; to achieve, through coopera
tive int er-departmental support both in the field and in Washington, 
the operational flexibility needed to apply the available US assets 
in a manner best calculated to achieve our objective in Vietnam; 
and, finally, to impress on our friends, the Vietnamese, and on our 
foes , the Viet Cong, that come what may, the US intends to win this 
battle. 

The program that follmJed this strongly worded introduction was very 
modest, not merely compared to current US involvement, but to the effort 
the US undertook following the Taylor Mission in the fall. The program is 
essentially simply a moderate acceleration of the CIP program approved in 
January, with a great deal of stress on vigor, enthusiasm, and strong 
l eadership in carrying out the program o 

In particular, the program proposes no increase in the Vietnamese 
army, and only a moderate (in hindsight, i nconsequential) increase in the 
size of our MAAG mission . The main military measures were for the US to 
pr,ovide financial support for the 20,OOO-man increase in the RVNfI.F and to 
provide support for the full complement of counter-insurgency auxiliary 
forces (Civil Guard and Self-Defense Corps) planned by Diem. Both .Jere 
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modest steps. For under the CIP we were already planning to pay support 
costs for 150,000 men of the RVNAF and 32,000 men of the Civil Guardo This 
Task Force proposal, I{hich had been urged for some weeks by MAAG in Saigon, 
simply said that we would provide the same support for all the Vietnamese 
forces that we h~d already planned to provide for most of them. 

For the rest, the Presidential Program in its final form, issued 
May 19, turned out (after a great deal of stirring around ) to be close to 
that proposed in the April 26 drafto 

Two comments are needed on this materiai. First, the program Lansdale 
and Gilpatric proposed was not so narrowly military as the repeated em
phasis on priority for the internal security problem might suggesto Rather , 
the emphasis was on stabilizing the countryside, in contrast to pressing 
Diem on political and administrative reforms mainly of interest to Diem1s 
urban criticso This reflected both Lansdale 1s judgments on counter
insurgency, which look good in hindsight, and his strongly pro-Diem 
orientation, which looks much less goodo 

Second, the reference to a communist "master plan" for Southeast As i a 
(and Similar language is found in a number of other staff papers through 
the balance of 1961) suggests a view of the situation which has been much 
criticized recently by men like Galbraith and Kennano Public comments by 
those who were closely involved (both those critical of policy since 1965, 
such as Sorenson and HilB~~n , and those supporting the Administration, 
such as William Bundy ) suggest a more sophisticated view of the problem. 
Here we simply note that the formal staff work available strongly supports 
Galbraith and Kennan, although this does not necessarily imply that the 
senior members of the Administration shared the view that North Vietnam was 
operating (in the words of another staff paper) as the "implementing agent 
of Bloc policy" rather than in fairly conventional, mainly non-ideological 
pursuit of its own national interesto §1 

III. LANSDAIEIS ROLE 

In his April 27 memorandum transmitting the Report to the President , 
Gi.lpatric noted that: 

.o.in the short time available to the Task Force it was not 
possible to develop the program in complete detail o However, 
there has been prepared a plan for mutually supporting actions 
of a political, military, economic, psychological, and covert 
character which can b e refined periodically on the basis of 
further recommendations from the field 0 

Toward this end, Brigadier General EoG. Lansdale, USAF, who 
has been deSignated Operations Officer for the Task Force, will 
proceed to Vietnam immediately after the program receives 
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Presidential approval. Foll owing on the spot discussions 
with US and Vietnamese offi cials, he will fOl~ward to the Director 
of the 'Ilas~= Force specific recommendations for action in support 
of the attached program. 

Tnis appearb to have been the high point of Lansdal e ' s role in Vietnam 
policy . Lansdale by this time had already sent (~lth Gilpatric ' s approval) 
messages requesting various people to meet him in Saigon , May 5. This is 
from a memorandum he sent to Richard Bissell, then still a Deputy Director 
of the CIA, requesting the services of one of his colleagLles from the 
1955-1956 experience in Vietnam: 

I realize Redicl\: is committed to an i mportant job in Laos 
and that this is a difficult time in that troubl e spot . I do 
feel , however , that vle may yet save Vietnam and that our best 
effor t shoul d be put i nto it . 

Redick , in my oplnlon, is nOll so much a part of the l'ninhib 
ited commlmications betvreen President Diem and myself that it goes 
far beyond the question of having an interpreter . His part.ic ~J.lar 

faciHty for apPlneciating lIl'J meaning in words and the thoughts 
of Diem in return is practically indispensable to me in the rol e 
I am assigned in seeldng Presi dent Kennedy ' s goal for Vietnam . 21 

But none of this was to be . Present files contain a thermofax of 
HcNamara ' s copy of the memorandum Gilpatric sent to the President . I n 
McNamara ' s han dvrr i ting the words (Lansdale ) "will pr oceed to Vietnam im
mediately" are changed to " ~lll proceed to Vietnam when requested by the 
Am1)ass8 .. dor . II As vle ,nll see below, when the Task Force Report was re 
drafted the next week, Lansdale's key role disappears entirely , at the 
request of the State Dep8xtment , but presumabl y with the concurrence of 
the White H01}.se. 

IV. KEN1\TEDY ' S APRIL 29 DEC ISIOJlTS 

Although our record is not clear, it appears that the cover memorandum 
was sent to the President as Gilpatric had signed it, and that McNe..mara 's 
correction refl ected a decision made after the paper 'Tent to t he President , 
rather t han a change in the l anguage of the memo. In any event, at a 
meeting on April 29, President Kennedy approved onl y the quite limited mil i 
tary proposals of the draft report it t ransmitted. Decisions were deferred 
on the bal ance of t he paper, which now included an annex i ssued April 28 on 
much more substantial additional military aid bel ieved required by the 
situation in Laos· . The military measures approved during thi s first go
around were : 

(1) I ncrease the ~ffiAG as necessary t o insure the effective im
plementation of the military portion of the program including 
the training of a 20,OOO-man addition to the present GVN armed 
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forc es of 150)0000 Initial appraisal of nev tasks assigned 
CHMAAG i ndicates that approximately 100 additional military 
personnel vj.ll be required immediately in addition to the 
present complement of 6850 

(2 ) Expand MAAG responsibilities to include authority to provide 
support and advice to the Self Defense Corps vith a strength of 
approximately 40)0000 . 

(3) Authoriz e MAP support for the entire Civil. Guard Force of 
68) 0000 MAP support is nov authorized for 32) 000; the remaining 
36)000 are not nov adequately trained and equippedo 

(4) Install as a matter of priority a radar surveillance capa
bili ty vhich vill enable the GVN to obtain 'darning of Communist 
over - flights being conducted for intelligence or clandestine air 
supply purposes 0 Initially) this capabiiity should be provided 
from US mobile radar capability. 

(5) Provide ~ffiP support for the Vietnamese Junk Force as a means 
of preventing Viet Cong clandestine supply and infiltration into 
South Vietnam by vatero MAP support) vhich vas not provided in 
the Counterinsurgency Plan) vill include training of j unk crevs 
in Vietnam or at US bases by US Navy personnelo 10/ 

The only substantial Significance that can be read into these April 29 
decisions is that they Signalled a villingness to go beyond the 685--man 
l imit on the size of the US military mission in Saigon) vhich) if i t vere 
done openly) vould be the first formal breech of the Geneva Agreements . 
For the rest ) ve vere providing somevhat more generous support to the 
Vietnamese than proposed in the CIPo But the overall size of the Vietnamese 
forces vould be no higher than those already approved . (The 20)000-man 
increase vas already part of the CIP. ) No one proposed in this initial 
draft that the Administration even consider sending American troops (other 
than the 100-odd additional advisors ). It was not ) by any interpretation) 
a crisis responseo 

Indeed) even if Kennedy had approved the vhole April 26 program) it 
vould have seemed ( in hindsight ) most notable for the "come vhat may) ve 
intend to vin" rhetoric in its i ntroduction and for the supreme role 
granted to Task Force (and indirectly to Lansdale as its operations offi 
cer ) in control of Vietnam policy. Lansdale ' s memoranda l eave no real 
doubt that he sav the Report exactly t hat vay -- vhich presumably vas vhy he 
made no effort to risk stirring up trouble by putting his more controversial 
vievs into the paper . For example ) a l though Lansdale believed the key nevT 
item in Vietnam policy vas a need for emphatic support for Diem) onl y the 
barest hint of this viev appears in the paper (and it is not even hinted 
at in Lansdale ' s preliminary draft of the report di stributed at the 
April 24th meeting of the Task Force )o ~ 
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That is when this opening phase of the Task Force effort has to be 
separated from what followed. As just noted, it was remarkable mainly 
for the strength of the commitment implied to South Vietnam, Ivhich the 
President never did unambiguously endorse, and for the organizational 
arrangement it proposed, with the key role for Lansdale and Gilpatric, 
which was eliminated from the later drafts. All of the factors behind the 
May reappraisal ( cited at the beginning of this chapter ) und::m.btedly con
tributed to the decision to set up the Task Force . But Rostow ' s memoran
dum and the modest dimensions of the resulting proposals suggest the main 
i dea really was to sharpen up existing policy and its administration, 
rather than to work out a new policy on the assumption that the existing 
program had become substantially obsolete . Immediately after April 27, 
t his changes . Although Gilpatric and Lansdale continued to head up the 
Task Force through the Presidential decisions of May 11, their personal 
role became increasingly unimportant . The Significance no longer was in 
putting new people in charge of a new style for running the program, but 
in developing a new program that would offset the impact of Laos . 

V. THE LAOS ANNEX 

On April 28, an annex had been issued to the basic report which went 
far beyond the modest military proposals in the original . The most 
reasonable assumption is that the annex was drawn up in response to 
comments at the April 27 NSC meeting at which the Report was to have 
been considered, but which turned out to be devoted to the by- then acute 
state of the crisis in Laos . On the grounds that the neutralization of 
Laos would solidify communists de facto control of eastern Laos ( including 
the mountain passes which were the historic invasion route to southern 
Vietnam), the annex advocated U.S . support for a two-division increase in 
the RVNAF . To rapidly train these forces , there was now a recommendation 
on U. S. manpower commitments that dvrarfed the previous recommendation for 
a MAAG increase : specifically, a 1600-man training team for each of the 
two nevl divisions , plus a 400-man special forces contingent to speed up 
counter-insuIgency training for the South Vietnamese forces : a total of 
3600 men, not counting the MAAG increase a l ready authorized . 

It i s interest i ng t hat in the annex this force increase ( and the 
bulk of the U.S. troop commitment ) was specifically j ustified as i nsur
ance against a conventional invasion of South Vietnam . Some earli er drafts 
show the evol ution of this concept . There is an alternate draft , appar
ently by Lansdale, which was not used but which recommended a U.S. troop 
commitment as reassurance to the Vietnamese of U.S determination to stand 
by them . I t did not recommend any increase i n South Vietnamese forces . 
Instead, it stressed very heavily the damage to U. S. presti ge and the 
credibility of our guarantees to other countries in Southeast Asia should 
we go through with the Laos settlement without taking some strong action 
to demonstrate that we vTere finally drawing a line i n Southeast Asia . 
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Contrasting sharply with Lansdale's draft was the first draft of the 
paper that was finally issuedo This was by Gilpatric 's military aide) 
Colo EoFo Black. It concludes that South Vietnamese forces would have to 
be increased by tyro divisions) mainly to deal with threat of increased 
infiltration. Black stressed that the President would have to decide that 
the US would no longer be bound by the limitations of the 1954 Geneva 
Agreements ( ... rh ich Defense had long been lobbying against ) 0 But his paper 
recommends no substantial troop commitment o The reference to the Geneva 
Agreements apparently referred to a relatively modest increase in manpower 
beyond the 685-man ceiling; and to the introduction of new types of e~uip
ment not in Vietnam in 1954. 

So the record contains three versions of the Annex - - Black ' s first 
draft; Lansdale's alternate draft) and then Black ' s revised paper) which 
was finally isssued as the annex to the Reporto The effect of considering 
them all is an odd one o The initial Black paper recommends an increase in 
Vietnamese forces to deal with the infiltration problem) but no substantial 
US troop commitment . The Lansdale alternative recommends a substantial US 
troop commitment; but no increase in Vietnamese forceso The final paper 
recommends both the RVNAF increase and the US troop commitments ) but changes 
the reason for each: the reason for the RVNAF increase became a need for 
better protection against overt invasion) not an increased infiltration 
threat 0 And the reason for the US troop commitment became a desire to 
rapidly train the new Vietnamese troops ) not for political reassurance . 12/ 

I f taken litera lly) all of this implies an extraordinaril y rapid 
series of reappraisal s and reversals of judgment . But surely) the only 
realistic interpretation is that in this case (because a series of rough 
drafts happens to be included in the available file ) we are getting a 
glimpse at the way such staff paperwork really gets drafted) as opposed 
to the much more orderly impression that is given if we saw only the finished 
products. Gilpatric (undoubtedly in consultation with at least McNamara) 
a l though the files do not show any record of this ) was presumably interested 
primarily in what recommendations to make to the PreSident) and secondarily 
in providing a bureaucratically suitable rationale for those recommendationso 

.This rationale may) or may not ) have coincided with whatever more private 
explanation of the recommendat ions that McNamara or Gilpatric may have con
veyed to the President or people like McGeorge Bundy and Rostm·r on the 
Whi te House staff. The lesson in this ) which will not come as a surprise 
to anyone who has ever had contact with the policy-making process ) is that 
t he rationales given in such pieces of paper (intended for fairly wide 
c irculation among the bureaucracy) as opposed to tightly held memoranda 
l imited to those closest to the decision-maker ) do not reliabl y i ndicate 
why recommendatiobs were made the way they were o 

VI. THE MAY 1 REVIEW 

Man ... rhile) Kennedy) as noted earlier) did not act on the annex at the 
April 29 meeting when he approved the much more modest military proposals 
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of the basic Repor t. But on that day, there "\-Tas a cable alerting CII~CPAC 
to be ready to move 5000-men task forces to Udorn, Thailand, and to 
Touraine, (Da Nang), South Vi etnam. Classified records available for this 
study do not explain this alert. But the public memoirs indirectly refer 
to it, and a.s wOEld be expected, the alert "\-laS intended as a tr-..!'eat to 
intervene in Laos if the communists failed to go through w"ith the cease 
fire which was to preced.e the Geneva Confe~cence. Here is the cable: 

From: 
TO: 
INFO: 

JCS 
CLTiTCPAC 
Cf.:::tM..4.G VIEIWIAj\lE 
CHJUSMAAG BAlmKOK THAILAl\T]) 
Cm~G SAIGON VIETNill4 

TOP SECRET JCS DA 995131 From JCS. 

1. Re~uest you prepare plans to move brigade size 
forces of approximately 5,000 each 'into Udorn or 
vicinity and into Tourane or vicinity. Forces 
should include all arms and appropriate air 
elements. Plans should be based sole~y on US 
forces at this time. 

2. Decision to make these deployments not firm. 
It is expected that decision as to T'nailand ,.,rill 
be IDE.de at meeting tentatively scheduled here on 
Monday . Decision regarding Vietnam will be even 
later due to consideration of Geneva Accords. 

3. It is hoped that these movements can be given 
SEATO cover but such possibility must be explored 
before becoming a firm element of yO~T planning. 
State is taking action to explore this aspect . 

4. Decision was not repeat not reached today 
concerning j.mplementation of SEATO Plan 5/60 . 

The crisis in La os was no,,! et its peak . According to Schlesinger I s 
account, reports reached vJashington April 26 that the Pathet Lao were 
attacking strongly, vri th the apparent intention of grabbing most of the 
country before the cease-fire went into effect. At 10 p.m. that night, 
the JCS sent out a "general advisory" to major commands around the world, 
and specifically alerted CINCPAC to be prepared to undertal\:e airstriJ3:es 
against North Vietnam, and. possibly southern China. 

The next day -- the day the Task Force Report came to the President-
th~re were prolonged crisis meetings in the w..fli te House . T'ne President 
later called in Congressional leaders, who advised against putting troops 
into Laos. Schlesinger ~uotes Rosto", as telling him the NSC meeting that 
day was "the worst White House meeting he had ever attendecl in the entire 
Kennedy administration. " 12a/ 
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The Laos annex to the Gilpatric Report was issued on the 28th) in an 
atmosphere wholly dominated by the crisis in Laos . On the 29th) Kennedy's 
go- ahead on the Task Force's original military r ecommendat ions was squeezed 
into a day overwhelmingly devoted to Laos. This was the day of the cable) 
just cited) alerting CINCPAC for troop movements to Thailand and possibly 
Vietnam . The IISEATO Plan 5/60 11 referred to in the closing paragraph of 
the cable was the plan for moving major units into Laos . 

On May 1 (the Monday meeting referred to in the cable )) Kennedy again 
deferred any decision on putting troops into Laos . According to available 
accounts ) there is a strong sense by now ( although no formal decision) 
that the U.S. would not go into Laos : that if the cease-fire failed) we 
would make a strong stand) instea~) in Thailand and Vietnam . (On the 28th) 
in a speech to a Democratic dinner in Chicago) the Pres i dent had hint ed 
at this: 

We are prepared to meet our obligations) but we can only defend 
the freedom of those who are determined to be free themselves . 
We can assist them -- we will bear more than our share of the 
burden) but we can only help thos e who are ready to bear their 
share of the burden themselves. ) 13/ 

Reasonabl e qualifications) undoubtedly) but ones that seemed to suggest 
that intervention in Laos w01.J~d be fut ile . On Sunday (the 30th)) another 
hint came in remarks by Senator Fulbright on a TV interview show: he opposed 
intervention in Laos) and said he was confident the government was seeking 
lIanother solution . 1I 

So the decision antiCipated Monday) May 1) in the JCS cable to CINCPAC 
was not made that day aft er all . But t hat day a new draft of the Task 
Force Report was issued . I t contained only one significant change ( other 
t han blending the April 28 annex into the basic paper ). The original draft 
contained a paragraph (under IIpolitical object i ves ll

) recomInending we 
1I0btain the political agreement !presumably from the SEATO membership7 
needed to permit the prompt implementation of SEATO contingency plans pro
viding for military intervent ion in South Vietnam should this become neces
sary to prevent the loss of the country to Communism. II 

In the May 1 reviSion) the following sentence was added to the para
graph: liThe United States should be prepared to intervene unilaterally 
in fulfillment of its c ommitment under Article IV) 2.of Manila Pact) and 
should make it s determination to do so clear through appropriate public 
statements ) diplomatic discussions) troop depl oyments ) or other means . II 14/ 
(The cited clause in the Manila ( SEATO ) Pact) which the paper did not quote, 

I f ) in the opinion of any of the Parties ) the invi.olability 
or the integrity of the territory or the sovereignty or political 
i ndependence of any Party in the treaty area or of any other State 
or territory to which the provisions of paragraph 1 of this 
Article from time to time apply is threat ened in any way other 
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than by armed attack or is affected or threatened by any fact or 
situat ion which might endanger the peace of the area) the Parties 
shall consult immediately in order to agree on the measures which 
should be taken for the common defense. ) 

The May 1 draft also cleared up) or papered over) part of the con
fusion described earlier regarding the rationale for the military measures 
recommended in the Laos annex: the increased RVNAF force levels were 
attributed now both to concern over increased infiltration and to concern 
over overt invasion. But the US troop commitments are still described 
solely as for training) with no mention of the original political rationale . 

VII. STATE ' S REDRAFT 

Lansdale circulated the May 1 draft among the Tasl~ Force) with a note 
that comments should be in May 2) with a final Task Force review scheduled 
the morning of May 3, all in anticipation of an NSC meeting on the paper 
May 4. 

George Ball) then Deputy Under Secretary of state) asked to post-
pone the meeting for a day . Lansdale sent Gilpatric a memorandum opposing 
the postponement . "It seems to me .that George Ball could appoint someone 
to r epresent him at the meeting) and if he has personal or further comments 
they could come to us later in the day at his convenience ." But Gilpatric 
delayed the meeting a day) and State produced a drastic r evision of the 
paper . 15/ 

On the organizational issues, the State draft was brutally clearcut . 
It proposed a new version of the Gilpatric memorandum transmitting the 
Report ) in which : 

1 . The paragraph ( quoted earlier ) describing Lansdale ' s special 
role is deleted . 

2 . A new paragraph is added to the end of the memorandum, in 
which Gilpatric is made to say: "Having completed its assign
ment ... I recommend that the present Task Force be now dis
solved. " 

Later sections of the paper were revised accordingly) glvlng respon
sibility for coordinating Vietnam policy to a new Task Force with George 
Ball as chairman . ( In the final version, the Task Force has a State 
Department director) but no longer included President ial appoint ees rep~ 
senting their departments . The whole Task Force idea had been downgraded 
t o a conventional interagency \vorking group . Although it continued to 
function for several years ) there will be little occasion to mention it 
again in this paper. ) 16/ 

State ' s proposal on organization prevailed . From the r ecord avail
able) the only thing that can be said definitely i s that state obj ected) 
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successfully) to having an Ambassador report to a Task Force chaired by 
the Deputy Secretary of Defense) and with a second defense official 
(Lansdale ) as executive officer. There may have been more to it. We 
know Lansdale's experience and his approach to guerrilla warfare initially 
won him a good deal of favor at the '\rlliite House. But his memoranda suggest 
that his ideas on a number of issues ( support for Phoumi in Laos) libera
tion of North Vietnam) essentially unqualified support for Diem in South 
Vietnam) went well beyond what the Administration judged reasonable . So 
it is quite possible that the President would have had second thoughts on 
Lansdale) aside from State ' s objections on bureaucratic grouBds. 

In any event) Lansdale ' s reaction to State ' s proposal on organization 
was to advise McNamara and Gilpatric that: 

My strong recommendation is that Defense stay completely out 
of the Task Force directorship as now proposed by State ... Having 
a Defense officer) myself or someone else) placed in a position 
of only partial influence and of no decision permissibility 
would be only to provide State with a scapegoat to share the 
blame when we have a flop ... The US past performance and theory 
of action) which State apparently desires to continue) simply 
offers no sound basis for winning) as desired by president 
Kennedy. 17/ 

But the final version of tl;1e Task Force Report) dated May 6) follOlved very 
closely the State revision submitted May 3) including the shift i n control 
of the Task Force. 

VIII. WIDENING THE OPTIONS 

What is most striking about ~he revised drafts is that they excluded 
a tone of almost unqualified commitment to Vietnam) yet on the really 
important i ssues included qualifications vlhich left the President a great 
deal of freedom to decide whatever he pleased without havinG to formally 
overrule the Task Force Report . 

For example) the assertion ( from the April draft ) that the US should 
impress on friend and foe that "come what may) we i ntend to win" remained 
in the final paper . But this hortatory language is from the introduction; 
it described one of the effects the program in the balance of the paper 
was suppos ed to achieve) but did not ask the President to do or say any
thing not spelled out in the body of the paper . (We will see) when we 
come to the fall decisions ) that t he wisdom of an unqualified commitment 
to save Vietnam'from Con~unism is treated afresh) with no suggestion that 
any such decision had already been made in May .) 

On the other hand) the explicit recommendation in the Defense draft 
that we make clear our "determination ... to intervene unilaterally ... should 
this become necessary to save the country from communism ... " was dropped . 
Instead) there is a recommendation for exploring'a "new bilateral arrange-
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ment" which might (the text i s not explicit) extend to fighting the 
guerrillas, if that should become necessary to save the country, but 
also might only cover overt North Vietnamese invasion . 18/ 

Further, tbe need for these arrangements vTaS now tied to the "loss " 
of Laos. The May 3 draft suggests we "undertake military security ar
rangements which establish beyond doubt our intention to stand b ehind 
Vietnam ' s r esistance to Communism ... " since "it is doubtful whether the 
Vietnamese Government can weather the pressures which are certain to be 
generated from the loss of Laos without prompt, and dramatic support for 
its security from the U.S." 19/ 

In the May 6 final draft, "establi sh beyond doubt " was toned down 
to "emphasize" and the flat reference to the loss of Laos was changed 
to "if Laos were l ost ." 20/ 

Similarly, the recommendations on the two new South Vietnamese divi
sions, and the two 1600-man US combat units to train them was described as 
a firm recommendation in the military section of the May 3 draft (which 
State l eft untouched from the Defense version) , but were indirectly re
ferred to as somethi ng for study in State ' s re-drafted political section. 
In the final paper, they were still firm recommendations in a military 
annex, but not in the main paper, where Defense was only described as 
studying this and other uses for US troops short of direct commitment 
against the guerrillas. US troop commitments were no longer recommended, 
only r eferred to as something "which might result from an NSC decision 
following discussions between Vice President Johnson /Whose mission to 
Asia had been announced May '2.7 and President Diem ." 21/ 

Yet an interesting aspect of the State redraft is that, although its 
main impact was to soften the commitments implied in the Defense draft, a 
quick reading might give the contrary impression. We will see this same 
effect in the political sections to be discussed below . What seems to 
happen is that the very detail of the State treatment creates a strong 
impreSSion, even though the actual proposals are less drastic and more 
qualified than those proposed by Defense . The contrast is all the sharper 
because the Defense draft leaned the other way. For example, the pro
foundly significant recommendation that the US commit itself to intervene 
unilaterally, if necessary, to prevent a Viet Cong victory in South Vietnam, 
i s toss ed into the Defense version most casually, with a r eference to the 
Manila Treaty that makes it sound as if such a commitment , in fact , already 
existed . 

In contrast, here is the State language r eferring to the proposed 
bilateral treaty (which in effect is a substitute for the Defense pro
p,osed unlimit ed unilateral commitment ): 

The Geneva Accords have been totally inadequat e in protecting 
South Vietn~ against Communi st inf iltration and ins urgency . 
Moreover , with increased Communist success in Laos dramatic 
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US actions in stiffening up its physical support of Vietnam 
and the r emainder of Southeast Asia may be needed to bolster 
the will to continue to resist the Communists . The inhibitions 
imposed on such action by certain parts of the Geneva Accords , 
which have been violated with impunity by the Communists, should 
not prevent our action. We should consider joining with the 
Vietnamese in a clear-cut defensive alliance which might include 
stationing of US forces on Vietnamese soil . As a variant of this 
arrangement certain SEATO troops might also be employed . 

Bilateral military assistance by the United states pursuant to a 
request by South Vietnffifi along the lines of that undertaken 
during 1958 in response to the request by Lebanon for military 
aSSistance, would be in keeping with international law and treaty 
provlslons . The provisions of the Geneva Accords of 1954, which 
prohibited the introduction of additional military arms and per
sonnel into Vietnam, would not be a bar to the measures contem
plated . The obvious, large-scale and continuous violation of 
t hese provisions of the Geneva Accords by North Vietnam in intro
ducing large numbers of armed guerrillas into South Vietnam 1-1Ould 
j ustify the corresponding non-observance of these provisions by 
South Vietnam . Indeed, authorization for changing PEO Laos into 
an ordinary MAAG was justified on this l egal theory . I t should 
be recognized that the foregoing proposals require careful and 
detailed consideration and preparation particularly wi th regard 
to the precise mission of US forces used . 

In addition to the previously cited advantages such an action 
might have at least two other important political and military 
advantages : 

(a ) I t could release a portion of the ARVN from relatively 
static military functions to pursue the war against the insur
gents and 

(b ) I t would place the Sino-Soviet Bloc in the position of 
r isking direct intervention i n a situation where US forc es were 
a lready i n place, accepting the consequence of such action . 
This i s i n di rect contrast to the current situation in Laos . 

Alternatively, there are several potential political and military 
disadvantages to such an act i on, principal among these being : 

( a ) Some of the neutrals , notab l y India , might well be 
. opposed, and the attitude of the UK and France is uncerta i n . 

(b ) This would provide the Communists with a ma j or propa
ganda opportunity . 

(c) The danger that a troop contribution would provoke a 
DRV/CHICOM reaction with the risk of involving a signficant 
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commitment of US force in the Pacific to the Asian mainlando 
The French tied up some 200,000 troops during the unsuccessful 
Indo-China effort. 

This might significantly weaken the Diem regime in the long run, 
having in mind the parallel of Rhee in Korea. ~ 

This language is not solely the State 
memo to be cited shortly, we will see that 
hand in describing the role for US troopso 
of the draft, as already noted, tones down 
ment i mplied by the May 1 Defense version: 

Department ' so In a Gilpatric 
the JCS, for example, had a 

Even so, the overall effect 
very drastically the commit -

10 The proposal is no longer for a unilateral, unlimited commit
ment to save Vietnam from communismo It only proposes consideration 
of a new treaty with South Vietnam (unlike the Defense draft which 
proposed reading a unilateral commitment into the existing Manila 
Treaty); and its purpose is to "'bolster the will" of the South 
Vietnamese to resist the communists, not (as the Defense draft appar - . 
ently meant) to guarantee that the US would join the war should the 
South Vietnamese effort prove inadequate 0 

20 It gives pro and con arguments for sending US troops , in con
trast to the Defense draft which included a flat recommendation to 
send at least the 3600 men of the two division training teams and the 
special forces training teamo 

A reasonable judgment, consequently, is that State thought the Defense 
draft went too far in committing the US on Vietnamo (And in view of the 
positions he would take in 1965, George Ball ' s rol e as senior State repre
sentative on the Task Force obviously further encourages that interpreta
tiono ) But that is only a judgment. It is also possible to argue, in 
contrast , that perhaps State (or State plus whatever White House influence 
may have gone into the draft ) simply was tidying up the Defense proposals : 
for example, that the redrafters felt that a new bilateral treaty would be 
a ·firmer b2.sis for a commitment to save Vietnam than would reliance on a 
reinterpretation of the SEATO Treat yo Si milar arguments can be made on the 
other points noted above. 

Consequent.J-y, on any question about the intent of the redrafters , only 
a judgment and not a statement of fact can be provided. 

But on the question of the effect of the redraft , a stronger statement 
can be made : for'whatever the intent of theredrafters , the effect cer 
tainly was to weaken the commitments i mplied by the Defense draft , and 
l eave the President a great deal of room for maneuver without h8.ving to 
explicitly overrule the recommendations presented to himo 
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IX. THE TROOP ISSUE 

To return to a quest ion of judgement, it is difficult to assess how 
far this gradual hedging of proposals for very strong commitments to 
Vietnam simply r efl ected a desire (very probahly encouraged by the White 
House) to leave the President fr eedom of action . To some extent it surely 
reflects a growing hope that perhaps the Laos cease-fire would come offj 
the country would not be flatly lostj and consequently, that the May 1 
Defense draft, and even the May 3 State draft, r eflected a somewhat panicky 
overestimate of how far we needed to go to keep Southeast Asia from falling 
apart. The two motives obviously overlapped. 

There are indications that, as late as May 5, the estimate for saving 
something out of Laos remained bleak. On May 4, after a visit to the 
President, Senator Fulbright (who had opposed intervention in Laos along 
with other Congressional leaders ) announced from the steps of the White 

. House that he ,\-,ould ' support troop commitments to' Thailand and Vietnam. An. 
NSC meeting the follOlving day (May 5) was devoted to discussing steps to 
r eassure Vietnam and Thailand. Then in the afternoon, the President 
announced Vice President Johnson1s visit to Asia at a press conference, 
which included this ge,rbled exchange: 

Q. Mr. President, there have been reports that you 
would be prepared to send American forces into South 
Vietnam if that became necessary to prevent Commu
nist domination of that country. Could you tell us 
whether that is correct, and also anything else you 
have regarding plans for that country? 

A. Well, we have had a group working in the govern
ment and we have had a Security Council meeting about 
the problems which are faced in Vietnam by the guerrillas 
and by the barrage which the present government is being 
subjected to. The problem of troops is a matter -- the 
matter of what we are going to do to assist Vietnam to 
obtain /yetain?7 it s independence i s a matter under con
Sideration. There are a good many /issues?7 which I 
think can most usefully wait until we have-had consulta
tions with the government , which up to the present time 
-- which will be one of the matters '\-rhich Vice President 
Johnson will deal withj the problem of consultations with 
the Government of Vietnam as to what further steps could 
most usefully be taken. 23/ 

On May 8, the reconstituted International Cont rol Commission ( estab
lished by the Geneva Agreement of 199~ ) arrived in Laos, hoping to 
supervise a cease-fire . Th~ ceas e-fire had been agreed to in principle 
by both sides as early as May 1. The question was whether the Pathet Lao 
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would really stop advancing. Aside from American intervention, a cease
fire was the only hope of the larger, but less effective, pro -Western 
forces led by Phoumi . Certainly hopes were higher by the 8th than they 
were a week earlier, but this might not be saying much. The documentary 
record is ambiguous. The final draft of the letter Vice President 

'J ohnson would deliver to Diem was dated May 8, and in this letter Kennedy 
did not go much beyond the proposals in the April 27 version of the task 
force report . There was no mention of U.S. troop commitments, nor of a 
bilateral. treaty. Even on the question of a further increase (beyond 
170 , 000 ) in the RVNAF, Kennedy promised Dj_em only that this will be IIcon_ 
sidered carefully with you, if developments should so warrant . 1I 24/ 

But the same day, Gilpatric sent a memo to the JCS asking their views 
on U. S.' troops in Vietnam : 

In preparation for the possible commitment of U. S. 
forces to Vietnam, it is desired that you give further 
review and study of the mili tarJ advisability of such 
action, as well as to the size and composition of such 
U. S. forces . Your views, which I hope could include 
some expression from CINCPAC, would be valuable for 
consideration prior to the NSC meeting this week ( cur 
r ently scheduled for Friday, May 12 ). ~ 

This in turn was based ona statement in the May 6 Task Force draft, 
which said that such a study was being carried out, with particular con
sideration being given to deploying to South Vietnam 

t o 

••. two U. S. battle groups (with necessary command 
and logistics units ), plus an engineer ( construction
combat ) battalion . These units would be l ocated in the 
' high plateau ' region , remote from the major population 
center of Saigon -Cholon, under the command of the Chief, 
MAAG . To help accelerate the training of the G.V.N. 
army, they would establish two divisional field train 
i ng areas . The engineer battalion would undertake con 
s truction of r oads , air -landing strips and other 
f acilities essential to the l ogistical support of the 
U. S. and Vietnamese forces there . 

The purpose of these forces ( again, from the May 6 draft ) would be 

o •• Irovide maximum psychological ~mpact in deter 
rence of further Communist aggression from North Vietnam, 
China, or the Soviet Union, while rallying the morale of 
t he Vietnamese and encouraging the support of SEATO and 
neutral nations for Vietnam ' s defense; 
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release Vietnamese forces from advanced and static 
defense positions to permit their fuller commitment 
to counterinsurgency actions; 

provide maximum training to approved Vietnamese 
forces; and 

provide significant military resistance to poten 
tial North Vietnam Communist and/or Chinese Com
munist action. ?JjJ 

The JCS reply, dated May 10, deferred details on the composition of 
U. S. forces, but quite emphatically recorrunended that we do send t .hem, 
"assuming the political decision is to hold Southeast Asia outside the 
communist sphere. " Here is the JCS memo: 

In considering the possible commitment of U.S . 
forces to South Vietnam, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
have reviewed the overall critical situation in 
Southeast Asia with particular emphasis upon the 
present highly flammable situation in South Vietnam. 
In this connection the question; however, of South 
Vietnam should not be considered in isolation but 
rather in conjunction with Thailand and their over 
all relationship to the security of Southeast Asia . 
The views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the ques 
tion regarding the deployment of U.S . forces into 
Thailand were provided to you by JCSM-311-61, dated 
9 May 1961. . The current potentially dangerous mili 
tary and political situation in Laos , of course , is 
the focal point in this area. Assuming that the 
political decision is to hold Southeast Asia outside 
th~ Corrununist sphere , the Joint Chiefs of Staff are 
of the opinion that U. S. forces should be deployed 
immediately to South Vietnam; such action should be 
taken primarily to prevent the Vietnamese from being 
subjected to the same situation as presently exists in 
Laos , which ,,[ould then require deployment of U. S. 
f orces into an already existing combat situation . 

I n view of the foregoing , the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
recorrunend that the decision be made to deploy suitable 
U. S. forcE;'!s to South Vietnam. Sufficient forces should 
be deployed to accomplish the following purposes : 

Provide a visible deterrent to potential North 
Vietnam and/or Chinese Corrununist action; 
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Release Vietnamese forces from advanced and 
static defense positions to permit their fuller com
mitment to counterinsurgency actions; 

Assist in training the Vietnamese forces to the 
maximum extent possible consistent with their mission; 

Provide a nucleus for the support of any addi 
tional U. S. or SEATO mili t .ary operation in Southeast 
Asia; and 

Indicate the firmness of our intent to all 
Asian nations. 

In order to maintain U.S. flexibility in the Pacific, it 
is envisioned that some or all of the forces deployed to 
South Vietnam woul d come from the United States . The move 
ment of these troops could be accomplished in an adminis 
trati ve manner and thus not tax the limited lift capabilities 
of CINCPAC . 

In order to accomplish the foregoing the J oint Chiefs of 
Staff recommend that : 

President Diem be encouraged to request that the 
United States fulfill its SEATO obligation, in view of 
the new threat now posed by the Laotian situation, by 
the immediate deployment of appropriate U.S. forces to 
South Vietnam; 

Upon receipt of this request, suitable forces 
could be immediately deployed to South Vietnam in order 
to accomplish the above-mentioned purpose . Details of 
size and composition of these forces must include the 
views of both CINCPAC and CHMAAG which are not yet avail- . 
able. 27/ 

The NSC meeting that dealt with the Task Force Report was held the 
next day ( the 11th, rather than the 12th as originally anticipated). The 
President avoided committing himself on the troop issue any further than 
he had already been committed by the time of hiG May 5 press conference . 
The resulting NSAM 52 ( signed by McGeorge Bundy ) states only that: 

The President directs full examination by the Defense 
Department under the guidance of the Director of the 
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continuing Task Force on Vietnam, of the size and com
positicn of forces which would be desirable in the case 
of a possible commitment of U.S. forces to Vietnam.tr 28/ 
(The Task Force Director at this point referred to 
Sterling Cottrell, a Foreign Service Officer, rather 
than to Gilpatric). 

So the Presj,dent went no further, really, than to take note of a 
study that was already well underway. The record does not help us judge 
what significance to attach to the qualification that the study be done 
under :the guidance of the State Department officer now heading the Task 
Force. 

On other issues relating to our military commitments the President 
again, with minor alterations, endorsed the proposals of the May IS draft. 
On the question of a formal alliance with South Vietnam :r-k:"~' : 52 reports 
that: 

The Ambassador is authorized to begin negotiations 
looking toward a new bilateral arrangement with Vietnam, 
but no firm commitment "Till be made to such an arrange 
ment without further review by the President . 

The President also 1fconfirmed1f the decisions quoted earlier accepting 
the April 27 military recommendations, and accepted the foliowing further 
recommendations (all from the May 6 report) 1fwith the objective of meeting 
the increased security threat resulting from the new situation along the 
frontier between Laos and Vietnam.1f 

1. Assist the G. V.N. armed forces to increase their border 
patrol and insurgency suppression capabilities by establishing 
an eff ective bOl' der intelligence and patrol system, by insti
tuting regular aerial surveillance over the entire frontier 
area, and by applying modern technological area- denial tech
niques to control the roads and trails along Vietnam's borders . 
A special staff element ( approximately 6 U.S. personnel), to 
concentrate upon solutions to the unique problems of Vietnam's 
borders, will be activated in MAAG, Vietnam, to assist a 
similar special unit in the RVNAF which the GoV.N. will be en 
couraged to establish; these two elements working as an inte
grated team will help the G. VoN. gain the support of nomadj,c 
tribes and other border inhabitants, as well as introduce 
advanced techniques and equipment to strengthen the security 
of South Vietnam's frontiers . 

2. Assist the G.V.N. to establish a Combat Development and 
Test Center in South Vietnam to d,evelop, with the help of 
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modern technology, new techniques for use against the Viet . 
Cong forces ( approximately 4 u . S . personnel). 

3 . Assist the GoV.N. forces with health, vTelfare and 
public ,.;ark projects by providing U. S . Arms civic action 
mobile training teams, coordinated with the similar civilian 
effort ( approximately 14 u . S . personnel ). 

4. Deploy a Special Forces Group ( approximately 400 per 
sonnel ) to Nha Trang in order to accelerate G.V.N . Special 
Forces training. The first increment , for immediate deploy 
ment to Vietnmn, should be a Special Forces company ( 52 per 
sonnel). 

5. Instruct JCS, CINCPAC, and MAAG to undertake an assess 
ment of the military utility of a further increase in the G.V oN . 
forces from 170, 000 to 200, 000 in order to create tlvo new divi 
sion equivalents for deployment to the north"Test border region . 
The parallel political and fiscal implications should be 
assessed . 29/ 

In general Kennedy did not seem to have committed the U. S., by these 
deciSions , significantly further than the U. S. had already been committed 
by the President ' s public speeches and remarks at press conferences . I n 
the expanded military aid program approved by the President , there was no 
item that commi Hed the U. S . any further than yre had gone in the case of 
Laos ( that i s , beyond providing adVisors , materiel , and some covert com
bat assistance ). 

A debatable exception was the decision to send 400 special forces 
troops to speed training of their South Vietnamese counterparts . The idea 
of sending some Green Berets antedates the Task Force effort . Rostow men 
t ioned it in his April 12 memo , quoted above . I t can be argued whether it 
was real ly prudent to view this decision as separable from the "combat 
troops " issue ( ,vhich also were being considered nominally, at least , for 
t raining, not necessarily combat ). But obviously the President was sold on 
t heir going, and since :the Vietnmnese Special Forces were themselves sup 
ported by CI A rather than. the regular military aid program, it was possibl e . 
to handle these troops covertly . I n any event , although there would even 
t ually be 1200 Green Berets in Vietnam (before the first commitment of U. S . 

. combat units ) they were apparently never cited as a precedent for or a 
commitment to a more overt role in the war . 

These , then , ,'rere the measures relating to military commitments under 
t aken as a result of the April/ May revievT. The principal objective of these 
mea.sures ( together with the non -military elements of the program) as stated 
i n the Task Force report, and ,formall y adopted in the NSAM, was ~l to prevent 
Communist domination of Vietnam ." There was no uncertainty about why these 
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steps were taken: quite aside from the Administration!s strong feelings 
that we had to deal with the challenge of wars of national liberation, 
the program adopted seems quite minimal as a response to what was -- even 
after the cease -fire was confirmed -- a serious setbac1\: in Laos. No one in 
the government , alld no one' of substantial influence outside it, questioned 
the need for some action to hold things together in Southeast Asia. 

For the fact was that our stake in Vi etnam had increased because of 
what had been happening in Laos, quite aside from anything that we did 
or said. Collapse in Vietnam ,.rould be worse after Laos than it might have 
seemed before. And to do nothing after Laos would not really have made 
the U.S. look better if Vietnam fellj it would only have increased the like
lihood both that that would happen; and greatly increased the extent to which 
the U.S. ( and ,'lithin U.S. politics, the Kennedy Administration) would be 
blamed for the collapse. 

The Laotian situation did not even provide , then, a precedent for 
seeking to settle the Vietnamese situation through the same coalition 
government route. For in Laos , the pro-U.S. faction was plainly being 
defeated militarily in open battle despite a good deal of U.S. aid . The 
only U.S. alternative to accepting the coalition solution was to take over 
the vTar ourselves. Further, there was a strong neutralist faction in Laos, 
which could provide a premier for the government and at least a ;veneer of 
hope that the settlement might be something more than a face - saving way of 
handing the country over to the communist faction . 

Neither of these conditions held for Vietnam,; aside from all the other 
factors revie'l.J'ed in the introduction to this paper which left the Adminis
tration no realistic option in the neutralist direction, even assuming that 
there was any temptation at that time to move in that direction. To have 
simply given up on Vietnam at that point, before any major effort had been 
attempted to at least see if the situation could be saved at reasonable cost, 
seems to have been, even with the hindsight we now have, essentially out of 
the question. 

That is why, in the context of the time, the commitments Kennedy 
actually made seem like a near-minimal response which avoided any real deep
ening of our stake in Vietnam. 

There is far more of a problem with the things that we decided to talk 
about (troops , and a formal treaty with Vietnam ) than with the measures 
Kennedy fully endorsed . Certainly putting troops into Vietnam would in
crease our stake in the outcome, rather than merely help protect the stake 
we already had . So, surely, would a formal treLty, even if the treaty nomi 
nally required U. S. support only in the case of overt invasion. HOI, much 
so would depend on the nature of the troop commitments and the nature of the 
treaty. But , as we 'I·rill see in the next chapter (in revievring Vic e President 
Johnson ! s vi si t ) Diem turned out to ,-rant neither troops nor a treaty for the 
time being. And so these issues were deferred until the fall . 
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Aside from questions relating to our commitments to Vietnam, there 
were also the parallel questions relating to our commitment, if any, to 
Diem. As noted in the introduction, discussions about Vietnam al'lvays 
had this dual aspect, and this part of the problem was treated with in
creasing explicitness as time went on ( and as the Administration got to knovl 
Diem better) . In the CIP, it was treated essentially by implication. 
In the Gilpatric/Lansdale draft of April 26, it was also handled that 
way: no explicit statement of a change in our relations with Diem was 
offered, although by implication it was there . 

Where the CIP (by implication) saw our increased aid as contingent 
on Diem t s performance, the April 26 program left out any suggestion of 
a quid pro quo . To the contrary , it simply states that I!those portions 
of the plan Hhich are agreed to by the G.V.N. will be implemented as 
rapidly as poss ible .1! 

And where the CIP saw Diem t s government as our best hope I! at the 
present time l! this note of limited commitment to Diem is dropped in the 
April 26 draft. Instead we have a bland statement that we will I!assist 
the GVN under President Diem to develop within the country the widest 
cons ensus of public support for a government dedicated to resisting com
munist domination . I! Lemphasis addeil ~ 

The May 3 State draft and the May 6 final draft dealt with this issue 
much as they had with the questions of military commitments : that is, 
these did not so much conspicuously Heaken the proposals of the Gilpatric/ 
Lansdale version, as to qualify and elaborate on them in ways that in 
effect ( again, we cannot make a statement on intent) l eft the President 
a ready option to reconsider his position . State explicitly asserted that 
we were changing our policy on Diem, and spelled out some reasons for 
doing so . 

Here are some extracts from the May 6 finaJ: draft; (the language is 
essentially the same in the May 3 draft) . 

... He must continue to work through the present 
Vietnamese government despite its acknowledged weakness . 
No other remotely feasible alternative exists at this 
point in time Hhich does not involve an unacceptable 
degree of risk ... Diem is not nOH fully confident of 
United States support . This confidence has been under 
mined partly by our vigorous efforts to get him to mend 
hi s HayS., and partly by the equi vocal attitude he is 
convinced we took at the time of the l~ovember 11, 1960 , 
attempted coup. It is essential that President Diemts 
full confidence in and communication with the United 
States be restored promptly ... Gi ven Diem t s personality 
and character and the abrasive nature of our recent 
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relationships, success or failure in this regard will 
depend very heavily on Ambassador Nolting's ability to 
get on the same; wavelength with Diem .•• 

The .:.:hief threat to the viability of President Diem's 
administration is, without a doubt , the fact of communist 
insurgency and the government 's inability to protect its 
OIm people. Thus military measures must have the highest 
priority. There is, nevertheless, strong discontent with 
the government among not only the elite but among peas
ants, l abor , and business. Cri ticism focuses on the 
dynastic aspects of the Diem rule, on its clandestine 
poli tical apparatus, and on the methods through vThich the 
President exercises his leadership. This is aggravated 
by Communist attempts to discredit the President and 
weaken his government's authority. All this is made the 
easier because of a cornrriunications void existing betw"een 
the government and the people . For many months United 
States efforts have been directed toward persuading Diem 
to adopt political, social, and economic changes designed 
to correct this serious defect . Many of these changes 
are included in the Counterinsurgency Plan . Our success 
has been only partial . There are those who consider that 
Diem will not succeed in the battle to win men's minds in 
Vietnam . 

Thus in gJ_Vlng priority emphasis to the need for in 
ternal security, we must not relax in our efforts to per
suade Diem'of the need for political social and economic 
progress . If his efforts are inadequate in this field 
our overall objective could be seriously endangered and 
we might once more find ourselves in the position of shor 
i ng a leader who had lost the support of his people . 31/ 

Although the paper expresses the hope that through "very astute deal
ings" ("a combination of positive inducements plus points at which discreet 
pressure can be exercised") Diem could be successfully worked with, the net 
effect of the State draft is hardly enthusiastic. The paper tells the 
President that his Task Force "believes " that the policy will work . But it 
is a large order : for the aim had been referred to as nothing less than 
"a major alteration in the present government structure or in its objectives." 

In effect, t·he silence on Diem j_n the Gilpatric/Lansdale draft was re 
placed by a deta::' led statement which, in the course of reaffirming the need 
to take prompt steps to show confidence in Diem, nevertheless l eaves the 
strong impression that we really did not have much confidence in him at all . 
Support for Diem became tactical : based explicitly on the hope that he 
might reform, and implicitly on the fact that trying to overthrow him would 
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be terribly risky in the aftennath of Laos, even if the U.S. had someone 
to overthrow him with . Further, although the paper explicitly conceded 
first priority to military needs, there w-as a strong argument that mili -
tary efforts alone will not be enough. . 

It was apparently this equivocal attitude toward Diem ( aside from 
any personal considerations ) that led to Lansdale Ts prediction that State 
could never Ifwin this battle . If Thus in the main paper of the May 6 draft 
the general political objective was stated as : 

Develop political and economic conditions which will 
create a solid and widespread support among the key poli t.- . 
ical groups and the general population for a Vietnam which 
has the will to resist Communist encroachment and which in 
turn stems from a stake in a freer and more democratic 
society. 32/ 

Lansdale , in a pencilled comment to Gilpatric , complained : 

The elected President of Vietnam is ignored in this 
statement as the base to build upon in countering the 
communists . This will have the D.S. pitted against Diem 
as first priority, the communists as second . 33/ 

Nevertheless, it seems that the May program went a very long way in 
Lansdale Ts preferred direction : although the U.S. was expanding its con
tribution to the Vietnamese effort it was no l onger asking for any quid 
pro quo. The U. S. envisioned If discreet pressure " but certainly not , for 
then arryivay, any hint of withholding aid . The U.S. flatly asserted that it 
saw no "r emotely acceptable al ternati ve to Diem, If for the time being , any 
way. The U.S. thought it vital that Diem do better, but i ncreasing his 
confidence in the U.S. had top priority . The strongest guidance given the 
new Ambassador was to "get on Diem T s wavelength. If :tJ 

More of this tentative adoption of the Lansdal e approach can be seen 
in the discussion of Vice President JohnsonTs trip ( from the May 6 draft ): 

The Vice President T s visit will provide the added 
incenti ve needed to give the GVN the motivation and con.
fidence it needs to carry on the struggle . We believe 
that meetings between the Vice President and President 
Diem will act as a catalytic agent t o produce broad 
agreement on the need for accelerated joint Vietnamese
U.S. actions to resist Communist encrcachment in SEA. 
These meetings will also serve to get across to Presi
dent Diem our confidence in him as a J'I.l.2.-nof great sta~tu.J:.'e 
and as one of the st-rong figures in SEA on whom we are 
placing our reliance. At the same time, these confer
ences should impress Diem with the degree of importance 
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we attach to certain political and economic reforms 
in Vietnam which are an essential element in frus
trating Communist encroachments . Recognizing the 
difficulties we have had in the past in persuading 
Diem to take effective action on such reforms , as 
specific an understanding as possible should be 
solicited from Diem on this point . 

It was this sort of gUidance (plus, perhaps , a memo from Lansdale 
describing President Diem in terms that bear comparison with those 
Jack Valenti would later use in connection with another President ) that 
accounts for Johnson !s famous reference to Diem as the Churchill of 
Asia. 221 

In su.:ru, what emerges from the final version of the report. is a sense 
that the U. S. had decided to take a crack at the Lansdale approach of 
trying to win Diem over with a strong display of personal confidence in 
him. What does not emerge is any strong sense that the Administration 
believed this nel, approach really had much hope of working, but undoubt
edly this pes simistic reading is influence by the hindsight now available. 
The drafters of the paper very probably saw themselves as hedging against 
the possible failure of the policy, rather than implying that it probab ly 
would not work. 

I f we go beyond the paperwork and ask what judgITle~1.ts might be Ill.2.cle , -

about the intent of the senior deciSion-makers , and particularly the 
President, it seems that here, even more than in connection with the mili 
tary commitments discussed earlier , the Administration adopted a course 
which, whether in hindsight the wisest available or not, probably seemed 
to have no practical alternative . 

Presumably the top level of the Administration believed there was at 
least some chance that the new policy toward Diem might produce useful 
r esults . 

But even to the extent this prospect seemed dim, there were political 
advantages ( or at l east political risks avoided ) in giving this plan a try, 
and there must not have seemed ( as even nO'l-T there does not seem) to have 
been much cost in doing so . 

Finally, whatever the President thought of the prospects and political 
advantages of this approach to Diem, it might have been hard at that time 
t o see any drastically different alternative anyway . After all , the heart 
of the Laos embarras sment was that the U. S. was (with some face - saving 
cover ) dropping an anti - communist leader who had come into pmver with the 
i ndispensable assistance of the U. S. This dropping of Phoumi in Laos in 
favor of support for the neutralist government Phoumi had overthrown with 
U. S. encouragement and assistance remained an essential part of whatever 
outcome developed in Laos . In the wake of this embarrassment, the U. S. was 
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now trying to reassure other govermnents in Southeast Asia. Was it pos 
sible to carry out this reassurance while threatening Diem, another 
anti - communist leader totally dependent on U.S. support, with withdrawal 
of our support (our only available form of pressure ) unless he r eformed 
himself accordinb to U.S. prescription? Was this a prudent time to risk 
a coup in South Vietnam, which was the widely predicted effect of any 
show of lack of confidence in Diem? 

It is obviously impossible for us to strike a balance among these 
reasons ( or perhaps some others ) why the decisions were made the way 
they were . More interesting, though, i s that i t seems to have been un
necessary for even the decision-maker himself to strike such a balance . 
For it seems that whatever his view, the policy of trying to reassure 
Diem ( rather than pressure him, or dissociating from him) seemed like a 
sensible tactic for the moment , and very possible the only sensible 
t actic for that particular moment . 
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FROM 'fvlAY TO SEPTEMBER 

CHAPTEi-1 IV 

At the end of September, Admiral Harry Felt, Commander-in-Chief of 
U.S. forces in the Pac i f ic, stopped off in Saigon on his way to a SEATO 
meeting in Bangkok. Felt, Ambassador Nolting, and several of their 
senior a ides met with Diem at Independence Palace , on the evening of 
the 29th. According to Nolting's cable the following day: 

In course of long discussion .•. Diem pointed the questiono 
He asked for a bilateral defense treaty v.rit~1 the U. S . This 
rather large and uneXl)ected request seemed to haNe been 
dragged in by the heels at the end of a f ar-ranging discussion, 
but we discovered upon questioning that it vlaS seriously in
tended ... Y 
Although the available record does not explicitly say so , this re

quest presumably triggered the intensive attention to Vietnam planning 
that began early in October (Nolting's cable arrived October 1) and led 
to the decision on the 11th to send the Taylor Mission. 

The balance of this chapter reviews the major developments between 
the Presidential decisions on the Tssk Force Report (May 11) and the 
arrival of Kolting's cable on the treaty request (October 1). 

I. THE JOHl~SON :MISSION 

The avails.ble record tells us almost nothing about the Vice 
President ' s visit to Sa:i-gon beyond vThat i s described in the public 
memoirs. We knO\.-J from Nolting 's cables that Johnson brought up the 
possibility of U. S. troops in Vietnam and of a bils,tera l treaty aft er 
Diem (in an after-dinner conversation) began to talk about the problems 
that communist gains in 1aos would create for him. We know that Diem 
r eplied that he wanted U. S. comba/c troops only in the event of open 
invasion anc1 that he also did not shov! interest in a treaty 0 '?J 

But 'we do not knovI )That , if anything, Johnson was authorized to say 
if Diem hG.d reacted affirmatively . And thi s could have r anged anYl"here 
from attempting to discourage Diem if he did show interest , to offering 
some spec ific proposal and timeta.b le 0 No strong inference can be dravm 
from the fact tl.'at Johnson, rather than Diem, r aised the issue. Even if 
the President had decided against making troop commitments to Vietnam 
at t ha,t time, there "wuld have been nothing outrageous about instructing 
Johnson to refer to such a poss i bility once Diem began to t alk about 
his concerns due to 1aos . After all , the Hhole point of the Johnson 
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mission was to reassure Diem and other Asian leaders, that the U.S. could, 
despite Laos , be counted on in Asia. Simply reading the American nevTS
papers "Tould have told Diem that at least as of May 5, the Administration 
was seriously considering sending _~erican troops to Vietnam, and that 
Johnson was expected to discuss thi s "vith Diem. A quite reasonable 
tactical judgment would have been that nothing would have been more 
likely to make Diem ask for U. S. troops than for Johnson to remain 
eerily silent on this issue. 

Consequently, on the record available, we can do no more than guess 
vrhat lvould have happened if Diem rea cted affirmatively at the t ime of 
Johnson's visit. The most reasonable guess i s probably that the Taylor 
MisSion, or something equiva lent, would have been undertaken in the 
spring, r ather than in the fall, and nothing very much would have been 
different in the long run. But that is only a reasonable guess . 

For the rest, here a:r;-e some extracts from a'report Johnson wrote 
after his return. Essentially, Johnson argued for prompt moves by the 
U. S. to shovT support for non-communist governments in Southeast Asia. 
He had in mind expanded conventional military and economic aid , and 
perhaps a n ew treaty to repl ac e SEATO. But despite the shock of U.S. 
willingness to accept a co~.li tion government in Laos, JODJlSOn reported 
that U. S. troops "vere neither desired nor required. And although this 
mig~t not always be t~e case, Johnson recommended that the U. S. IImust 
remain master of this decision ." ;J 

The Impact of Laos ----------------
There is no mistaking the deep - and long l asting .- impact 

of recent developments in Laos. 

Country to country, t~e degree differs but Laos has created 
doubt and concern about intentions of the United States through
out Southeast As ia. No amount of success at Geneva can, of 
itselr~, erase thise The independent Asians do not ,dsh to have 
their own status resolved in like ma.nner in Geneva. 

Leaders such as Diem C~iang Sarit and Ayub more 
" . II accept that "Te are making !1the best of a bad bargaln 

Geneva . Their charity extends no farthere 

The Impact of the Mission 

or less 
at 

Beyond question, your judgement about the timing o f oui 
mission Ims correct. Each leader -- except Nehru -- publicly 
congratulated you on the "timing" of this mission. Chiang 
said -- and all others privately concurred _ ... that the mission 
had the effect of If stabilizing" the situation in the Southeast 
Asian nations. 
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What happened, I believe, vras this: tl1e leaders visited 
'-Tant --, as long as they can -- to rema in as friends or allies 
of the United States. The public, or, more precisely, the 
political, rea_ction to Laos had drastic B_lly v.Teakened the 
abili ty to IDcdnta.in any strongly pro-US orientation. Neu
tralism in Tha iland , collapse in Vietnam, a.nti-American election 
dema~oguery in the Phili:9:Dines ,"fere all developing prior to our 
visit. The shovl of strength and sincerity --- partly because 
you had sent the Vice President and partly, to a greater extent 
than you may believe, because you had sent your sister .. - gave 
the friendly leaders something to t!hang their hats ont! for a 
while longer. 

Our mission arrested the decline of confidence in the United 
States. It did not -- in ray judgment -- restore any confidence 
already lost. The le8_der s Here as ex:plicit, as courteous and 
courtly as men could 'be in making it clear t hat deeds must follov.! 
words -- soon. 

We didn't buy time we were given it. 

If these men I Sai'T at your request ,.Tere bankers, I would 
know' -- vlithout bothering to ask -- that t here lvould be no 
further extensions on my note. 

* * * 
The Importance of Follm'l-Through 

I c annot stress too strongly the extreme importance of 
follovJing up this mi ss ion wi t l1 other measures, other actions , 
and other efforts . At the moment -- because of Laos -- these 
nat ions are hypersensitive to the possibility of American. 
hypocrisy toward Asia. Considering the Vienna t a lks liith 
Khrushchev -- vlhich, to the Asian mind, emphasize Western rather 
t han As i e.n concerns -- and considering the negative line of 
various domestic A.merican editorials about this mi ss ion, I 
strongly believe it is of first im]!ortance that this trip bear 
fruit immediately~ 

Personal Conclusions from the IUssion 

I took to Southeast Asia some b as ic convictions about the 
problems fE.ced there . I have come avray :.:Tom the mission there 
- - and to India an.d Pa..ldstan -- ,'lith many of tho s e convictions 
sharpened and deepened by what I saw and learned . I have also 
reached certain other conc lusions vlhich I believe may be of 
value as guidance for those responsible in f ormulating polic ies. 
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These conclusions are as follOi.Js : 

10 The battle against Communism must be joined in Southeast 
Asia with strength and determination to achieve success 
there -- or the United States , inevitably, must surrender 
the Pacific and take up our defenses on our Oim shores 0 

Asi ru1 Cmnmunism is compromised and contained by the main
tenance of free nations on the subcontinent 0 vJithout thi s 
inhibitory influence, the island outposts Philippines, 
Japan , Taiwan -- have no security and the vast Pacific 
becomes a Red Sea . 

2. The struggle is far from lost in Southeast Asia and it is 
by no means inevitable that it must be lost . In each 
country it is possible to build a sound structuxe capable 
of vIi thstanding and turning the Communist suxge 0 The will 
to resist -- ivhile nOvl the t arget of subversive atta. ck -
is there 0 The key to what is done by Asians in defense of 
Southeast Asian freedom i s confidence in the United states. 

3. There is no alternative to United states leadership in 
Southeast Asia. Leadership in individual countries or 
the regional leadershiu and cooperation so appealing to 
Asians -- r ests on the· knowledg~ and faith in United 
States po,ver, "Till and understanding. 

4. SEATO is not now and probably never will be the answer 
because of British and French unwillingness to support 
decisive action. Asian distrust of the British and French 
is outspoken . Success at Geneva "Tould prolong SEATO's role. 
Failure at Geneva vTOuld t erminate SEJI.TO' s meaningfulness. 
In the latter event, we must be ready with a new' approach 
to collective security in the area . 

We should consider an alliance of all the free nations of 
the Ps,c i fi c and Asia who are willing to join forces in defense 
of their freedomo Such an organi zation should: 

a) have a clear-cut command authority 

b) also devote attention to measures and programs of 
social justice, housing, l and reform, etco 

5. Asian leaders -_. at this time -- do not v!ant American troops 
involved in Southeast Asia other th~n on training mis s ions . 
American combat troop involvement i s not only not required , 
it is not desirable . Possibly Arnericans -- fail to appre
ciate fully the subtlety that recently-colonia,l peoples 
would not look with f avor upon governments which invited 
or accepted the return this soon of Western troops. To 
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the eJ-,."tent that fear of ground troop involvement dominates 
our political responses to As i a in Congress or elsewhere, 
it seems most desirable to me to alle.y those paralyzing 
fears in confidence, on the strength of t ne individual . 
statements made by leaders consulted on this trip. This 
does not minimiz e or disregard t he pro'::labili ty that open 
attack \lrould bring calls for U. S. combe.t troops. But the 
present probability of open attack seems scant, and "Te might 
gain much needed flexib ility in our policies if the spectre 
of combat troop commitment could be les sened domestically. 

6. Any help -_. economic as "Tell as military -- vie give less 
developed nations to secure and maintain their freedom must 
be a part of a mutual effort. These nations cannot be saved 
by United St ates help alone. To the ex~ent the Southeast 
AsiEm nE'.tions e.re prepared to ·take the necessary measures to 
make Our 8. id effective, Ive can be - - and must be .. - unstint
ing in our assistance. It would be us eful to enunciate more 
cle8~ly than we h ave -- for the guidance of these young and 
unsophisticated nations -- what Vie expect or require of them. 

7. In large me2,sure, the greatest ·danger Southeast Asia offers 
to nations like the United States is not the momentary threat 
of Communism itself, r ather that danger stems from hunger, 
ignorance, poverty and disease. We must -- ,·rhatever strate~ 
gies vre evolve - .. keep these enemies t he point of our attack, 
and make llilaginative use of our scientific and technological 
capability in such enterprises. 

8. Vietnam and Thailand are the immediate-and most import ant 
trOUble spots , critical to the U.S . These areas require the 
attention of our very best talents -- under the very closest 
Washington direction -_. on matters economic , military and 
political. 

The basic decision in Southeast As i a is here. We must decide 
·vlhether to help these countries to the best of our ability or 
thrmv in the to\vel in the area and pull back our defenses to 
San Francisco and La J "Fortress America" concept. More important, 
we ·\<Tould say to the world in this case that we don It live up to 
treaties and don It stand by our friends. This is not my concept . 

. I recommend that we move forvf8 rd promptly ,lith a major effort to 
help these countries defend themselves. I consider the key here 
is to get 01J.r best ~lA.AG people to control, p18,n , direct and exact 
results from our military aid program. In Vi etnam and Thailand , . 
we must move fOrlvard together. 

a. In Vietnam; Diem is a complex figure beset by many 
problems. He has admirable qualities, but he is remote from the 
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people, is surroQDded by persons less admirable and capable than 
he. The country can be saved -- if we move quickly and vlisely. 
He must decide whether to support Diem _ .. 6r let Vietnam fall. 
VIe must have coordination of purpose in our country team, diplo
matic and military . The Saigon Embassy, USIS, MAAG and related 
operations leave much to be desiredo They should be brought up 
to maximum efficiencyo The most important thing is imaginative, 
creative, J'llnerican m2,nagement of our military aid program. The 
Vietnamese and our M!-'.P:..G estim,?tte that $50 million of U. S. mili
tary and economic assistance vlill be needed if we decide to 
support Vietnam. This is the best information available to us 
at the l)resent time and if it is confirmed by the best "I\)"a shington 
mil itary judgment it should be supported. Since you proposed 
and Diem agreed to a joint e'conomic mission, it should be ap-
pointed and proceed forthvTith. . 

b. In Thailand, the Thais and our mm MA.AG estimate 
probably as much is needed as in Vietnam -- about $50 million 

. of military &''1d economic assistanceo Again, should our best 
military judgment concur, I believe 've should support such a 
progrruJl. Sarit is more strongly and staunchly pro-western than 
many of his peo~le. He is and must be deeply concerned at the 
consequence to his country of a COmlliQnist-controlled Laos. If 
Sar it is to stand firm against neutralism, he mus t have -- soon 
-- concrete evidence to show his people of United state s military 
and economic support. He believes that his armed forces should 
be increased to 150,000. His Defense Minister i s coming to 
Washington to discuss aid matters. 

* * 
To recapitulate , these are the main impressions I have brought 

back from my trip. 

The fundamental decision required of t he United States -- and 
time is of the greatest importance -- is IThether ,.;e are to attempt 
to meet the chaile:1ge of Communist expansion nmv in Southeast As i a 
by a major effort in support of the forces of fre edom in t he area 
or throv1 in t he t0l1e1. This decision must be made in a full reali
zation of the very heavy and continu.ing costs involved in terms of 
money, OI~ effort and of United States prestige . It must be made 
vlith the knm-rledge that at some point l 're may be faced vlith the 
further decision of y.1hether Vie commit ma jor United States forces 

. t o the area or cut our losses and ,-rithdravT should our other efforts 
fail. ~'ie must r emain master in thi s decisiono '\That we do in 
Southea st As i a should be part of a r ational program to meet the 
threat we face in the region as a wholeo It should include a 
clear-cut pattern of specific contributions to be expected by each 
partner according to his ability and r e sources . I recommend we 
proceed v1ith a clear-cut and strong program of action. 
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II . DIEM I S JUNE LETTER 

During his visit Johnson, on behalf of Kennedy, invited Diem to 
prepare a set of proposals on South Vietnamese military needs for 
consideration by Hashington. In a letter May 15, Diem told Kennedy 
that the defini ti ve study would be ready in a fe,v weeks 0 ( He appre 
ciated this invitation, Diem told Kennedy , "particularly because we 
have not become accustomed to being asked for our own views on our 
needs. ) " 

On J'une 9, Diem signed the promised letter. It was carried to 
Washington by a key Diem aide (Nguyen Dinh Thuan ) and delivered on the 
14th. (Thuan played a key role on the Vietnmnese side throughout 1961 . 
He was the man Durbrow, in the cable quoted in full earlier, suspected 
was the only cabinet member Diem had told about the CIP. In a memo to 
Gilpatric , Lansdale described him as Diem ' s "Secretary of Security, 
Defense, Interior, etc o ") ~/ 

In th~ letter, Diem proposed an increasE'! in the RVNAF to 270 ,000 
men, or to double the 150,000 strength authorized at the start of 1961, 
and 100, 000 men more than envisioned under the CIP. That vTaS a large 
request: for up until the end of April, the U.S. and South Vietnamese 
were still haggling over the go - ahead for a 20, 000-man increase . Fur
trer) Diem made it clear that he saw this force requirement as a semi 
permanent increase in South Vietnamese strength, which would continue 
to be needed even should he eliminate the Viet Congo 

Here are some extracts from Diem ' s let.ter : 

LThil situation.~.has become very much more perilous follow
ing the events i n Laos , the more and more equivocal attitude 
of Cambodia and the intensification of the activities of 
aggression of international communism. which wants to take the 
maximum advantage to accelerate the conquest of Southeast 
Asiao It is apparent that one of the major obstacles to the 
communist expansion on this area of the globe is Free Viet 
nam because with your firm support , we are resolved to oppose 
it with all our energies. Consequently, now and henceforth, 
we constitute the first target for the communists to overthrow 
at any cost. The enormous accumulation of Russian war mate 
r ial in North Vietnam is aimed, in the judgment of foreign 
ob servers , more at South Vietnam than at Laos. \'Je clearly 
reali ze this dangerous situation but I want to reiterate to 
you here , Ll my personal name and in the :lame of the entire 
Vietnamese people, our indomitable will to win. 

On the second of May, my council of generals met to evaluate 
the current situation and to determine the needs of the 
Republic of Vietnam to meet this situation. Their objective 
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evaluation shOlvs that the military situation at present 
is to the advantage of the communists and that most Of 
the Vietnamese Anned Forces are already cOlnmitted to in
ternal security and the protection of our 12 million 
inhabitants 0 For many months the communist-inspired 
fratricidal "Tar has tal~en nearly one thousand casualties 
a month on both sides. Documents obtained in a recent 
operation, along route No o 9 which runs from Laos to 
Vietnam, contain definite proof that 2,860 armed agents 
have infiltrated among us in the course of the l ast four -x· 
months. It is certain that this number rises each day. 
However, the Vietnamese people are showing the world that 
they are "Tilling to fight and die for their freedom, not 
withstanding the temptations to neutralism and its false 
promises of peace being drwume d into their ears daily by 
the communists o -

In the light of this Situation, the council of generals 
concluded that additional forces numbering slightly over 
100,000 more than our new force level of 170,000 "all be 
required to counter the ominous threat of communist domi
nation ••• 

After considering the recommendations of our generals and 
consulting with our American military advisors, we now 
conclude that to provide even minimum initial resistance 
to the threat, two new divisions of approximately 10,000 
strength each are required to be activated at the earliest 
possible date~ Our lightly held defensive positions along 
the demilitarized zone at our Northern border is even 
today being outflanked by communist forces which have 
defeated the RoyaJ_ Laotian Army garrisons in Tchepone and 
other cities in Southern Laos. Our ARVN forces are so 
thoroughly committed to internal anti-guerrilla operations 
that we have no effective forces vdth which to counter this 
threat from Southern Laos . Thus, we need' immediately one 
divi sion for the First Army Corps and one for the Second 
Army Corps to provide at least some token resistance to the 
sizeable forces the communists are capable of bringing to 
bear against our Laotian frontier. Failing thi s, "Te would 
have no recourse but to withdravr our forces southward from 
the demilitarized zone and sacrifice progressively greater 

Diemts number implies an infiltration rate about 4 times as high 
as that estimated by U.S. intelligence in 1961, and twice as high 
as the hindsight revised 1961 estimates nOT.v in use o 
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areas of our country to the communists. These divisions 
should be mobilized and equipped, together with initial 
logistic support units, immediately after completion of 
activation of the presently contemplated increase of 20,000 
which you have offered to support. 

Following the activation of these units, which should begin 
in about five months, we must carry on the program of acti
vation of additional units until over a period of two years 
we will have achieved a force of 14 infantry divisions, an 
expanded airborne brigade of approximately division 
strength and accompanying (support?)... The mission of this 
total 270,000 man force remains the same, namely, to over
come the insurgency which has risen to the scale of a bloody, 
communist-inspired civil war within our borders and to pro
vide initial resistance to overt, external aggression until 
free ivorld forces under the SEATO agreement can come to our 
aid. The quest~on naturally arises as to how long we shall 
have to carry the burden of so sizeable a military force. 
Unfortunately, I can see no early prospects for the reduction 
of such a force once it has been established; for even though 
we may be successful in liquidating the insurgency vTi thin our 
borders , communist pressure in Southeast Asia and the external 
military threat to our country must be expected to increase, I 
fear, before it diminishes. This means that we must be pre
pared to maintain a strong defensive military posture for at 
least the foreseeable future in order that we may not become 
one of the so-called Itsoft spotslt which traditionally have 
attracted communist aggression. We shall therefore continue 
to need material support to maintain this force whose re
quirements far exceed the capacity of our economy to 
support 0 • 0 • 

To accomplish this 100,000 man expansion of our military 
forces, w-hich is perfectly feasible from a manpower viewpoint, 
will require a great intensification of our training pro
grams in order to produce, in the minimum of time, those 
qualified combat leaders and technical specialists needed to 
fill the new units and to provide to them the technical and 
logistic support required to insure their complete effective
ness. For this purpose a considerable expansion of the 
United States Military Advisory Group is an essential require
mento Such an expansion, in the form of selected elements of 
the American Armed Forces to establish training centers for 
the Vietnamese Armed Forces, would serve the dual purpose of 
providing an expression of the United States' determination to 
halt the tide of communist aggreSSion and of preparing our 
forces in the minimmu of time. 

While the Government and people of Vietnam are prepared to 
carry the heavy manpovler burden required to save our country, 
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we well know that we cannot afford to pay, equip, train and 
maintain such forces as I have described. To make this 
effort pOSSible, we would need to have assurances that this 
needed material support would be provided o '2/ 
The record is unclear on the irmnediate response to this letter. 

In particular, we have no record of the conversations Thuan had in 
Washington ,{hen he delivered the requests 0 The issue of the RVNAF 
increases somehow became part of the business of an economic mission 
then about to leave for Vietnam ( the Staley Mission, discussed in the 
follOl{ing section) . The r equest for II selected elements of the 
American Armed Forces ll , raised in the next-to-last quoted paragraph, 
is left thoroughly obscure in the records we have--to the point where 
we are not at all sure either what Diem meant by it or hOl{ the Admin
i strati on reacted to ito Bu t, as '\\Till be seen in the section below 
on lIU.S. Troopsll, nothing came of it. 

1110 THE STALEY MISSION . 

One of the continuing negotiating items through most of 1961 vTaS 
the extent to which the South Vietnamese should finance their own effort. 
The UoS. view was that the South Vietnamese were not doing enough. The 
re sult was American pressure on Diem to undertake what was called tax 
1t reform." Diem was most reluctant to move. It is pretty clear that a 
large part of Diem ' s reluctance to move flowed from the same (well - founded ) 
sense of personal insecurity that made him avoid establishing a clear 
military chain of cormna..'1d. On the latter issue, the risk of weakening the 
war effort obviously struck him as l ess dangerous than the risk of making 
a coup easier by concentrating military authority in his generals instead 
of dividing it behreen the generals and the 38 province chiefs. Similarly, 
for a r uler so unsure of his hold on the country, a serious effort at im
posing austerity looked more risky than holding out for the Amedcans to 
provide a few more millions out of their vast resources . But Di.em, of 
course, was hardly likely to admit such reasons to the Americans, assum
ing he admitted them to himself . Consequently, on these issues ( as on 
many others ) the record is a long story of tediously extracted promises, 
excuses for inaction, and American complaints about Diem's administrative 
style. 

On the economic issue , the substance of the argument was this : 

The deficit bet"reen what Diem raised in taxes and what his budget 
required was made up by the U. S. through a cormnercial i mport program. 
The regime sold the goods provided by the U.S. to South Vietnamese busi
nessmen , and used the piasters thus acquired lllainly to meet the local 
currency costs (mostly food and pay) for the armed forces . UoS . dissatis 
faction with the South Vietnamese effort showed clearly in the decision 
to ask the South Vietnamese themselves to provide the local currency costs 
for the 20, 000 man force increase proposed in the CIP, although the U.S. 
had been paying these costs ( through the import program ) for the balance 
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of the forces. The South Vietnamese insisted, for the outset, that they 
could not raise the piasters required. 

The basic question of "rhether the South Vietnamese were bearing a 
reasonable share of the burden devolved into a number of technical 
issues, such as the effect of the program on inflation in South Vietnam, 
and the piaster/dollar exchange rate. The Gilpatric/Lansdale draft of 
the Task Force Report proposed that Diem be flatly assured that the U.S. 
would make up any deficit in the Vietnamese budget. But State objected 
from the start to giving any such assurance. Instead a joint commission 
of U oS. and South Vietnamese economic experts lvas proposed to work out 
a joint progr am dealing with these economic issues. This was one of the 
proposals Vice President Johnson carried with him on his mission. Diem 
accepted the proposal. And the UoS. team, headed by Eugene Staley 
(president of the Stanford Research Institute ) was dispatched to South 
Vietnam in mid-June. 

By the time the Staley Mission left, though, Diem had wrj.tten the 
letter just quoted ' a sking for U.S. support for a large further increase 
in his forces. Staley! s group, lnth its Vietnamese counterpart, found 
themselves serving as the vehicle for the discussions on force level s . 
The report they issued is mostly about military issues , on which the 
economists stated they simply reflected instructions passed on by their 
respective gCJvernments. Here are some excerpts on the military issues 
( in addition, the report of course contained a discussion, rather vague 
as it turned out, of the economic issues which Here nominally its pur
pose, and it also contained a good deal of very fine , vigorous language 
on the need for I1 crash programs l1 of economic and social development ) . 

Viet Na.rn is today under attack in a bitter, total struggle 
which involves its survival as a free nation. I ts enemy, the 
Viet Cong, is ruthless , resourceful, and elusive o This enemy 
i s supplied, reinforced, and centrally directed by the inter
national Communist apparatus operating through Hanoi. To 
defeat it requires the mobilization of the entire economic , 
military psychological, and social resources of the country 
and vigorous support from the United States. 

The i ntensified program which lore recommend our two coun
tries adopt as a basis for mutual actions over the next 
several years is designed not just to hold t he l ine but to 
achieve a real brea"kthrough. Our joint efforts must surpass 
the critical threshold of the enemy ! s reSistance , thereby put 
i ng an end to his destructive attacks , and at the same time 
we must make a decisive impact on the eco~lomic , social, and 
i deological front o 

The turn of events in Laos has c recited further serious 
problems l-Tith regard to the maintenance of the GVN as a free 
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and sovereign non-Conrrnunist nation. In particular, the 
uncovering of the Laotian-Viet Nam border to DRV or DRV
supported forces creates a ser ious threat of increased 
covert infiltrat ion of personnel , supplies, and equipment 
to the Viet Congo With such increased support , the Viet 
Cong undoubtedly hope to seize firm military control of 
a geographic area ~nd announce the establishment t here in 
of a I1rebel ll government for South Viet Nam which would 
then be recognized by and receive military support from 
the DRV, Conrrnunist China , and Soviet Russia. (Example : 
The present situation in Laos. ) 

The joint VN-US group does not consider itself com
petent to make specific recormnendations as to desired 
force levels for the defense of Viet Nam. They have, 
hovlever , after consultation ,,,ith their re spective mili
tary authorities , adopted for economic planning purposes 
certain estimated strength figures for the GVN armed 
forces under two alternative assumptionso Alternative A 
assumes that the Communist-led insurgency effort remains 
at approxlinately its present level of intensity and the 
Government of Laos maintains sufficient independence from 
the Communis t Bloc to deny authority for the trans it of 
DVN or Communist Chinese troops across its borders. 
Alternative B aSSUffies that the Viet Cong are able to 
signific~"rltly increase their insurgency campaign within 
Viet Nmn and that the situation in Laos continues to 
deteriorate to the point where the Communists gain de facto 
control of that country. 

Alternative A called for a build-up of Diem 's forces to 200,000 
(vs. 170,000 then authorized). Alternative B called for continuing the 
build-up to 270,000. On this basis, Kennedy agreed to provide support 
for the increase t o 200,000 . The 200,000-man approval vJaS supposed to 
be contingent on South Vietnamese agreement to a plan for using the 
forces. The question of a further increase to 270 ,000 was deferred, 
since it did not need to be faced Q"rltil the lower figure was being 
approached , sometime late in 1962. ~ 

A . consequence of the Staley Mission vIa S the South Vietnamese troop 
levels needed little attention in the fall review: the U.S. simply 
decided to support the increase to 200,000 even though the agreed plan 
for using the forces did not yet exist ( as in May the U. S. had agreed to 
support the increase to 170,000 which also, i-e will be recalled, "Was 
supposed to have been contingent on such a plan). 

A few points about the Sta,ley Mission seem useful to keep in mind 
in revievring the f all process: 
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L It is another reminder of the prevailing ( although not 
universal ) over-optimism of U.S. appraisals of the Vietnam problem. 

2. One of the follow-on actions to .the report was supposed to 
be a Vietnamese announcement of a program of social reform . Producing 
this piece of paper ( and in the end it was not much more than a piece 
of paper) took months. It was experiences such as this that gave 
questions about the viability of the Diem regime greater prominence in 
the fall review than they had received during April and May. 

3. The U.S. was still continuing to de!3l with Diem most gently. 
Nothing more was asked of Diem as a quid pro quo than that he finally 
work up a plan for the counterinsurgency.- ..... 'The President explicitly 
accepted t ·he assumptions of the Joint Plan worked out by the Staley 
Mission and their Vietnamese counterparts. 

This is from the formal record of decision : 

August 4, 1961 

Joint Program of Action 
With the Government of 

Vietnam ( Staley Report) 

The President agrees with the three basic tenets 
on which the recommendations contained in the Joint Action 
Program are based, namely : 

a. Security requirements must , for the present, be given 
first priority. 

b. Military operations will not achieve lasting r esults 
unless economic and social programs are continued and 
accelerated. 

c. It is in our joint interest to accelerate measures to 
achieve a self - sustaining economy and a free and 
peaceful society in Viet -Name II 

Similar language was used at the time of t he May decisions. So it 
is not new. It is only that, in the light of Diemfs inactivity, the 
phrases i mplying that non-mil itary efforts are also important had come 
to sound a little hollow. 

IV. U.S. COMBAT TROOPS 

From the time of the Laos Annex ibthe original. Gi lpat ric/Lansdale 
_ draft of t he Task Force Report (April 28) , the record shclVl s persistent 
activity on some level or other on the issue of sending U.S. combat troops 
to Vietnam. 
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At the tim8 of the Task Force review, it will be recalled, Defense 
recommended sending two 1600-man combat units to Vietnmfl to set up two 
training centers for the Vietnamese in the highlands o In later drafts 
of the Task Force report, this proposal \{as broadened to consider send
ing American troops for wider purposes, short of direct combat against 
the Viet Congo But the proposal was downgraded to a subject for study 
and was no longer a definite recommendation. 

Here is a summary of the items (on the issue of U.S. combat troops) 
in the ~ecord available to this study following Kennedy's decisions on 
the Task Force Report (May 11). 

On May 12 Vice President Johnson discussed the question with Diem, 
as described in an earlier section. This seems to have resolved the 
issue (negatively) so far as Johnson was concerneo, and possibly as far as 
Fresident Kennedy was concerned. But if .it did, the president's view was 

. not very emphatically passed on to subordinate members of the Administration . 
For a week later, Lansdale sent.' a memo to Gilpatric noting that Diem did not 
want U.S. combat units as such, but that . he might accept ·these units if they 
had a mission of training South Vietnamese forc es : 

Ambassador Nolting /said7 that President Diem would 
welcome as many U.S. military personnel as nee~ed for 
training and advising Vietnamese forces. /MPAJ Chief7 
General McGarr, who was also present at this discussion 
Lbetween Johnson and Diem7, reported that while President 
Diem would not want U.S.-combat forces for the purpose 
of fighting Communists in South Vietnam, he would accept 
deployment of U.S o combat forces as trainers for the 
Vietnamese for.ces at any time. Q/ 
This language leaves it unclear whether McGarr was merely stating 

his opinion (.rhich supported hi s own de sire to bring in U 0 S. combat 
units), or reporting what he understood Diem to have said . 

(About the same day of Lansdale's memo--May 18--the 
JCS had restated its recommendation of May 10 that combat 
troops should be sent to Vietnam; and McGarr, from Saigon, 
had recommended sending a 16,000 man force, or if Diem 
would not accept that, a 10,000 man force with the nomi
nal mission of establishing training centers for the Viet
namese. The similar recommendation made in the Task Force 
drafts had suggested 3200 men for the force.) <j/ 
In any event, Lansdale's memo makes it quite clear that he (along 

with McGarr and the JCS) were primarily interested in getting U.S. 
combat units into Vietnam, with the training mission a possible device 
for getting Diem to accept themo After a discussion of JCS and CINCPAC 
planning and of alternative locations for the troops, Lansdale comments: 
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••• any of the above locations have good areas for 
training of Vietnamese forces, if this were to be a 
mission of the U.S. forces. 

In the available papers, no one at this time talked about using 
hnerican units to directly fight the Viet Congo Rather it was mainly 
in terms of relieving Vietnamese units to undertake offensive action. 
We can only guess what people were really thinkingo As the training
the-Vietnamese rationale seems essentially a device for getting Diem 
to accept the units, the non-combatant role for U.S. troops may have 
been ( and probably was in the minds of at least some of the planners ) 
mainly a device for calming those members of·the Administration who 
were reluctant to involve American units in fighting the Viet Congo 
Certainly in hindsight, it seems most unrealistic to suppose that 
ronerican combat units could have been stationed in a center of Viet 
Cong activity ( a number of papers postulate the insurgents were 
attempting to establish a Ifliberated areal! in the high plateau, which 
was the principal locale discussed ) ,vithout themselves becoming involved 
in the fighting. 

Lansdale concluded his memo by reminding Gilpatric that Diem was 
sending Thuan (If Secretary of Security, Defense, Interior, etc. lf

) to 
Washington to deliver his letter on Vietnam's If definitive military needs olf 

Lansdale recommended that Gilpatric take up the question of whether Diem 
would accept UoS. troops with Thuan. "With concrete information, you 
vall then have a firm position for further decisions. If 

But apparently someone did not want to wait for Thuan. For on May 27, 
Nolting reported that he had brought up the question of what Diem meant in 
his conversation with Johnson directly with Diem, and that Diem did not 
then want U.S. combat units Iffor this or any other reasono ll 10/ 

Nevertheless, on June 9, Diem signed the letter to Kennedy that, as 
quoted above, asked for: 

••• selected el ements of the American Armed Forces 
to establish training centers for the Vietnamese Armed 
Forces, 

a move which Diem stated : 

••• would serve the dual purpose of providing an ex
pression of the United States' determination to halt the 
tide of commuBistaggression and of preparing our forces 
in the minimum of time. ·- 11/ 

This certainly sounded very much like the r ecommendation of the Task 
Force draft, or McGarr's later expanded version of that proposalj par
ticularly since Diem explicitly stated that he had McGarr 's advice in 
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drafting the proposals. But where the American proposals were for train
ing whole South Vietnamese divisions, Diem said the training centers 
would be for combat leaders and -technica l specialists. Consequently, it 
seems that Diem did not have the same thing in mind in referring to "selec
ted elements of the Americ8...n Armed Forces" as did McGarr and others 
interested in bringing in American combat units. It inay be that 
Diem agreed to put in this request that sounded like what McGarr Vlanted 
as a concession to the Americans in r eturn for support of the large in
crease in t he RVNAF he Vlas asking. 

Presumably this Vlas clarified during the discussions 'I'huan had after 
delivering the l etter . But, as noted earlier, Vle have no record of the 
conversations . In any event, nothing came of the proposal. 

(A sUJYI.mary of Diem's letter, ~abled to the American mission in Saigon 
the day after the letter was received in Washington, did not use the 
phrase II selected elements of the American Armed Forces. " . Instead it said 
that Diem asked for an increase of "American personnel" to establish the 
training centers. The crucial issue , of course, Vlas whether Americans 
would be sent to Vietnam in the form of organized combat units , capable of, 
i f not explicitly intended , for conducting combat operations . We do not 
knOVl "Thether the wording of the summary reflected Thuan ' s clarification 
of the proposal Vlhen he arrived in Washington,or a high level Administra
tion dec ision to interpret Diem ' s l etter as not asking for combat units ., 
or merely sloppy drafting of the cable. ) 

. I t seems clear that either Diem ( despite the language of the letter 
he signed ) really did not want k nerican units , or that Kennedy ( despite 
the activity of his subordinates ) did not want to send those units, or both . 

Sorenson, in his memoir, says that in May Kennedy decided against 
sending combat units despite the recommendations he received at the time 
of the Task Force Report . But his account of the Task Force is in err<?r 
on a number of details , and so it is hard to knOVl hoVl much to credit his 
recol lection. 12/ 

But there is a final i tem apparently from this period that seems to 
support Sorenson. It is a handVlTitten undated note on apiece of scratch 
paper from RostoVl to McNamara . I t looks l ike a note passed at a meeting . 
From i ts location in the file , it Vlas probably VlTi tten about June 5, 
that is , a feVl days before Thuan arrivedVlith Diem ' s l etter . I t r eads : 

Bob : 

We must think of the kind of forces and missions 
f or Thail and novl , Vietnam l ater . 

We need a guerrilla deterrence operation i n 
Thainland ' s northeast . 
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We shall need forces to support a counter-guerrilla war 
in Vietnam: 

aircraft 
helicopters 
communications men 
special forces 
militia teachers 
etc. 

~vo things are striking about this note: first, it is a quite exact 
descr i ption of the sort of military assist ance Kennedy finally dispatched 
to Vietnam (L e ., combat support and advisors but not PJllerican units 
capable of independent combat against the guerrHlas ). Second, it cer
tainly suggests tl1a t despite what Lansdale, McGarr, and others 'Here doing, 
those close to the President vTere not at this time thinking about sending 
American co~bat units to Vietnam (or any American forces, for even the 
unit s ROStOYI list s are for Illater ll in contrast to "Tha iland novl"). Never
theles s on July 20, McGarr again rai sed the question of combat Ul1it s for 
training 'with Diem, and reported again that he did not \lant them. 

In general, we seem to be seeing here a pattern that first began to 
emerge in the handling of the Task Force Report and vrhich will be even 
more strikingly evident in the President ' s h andling of the Taylor Report . 

Someone or other is frequently promoting the idea of sending U. S. 
combat units. Kennedy never makes a clear-cut decision but some v7ay or 
other action is always deferred on any move that would probably lead to 
engagements on the ground betvleen American units aDd the Viet Congo 

We have no unambiguous b as is for judging just vrhat had really hap
pened in each case. But vTe do see a similar pattern at least tl'i'ice and 
possibly tht'ee different times: in May, perhaps again in June ( depending 
on details of Thuan ' s talks in Washington not available to this study), 
and as we will report shortly , again in November. In each case, the 
record seems to be moving toward a decision to send troops , or at least 
to a Presidential decision that, in principal, troops should be sent if 
Diem can be persuaded to accept them. But no such decision i s ever 
reached. The record never ShovTS the President himself as the controlling 
figure. In June, there does not seem to be any record of what happened, 
at least in the files 2,vailable to this study . In May and , as we will 
see, in November, the ~resident conveniently receives a revised oyaft of 
the recommendations vlhich no longer re<{uires him to commit himself . 

No reliable inference can be drawn from this about hOYI Kennedy would 
have behaved in 1965 and beyond had he lived. (One of those vTho h ad 
advised r et a ining freedom of action on the issue of sending U.S. combat 
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troops was l,yndon Johnson. ) It does not prove that Kennedy behaved soundly 
in 19610 Many people ,'iill think so; but others HilL argue t11at the most 
difficult problem of recent years might have been avoided if the U. S. had 
made a hard commitment on the ground in South Vietnam in 1961. 

V. TEE TREATY TlliQUEST 

As to Diem, we have, of course, even less in the way of a record from 
which to judge what he really thought he was doing. But it is not hard to 
understand why he should be reluctant to accept U.S. combat troops. His 
stated reason i-ras always that sending U.S. combat units would signal the 
end of the Geneva Accords. But this explanation explains little. Diem 
thought the Geneva Accords were betrayal of Vietnam in 195L~ , and a farce , 
freely violated by the communists , later. Consequently, he would be con
cerned about their demise only if North Vietnam could use this as a pretext 
for an overt invasiono But North Vietnam had long had a suitable pretext 
for an invasion in Diem1s refusal to discuss the elections called for 
under the Geneva Accords o Diem1s shield was ~he threat of U. S. interven 
tion, not th~ Geneva Accords , and it is mighty hard to see how this 
shield could be weakened by putting American troops on the ground in South 
Vietnam 0 

But there were other reasons for Diem to be wary of U. S. troops . For 
one thing, not even Diem1s severest critics questioned his commitment to 
Vietnamese nationalism. The idea of inviting foreign troops back into 
Vietnam must surely have been distasteful even once he decided it was un 
avoidable.Further, the presence of American troops in Vietnam had a very 
ambivalent effect on the risk to Diem of a military coupo To the extent 
American troops increased the sense of security, they would lessen the 
l ikelihood of a coup, which the military rationalized mainly on the grounds 
that they could not win the ,var under Diem. But the l arger the American 
military presence in the country, the more Diem would have to worry about 
American ability and temptation to encourage a coup i f Diem incurred 
American displeasure o 

The net impact of these conflicting effects would depend on t he 
security situation in Vietnam. I f Diem felt strong, he would probably not 
want American troops ; if he felt weak, he might see no choice but to risk 
i nviting the Americans in . Even at the time of the Taylor mission, we 
wi ll see Diem is most erratic on this issue . 

Against this background, it i s easy to understand why Di em, when the 
si tuation got "rorse in September, shoul d have !!pointed the question !! at 
whether the U.S . would give him a treaty rather than whether t he U. S. . , 
would send in troops . As far as we can see , he was mostly concerned about 
what the latest VC attacks were doing to confidence i n hi s regime , rather 
t han any fear that the VC, still estimated at fei-rer than 20, 000 strong, 
were going to defeat the quarter million r egulars and auxillaries in his 
own forces . What he pr obably wanted was an unambiguous public commitment 
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that the Americans would not let Vietnam fall o For this would meet his 
i mmediate concern about confidence in his regime , perhaps even more 
effectivel.y than the dispatch of American troops, and without the dis
advantages that would come ,vi th accepting American troopso For Diem, a 
clear-cut treaty probably seemed the best possible combination of maxi
mizing the American commitment ,{hile minimizing American leverage. And 
that, of course, would help explain why the Administration was not 
terribly attracted to such a proposal. 
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V 10 THE SITUATION IN SEPI'EMBER 

So far as the available record shows , there was no sense of immin'ent 
crisis in the official reporting to Washington as fall of 1961 begano An 
NIE published in mid-August concluded that Diem faced a "prolonged and 
difficult struggle" against the insurgency, and noted that " the French with 
their memories of the Indochina that was and the British with their experi 
ence in Malaya tend to be pessimistic regarding GVN prospects for combating 
the insurgency." ~ But the NIE also reported that Diem ' s army had been 
performing better in 1961 than in 19600 Warning of possible trouble looked 
months , rather than weeks, ahead a The danger foreseen was a coup : " if the 
fight against the Viet Cong goes poorly during the next year or the South 
Vietnamese Army suffers heavy casualties, the chances of a military coup 
would substantially increaseo " 15 / 

The judgment of the NIE on the effects of such a coup was entirely 
negative : 

If there is a serious disruption of GVN leadership as a result of 
Diem' s death or as the result of a military coup, any momentum of 
GVN ' s counterinsurgency efforts had achieved will be halted or re 
versed , at least for a time. The confusion and suspicion attending 

, a coup effort could provide the communists with an opportunity to 
seize control of the governmento 16/ 

There is no mention of any offsettj_ng hope for a coup leading to mOre 
effective prosecution of the waro The overall impression left by the NIE 
i s that Diem is not a very effective l eader, but that he is getting along 
wel l enough to make .the risks of a coup look more dangerous than the risks 
of the war being unwinnable under his l eadership a I n particular , a coup 
(or Diem ' s death ) were seen as the only thing that could bring a quick col
l apse of t he Saigon regime, as opposed to the l oss over time of a "prolonged 
and difficult" struggle a 

MAAG Chief McGarr, in a report dated September 1, spoke of the "enhanced 
sense of urgency and offenSive spirit now present within both the RVNAF and 
t he Government of Vietnam. a • II Under the heading "Outlook for Next Year , II 
h e reported : 

Wi t h the increased effectiveness of t he Armed Forces beginnin~ 
t o be demonstrated by the recent operations i n the Del ta Region and 
t he manifest intent of the UoS o to continue and even step up its 
vital support of the Vietnamese in their struggl e against Communism, 
t here is a spirit of renewed confidence beginning to permeate the 
people , the GVN, and the Armed Forceso ~ 

The pol itical reporting from Saigon was l ess opt imist i c a General ly, 
t hese reports argued that Diem was not doing much t o strengthen his support a 
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But there was no disagreement with McGarr ' s fai r ly optimistic assessment of 
the military situation and no sense of crisis, 

Through unofficial channels ) though) the White House was receiving a 
far bleaker view of the situation. Schelsinger reports : 

..I' 

'The situation gets worse almost week by week )' Theodore H, White 
wrote us in August, ' ",The guerrillas now control amost all the 
southern delta - so much so that I could find no American who would 
drive me outside Saigon in his car even by day without military con
voy.' He reported a 'political breakdown of formidable proportions : 
",what perplexes hell out of me is that the Commies ) on their side ) 
seem to be able to find people willing to die for their cause .. ,I 
find it discouraging to spend a night in a Saigon night - club full of 
young fellovls of 20 and 25 dancing and jitterbugging (they are called 
'la jeunesse cowboy') while twenty miles away their Communist contem
poraries are terrozing the countryside .' An old China hand ) White 
was reminded of Chungking i n the Second World War ) complete with 
Madame Nhu in the role of Madame Chiang Kai- shek, 'If a defeat in 
South Vietnam is to be considered our defeat) i f we are responsible 
for holding that area) then we must have authority to-ict, And that 
means intervention in Vietnam politics, . ,If we do decide so to i nter 
vene ) have we the proper personnel) the proper instruments ) the proper 
clarity of objectives to intervene successfully?' 18/ 

It did not take long to confirm White ' s pessimism) although this must 
have made the dilemma of what to do about it seem all the more acute. In 
September ) the number of VC attacks jumped to nearly triple the level (about 
450 vs, 150) that had prevailed for some months previously, The most spec 
tacular attack) which seems to have had a shattering effect in Saigon ) was 
the sei zure of Phuoc Thanh) a provincial capital only 55 miles from Sai gon . 
The insurgents held the town a good part of the day) publicly beheaded 
Diem' s province chief) and departed before government troops arrived . The 
official reporting to Washington by the end of the month pictured the situa
tion as stagnating) if not dangerous ly deteriorating) although there con
tinued to be no sense of the imminent crisis that Theodore White foresaw. 

Here i s an end-of-month report that Nolting sent just prior to the 
meeting at which Diem asked for the treaty: 

Status report on political items as of Sept 28: 

General : Governmental and c ivil situation at end of month much 
same as at beginning, While ne ither of these gave open signs of 
deteriorati on) Diem government did not significantly improve its 
polit i cal position among people or substantially further national 
unity. On positive side several fifty-man district l evel recon
struction teams were sent t o each of 4 provinces) and there was 
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commendable amount country-side travel by ministers. On other hand, 
report was received of high- level bickering over powers and authority 
of new central intelligence organization (Fvs-6487), and Diem ex
pressed dissatisfaction with pace of field command ' s planning of 
counter-insurgency operations; but he has still not delegated sufficient 
authority to field command . All in all we unable report that Sept saw 
progress toward attainment task force goals of creating viable and 
increasingly democratic society. Some such ' shot in arm ' as proposed 
joint communique seems desirable. 

Series l arge scale VC attacks in vari·ous areas central Vietnam 
during month highlighted increased VC infiltrations through Laos and 
underscored urgency of free world policy toward Laos YThich would 
bring this s ituation under control. These VC actions plus temporary 
VC seizure of provincial capital of Phuoc Thanh demonstrated that 
tide not yet turned in guerrilla war ... 19/ 

The "shot in the arm" Nolting referred to was the cori1munique on social reforms 
that was agreed to some weeks earlier at the time of the Staley Mission; it 
would finally be issued, in a watered down form, early in January . The con
t rast b etween White ' s and Nolting's reporting is sharp: White obviously would 
not have seen the is suing of a communique as a significant " shot in the arm;" 
or commented on the VC show of strength in such mild terms as demonstrating 
"that tide not yet turned." Consequently, although Diem' s request for a t reaty 
( a day after this cable was sent ) surprised Nolting; i ts effect at the White 
House was presumably to confirm the warning that had already been received 
through White. 

The State Department ' s view of the situation seems also to have been 
graver than that of the Embassy in Saigon. We have a situation summary on 
Southeast Asia that refers to Nolting's cable but not t o Diem' s treaty request , 
and which consequently must have been distributed about October 1. On the 
political situat.ion in South Vietnam, the summary quotes Nolting ' s "no progres s " 
comments . But the mj_litary situation is described more bleakly than Nolting 
did. 

SOUTH VIET-NAM - MILITARY 
I. Although GVN military capabilities have increased, Viet Cong 

capabil ities are increasing at more rapid r ate and Viet Cong attacks 
have increased in Size . 

2. Viet Cong 'regul ar ' forces have increased from about 7,000 at 
beginning of year to approximately 17,000 . 

3. Viet Cong have moved from stage of small hands to large units. 
During Septemher Viet Cong mounted three attacks with over 1,000 men 
in eacho Viet Cong strategy may b e directed at 'liberating ' an area 
in which a ' government ' could be installed. 

4. Although vast majority of Viet Cong troops are of local 
origin, the infiltration of Viet Cong cadres from North Viet -Nam via 
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Laos, the demilitarized zone, and by sea appears to be increasing . 
However, there is little evidence of major supplies from outside 
sources, most arms apparently being captured or stolen from GVN 
forc es or from the French during the Indo-China war . 20/ 

On Laos , the situation summary shmled no such pessimism. But, overall 
the absence of bad news from Laos only added to the worry about South Viet
nam. For the paper reported: 

There probably have been some Viet Minh withdrawals from northern 
Laos but Viet Minh movement into Southern Laos bordering on South 
Vietnam has increased . Thus it appears enemy may be accepting 
stalemate for time being within Laos and giving priority to stepping 
up offenSive action against South Vietnam. 21/ 

Two final items are worth bear ing in mind in trying to see the Viet 
namese problem as it might have appeared to the White House in the fall of 
1961. First, this warning of the effect of U.S. policy in Vietnam, from 
the August 15 NIE quoted earlier: 

International Attitudes. In providing the GVN a maximum of 
encouragement and extensive support in its struggle against the 
Communists , the US will inevitably become identified i.,rith the GVN's 
success or failure . The US will be under heavy pressure from other 
members of the non-Communist world , many of whom view the Vietnam 
struggle in differing terms. For example, the neighboring coun
tries, such as Thailand, Cambodia, Burma, IndoneSia, the Philip
pines, and Nationalist China, have all to some extent viewed devel
opments in Laos as a gauge of US willingness and ability to help 
an anti -Communist ASian government stand against a Communist 
'national liberation ' campaign. They will almost certainly look upon 
the struggle for Vietnam as a critical test of such US willingness 
and ability . All of them, including the neutrals, would probably 
suffer demoralization and l oss of confidence in their prospects 
for maintaining their independence if the Communists were to gain 
control of South Vietnam. This loss of confidence might even 
extend to India. 22/ ' 

Second , a couple of newspaper quotes may serve as a reminder of the extent 
to which the Kennedy Administration had been under a constant sense of 
foreign policy crisis throughout its first year, with every evidence of 
more to come. In l ate September, in a review piece on Congressional ap
praisals of Kennedy ' s first year, Russell Baker comments that not even 
Congress seems much interested in debate about Kennedy ' s effectiveness 
in pushing through l egislation : 

What makes it particularly irrelevant this autumn i s that 
Congress itself has been 'far more concerned ever since January 
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with the President's performance as guardian of the national security 
than with how he came out as chief warrior for a legislative program. 

From Laos to Cuba to Vienna to Berlin to the Soviet nuclear 
testing site at Semipalatinsk to New York ' s East River ) crisis after 
crisis has fallen across the White House with a rapidity and gravity 
that has absorbed Mr. Kennedy ' s energy since his inauguration and 
reduced the Congressional program to secondary importance. 23/ 

And a couple of days later) James Reston) describing the imminent risk 
of a nuclear crisis over Berlin) reported : 

Specifically) Khrushchev told one of Mr . Kennedy ' s political 
emissaries that once Krushchev signs a separate peace treaty with 
the Communist East Germans ) not only all of the West ' s rights in 
Berl in will cease) but all traffic to Berlin will cease until the 
West negotiates new rights of access with the East German regime. 

Khrushchev was ~uestioned minutely on this key pOint. His reply 
was une~uivocal: Not one truck, or barge , or train, or plane would 
l eave from West Germany for West Berlin after the separate peace 
t reaty until the ne,·, arrangements with the East Germans were 
negotiated. 

Now) this is not precisely the same as Mr. Gromyko ' s bland aSSur 
ances. This is blockade , and blockade is an act of war. Washington 
has made clear that it is not going to get stirred up if the East 
Germans merely replace the Russians on the borders between East and 
West Germany and approve the f low of ade~uate supplies. But Mr . Khrush 
chev did not support this procedure) and went on to threaten that any 
effort to break his blockade by force woul d lead to war. 24/ 

Since Khrushchev had repeatedly pledged to s i gn the East German treaty by 
t he end of the year, the showdown was not far off . 
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TB}~£~Lr, DECISIONS - I 

IV.B. CRti.FTER V 

I. THE DECISION TO SEND TAYLOR 

As of early October ) there were several proposals for more active 
intervention in Southeas t Asia on the table . One was the JCS-favored plan 
to intervene on the ground in Laos to seize and hold major portions of the 
country) principally to protect the borders of South Vietnam and Thailand. 
A second plan ( referred to in a staff paper as the "Rostow proposal'~ ) would 
hava put a SEATO force of about 25,.000 men into Vietnam to try to mount a 
guard on the Vietnam/Laos border between the DMZ and Cambodia. Finally) 
there were various schemes) dating from the Task Force review) for putting 
a U. S . force into the highlands) or at DaNang with or without a nominal 
mission of training South Vietnamese troops . 

Except for the Rostow proposal all these plans pre-dated the spurt of 
Viet Cong activity in September and Diem!s subsequent request for a treaty. 
The record does not tell when and why the Rostow proposal was drawn up. It 
was probably a direct response to Diem' s request ) but it may have been simply 
a part of the on- going Laos contingency planning. In any event ) Rostow ' s 
proposal was submitted to the JCS for Comment October 5. On the ~th) the 
JCS responded with a counter -proposal for a substantial (initially about 
20,000 men) but expected to grow ) commitment of U.S. forces in Vietnam, 
centered on Pleiku in the highlands. 2/ 

In hindsight) the JCS reasoning in rejecting the Rostow proposa l l ooks 
unchallengeable. The JCS stated : 

~. SEATO forces will be deployed over a border of several 
hundred miles ) and will be attacked piecemeal or by-passed at the 
Viet Cong ! s own choice. 

b. It may reduce but cannot stop infiltration of Viet Cong 
personnel and material . 

c. It deploys SEATO forces in the weakest defense points 
should DRV or CHIC OM forces i ntervene. 

d. It compounds t he problems of communications and logistical 
support. 

The Chiefs also argued against an alternative border proposal to put 
the SEATO force along the 17th parallel . Their first preference) very 
emphat ically, was to go into Laos : 
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As stated in your LGilpatric'~7 memorandum, the proposed concept 
set forth must be analyzed in the tota l context of the defense of 
Southeast As ia. Any concept which deals with the defense of South
east Asia that does not include all or a substantial portion of Laos 
is, from a military standpoint, unsound. To concede the majority 
of northern and centra l Laos would leave three-quarters of the 
border of Thailand exposed and t hus invite an expansion of communist 
military action. To concede southern Laos I'Tould open the flanks of 
both Thailand and South Vietnam as well as expose Cambodia. Any 
attempt to combat insurgency in South Vietnam, while holding areas 
in Laos essential to the defense of Thailand and South Vietnam and, 
at the same time, putting troops in Thailand, '\wuld require an effort 
on the part of the United states alone on the order of magnitude of 
at least three divisions plus supporting unit s . This ,vould require 
an additional t'\vo divisions from the United States. 

What is needed is not the spreading out of our forces through
out Southea,st Asia, but rather a concentrated effort in Laos \i'here 
a firm stand can be taken saving all or substantially all of La.os 
I'Thich vlOu1d, at the same time, :9rotect Tha iland and protect the 
borders of South Vietnam. 

But, if the Lao s plan viaS "politically unacceptable at this time,:I 
the Chiefs !!provided" ( but did not explicitly recoIl'nnend) !l a possible 
limited interim course of action" which could .. 0 

provide a degree of assistance to the Gove:cnment of South Vietnam 
to rega in control of its own territory, and could free certa in 
South Vietn8~e se forces for offensive actions against the Viet 
Congo ~fuile the Joint Chiefs of Staff agree that implementation 
of this limited course of action wou~d not provide for the defense 
of Thailand or Laos, nor contribute substantially or permanently 
to solution of the overall problem of defense of Southeast Asia, 
they consider the Plan preferable to either of the two militaTY 
possibilities described in referenced memorandum. ~ 

The follovling day, there appeared a new paper called !1Concept of 
Intervention in Vietnam .!1 The paper, according to a pencilled note on 

. the available copy, was drafted mainly by Alexis Johnson, who \vas then a" 
Deputy Under Secretary of State. We knovT from a note William Bundy (then 
principal Deputy to Paul Nitze , who was then Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
1SA) sent to lIIcNamara that a "talking paper!1 by Johnson was to be discus sed 
at a meeting that included, at least, Rusk and r;IcNamara on the afternoon 
of the lOth . But we do not know whether the 0.raft '-ITe have available is the 
"taJ.king paper!1 or a revision put together later in the day, after the 
meeting. 
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The proposal ("an effort to arrest and hopefully reverse the deterior
ating situation in VietnamH

) was a blend of Rostow's border force and the 
Chief's "possible limited interim course of action. It Johnson's paper 
listed both the Rostow mission of the force (attempt to close the 'border) 
and that of the Chiefs (Win control of the central highlands ); otherwise 
the paper followed the JCS plan. What probably happened) considering the 
haste with which the paper must have been drafted ) was that Johnson simply 
blended the two proposals together and assumed the fine points could be 
worked out later. .For if the paper is somewhat confusing on the immediate 
military proposal) it is clear on the long-run thinking that underlays the 
propos e.1. And this long-run thinking made the immediate military mission 
relatively inconse~uential) since as with the earlier combat-troops-for
training proposals) it was pretty clear that the main idea was to get some 
American combat troQps into Vietnam) with the nominal excuse for doing so 
~uite secondary. 

The plan was described under the heading "Initial Phase . 1I A subse~uent 
section) titled "Anticipated Later Phases" states: 

This initial action cannot be taken without acc.epting as our real 
and ultimate objective the defeat of the Viet Cong) and making Vietnam 
secure in the hands of an anti-Communist government. Thus supple
mental military action must be envisaged at the earliest stage that is 
politically feasible. The ultimate force re~uirements cannot be esti
mated with any precision. JCS are now considering. Three divis ions 
would be a guess ••• 

Earlier the paper ) in a similar vein) had remarked : 

While a staisfactory political settlement in Laos would consider
ably reduce Viet Minh infiltration through Laos into South Vietnam) it 
would not entirely eliminate it. While such a reduction would material
ly assist the GVN in meeting the Viet Cong threat) there is no assur
ance that ) even under these circumstances ) the GVN will in the fore 
seeable future be able to defeat the Viet Cong o Under these circum
stances) although the need of South Vietnam for outside assistance such 
as proposed in this plan would probably still be very strong, it would 
be much more difficult to find a political base upon which to execute 
this plan. 1/ 

This judgment was probabl y influenced by a special NIE issued October 5th) 
which stated that 80- 90% of the estimated 17, 000 VC had been locally recruited, 
and that there was little evidence that the VC relied on external supplies. 

The relation of this paper to Diem' s re~uest for treaty can only be 
gu~ssed at. The paper never mentions Diem, or any South Vietnamese re~uest 
for further assistance. But the paper supplemented one published about a 
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week or so earlier (probably prior to Diem's req,uest ) titled "Limited Holding 
Actions in Southeast ASia. 1T This earlier paper discussed various steps 
short of ma jor troop deployments. ~I 

The impression is that both papers were part of contingency planning 
( short of major intervention in Laos) for saving something in Southeast Asia 
should the Laos negotiations continue to drag on with no satisfactory reso 
lution. Thus although the timing of the Vietnam paper was surely influenced 
and probably triggered by Diem's req,uest for a treaty) it looks essentially 
like a suggestion (but not a formal recommendation) to the President that if 
he is unwilling to intervene to try to save Laos ) he should at least take 
strong and unambiguous action to make sure that Vietnam would not also be 
l ost . In this interpretation it is easy to make sense of the emphasis on a 
deteriorating situHtion in Vietnam) and the i mplied warning that it might be 
best to set this plan in motion before a settlement is reached in Laos) 
when it seemed relatively easy to provide a politi.cally plausible basis for 
the action. 

(In a recent column; Joseph Alsop q,uoted Averill Harriman as telling 
him that Kennedy had told Harrtman to get whatever settlement he could on 
Laos) but that the U.S, really intended to make its stand in Vietnam. ) LI 

At the end of the Vietnam paper there is a list of "Specific Actions 
to be Taken Now" vrhich goes no further (on Vietnam) than to list: 

Use of U.S. naval aircraft and ships to assist GVN in inter
diction of sea traffic) to assist self defense of GVN. This is to 
some extent camouflagable. 

If necessity arises) use of U.S. military aircraft for l ogistic 
support) including troop lift within Laos and South Vietnam. 

Further) there is a l ong list of pros and cons) with no judgment 
stat ed on the balance. 

This ( and other statements to be cited below ) suggests) again) t hat 
the paper was prepared for a discuss ion on Southeast Asia planning in the 
NSC, r ather than in response t o a req,uest for a set of recommendations. 

Three other pOints need to be mentioned : 

1. The paper) although nominally presenting a SEATO plan) 
explicitly assumes that T1 pl anning would have to be on the basis of proceed
ing with whicheve::.~ SEATO Allies would participate. It 

2. The paper warns (in the balance of the paragraph q,uoted 
earlier) that the ultimate force req,uirements would "much dependl! on the 
capabilities and leadership of the SEATO forces.,. 
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and above all on whether the effort leads to much more better 
fighting by Diem's forceso They alone can win in the end. 

30 Very clearly foreshadowing the Taylor mission (and perhaps 
indicating a White House hand in the drafting ) the paper states : 

The viability of this plan would be dependent on the 
degree to which it could and ,.;auld also result in the GVN accel
erating political and military action in its own defenseo A 
j udgment on this can only be reached after thorough exploration 
on the spot with the country team and the GVNo 

Finall y, here is the list of pros and cons presented (but not evaluated ) 
in the paper . 

"Cons 

"L The plan would not in itself solve the underlying problem of riddtng 
SVN of communist guerrillas . 

"2 . It would not seal off the borders of SVN except for the limited area 
of operations . 

"3 0 It breaks the Geneva Accords and puts responsibility on the DoSo for 
r ational izing the action before the DoNo and the worldo 

"4 . It raises questions of DoS . troop relationships with the Vietnamese 
peasants ) montagnards , GVN and i ts army 0 

"50 The use of SEATO forces in SVN distorts Plan Five /Jor major inter
vention in Lao~ although these forces are not a net subtraction . 

\ ! 

'16 . The risk of being regarded as interlopers a la the French must be 
considered . 

117. Communist change of tactics back to small-scale operations might 
l eave this force i n a stagnant positiono 

"Pros 

"l. The effect on GVN morale of SEATO engagement in their s t ruggle 
could be most heartening . 

112 . It could 'prevent the Viet Cong move to the next stage of battali on
Si ze , formal organization to challenge the ARVNo 

"3 . The relatively sophisticated SEATO arms, a i r power , communications 
and intelligence might spark a real transformation in ARVN tactics and action . 
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"4. Capitalizing on U.S . intelligence sources now unavailable to the 
GVN could lead to effective attacks on Viet Cong nerve centers of command 
and communications. 

"5 . The SEATO force commitment could be used to get from Diem a 
package of actions McGarr feels are needed to step up the GVN effort Lillainly 
the familiar items of clarifying the chain of command and establishing an 
overall plai/. 

"6. I ntroducing SEATO forces would give us for the first time some 
bargaining position with the Russians for a se'ttlement in Vietnam. 

II . ,-
7 . . If we go into South Vietnam now with SEATO , the costs would be 

much less than if we wait and go in later, or l ose SVN • . 

The available record shows three other papers prepared prior to the NSC 
meeting, October 11 , at which this paper ioTas considered : 

1. A special NIE commented on the pl an in terms that were a lot 
l ess than encouraging : 

I n the situation assumed , we believe that the DRV would seek 
at first to tes·t the seriousness and effE:ctiveness of the SEATO 
ef fort by subjecting the SEATO forces and their lines of com
munication to harassment , ambush, and guerrilla attack. The Com
muni sts would probably estimate that by using their Viet Cong 
apparatus in South Vietnam, and by committing experienced guer 
r ill a forces from North Vietnam in guerrilla operations in 
territory long familiar to them, and by exploiting the oppor 
t unities offered by the sizable junk traffic in coastal waters , 
they could severely harass the SEATO land forces and penetrate 
t he SEATO bl ockade. The Communists would expect worth'vhile 
pol itical and psychol ogical rewards from successful harassment 
and guerrilla operations against SEATO forces , including 
l owered GVN morale and increased tensions among the SEATO members . 

While seeking to test the SEATO forces , the DRV vTOuld prob 
ably not relax its Viet Cong campaign against the GVN to any 
signi ficant extent. MeanvThile, CommUnist strength in south Laos 
would probably be increased by forces from North Vietnam to 
guard against an effort to partition Laos or an attack against 
t he Pathet Lao forces . The Soviet airlift would probably be 
i ncreased with a heavier flow of military supply into south Laos , 
and the Communists wouJ.d probably intensify thei r efforts to 
establish a secure route for motor traffic into the south. The 
est abl ishment of a coalition government in Laosunder Souvanna 
Phouma probably vTOuld not Significantly reduce Communist infiltra
tion of men and eCluipment from North to South Vietn2.m through ;:'8.0S . 
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If the SEATO act ion appeared to be proving effective in 
reducing the present scale of infiltration the Communist prob
ably l.vould increase their use of the mountain trail system 
through Cambodia. This is a longer and more difficult route' 
but its use could keep at least minimum support flowing to the 
Viet Congo At the same time , in order to reduce the apparent 
success of the SEATO action , they could intensify small unit 
attacks, assassinations , and local terrorism in South Vietnam; 
t hey could also commit more DRV irregular personnel for the 
har assment of the SEATO forces. In any event , t he SEATO com
mitment in South Vietnam would probably have to be continued 
over a prolonged periodo It might be part of Communist t actics 
to play upon possible SEATO weariness over maintaining substan
tial forces and accepting losses , in South Vietnam over a long 
period of time .. . 

The reaction to the assumed SEATO action among concerned 
non-Communist governments would vary "Tidely . The Asian members 
of SEATO would find rene,ved confidence in t he organization and 
the US, if the plan were to go well . If, on t he other hand , the 
SEATO action I'rere to become costly , prolonged , or to involve 
heavy' casualties, the Asian members' would soon become disencha..l1ted 
and look to the US to ' do something ' to lessen the burden and to 
solve t he problem. The UK and France "Tould be likely to oppose 
the assumed SEATO action, and their reluctance t o participate 
could be overcome only ,dth great difficulty, if at all. 

In this i nst e,nce , and as "Te lv-ill see, l ater, t he Intellj sence 
Community ' s estliaates of t he likely results of U. S. moves are conspicu
ously more pessirnistic ( and more realistic) than t he other staff papers 
presented t o t he President . This SNIE vlaS based on an assumption t hat 
the SEATO force would total about 25,000 men . It i s hard to i magine a 
more sharp contrast t han between this paper , which foresees no serious 
impact on the insurgency :from proposed intervention, and Suppl emental 
Note 2, to be quoted next. . 
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2. tlSupplemental Note 2ft to the paper ) issued the day of the NSC 
contained" among other comments" a JCS estimate of the size of the 
force needed Ilto clean up the Viet Cong threat." It reads : 

Wider Military I mplications . As the basic paper indicates ) 
the likelihood of massive DRV and Chicom intervention cmnot be 
estimated with precision. The SNIE covers only the initial phase 
when action might be limited to 20-25)000 men. At later stages) 
when the JCS estimate that 40,,000 us forces will be needed to 
clean up the Viet Cong threat" the chances of such massive inter
vention might well become substantial" with the Soviets finding 
it a good opportunity to tie down major US force s in a long ac 
tion" perhaps as part of a multi-prong action involving Berlin 
and such additional areas as Korea and Iran. 

Because of this possibility of major Bloc intervention" the 
maximum possible force neeis must be frankly faced. Assuming 
present estimates of about 40,,000 US forces for the stated mili
tary objective in South Vietnam) plus 128)000 US forces for 
meeting North Vietnam and Chicom intervention" the drain on US
based reserve forces could be on the order of 3 or 4 divi sions 
and other forces as well. The impact on naval capabilities for 
blockade plans ( to meet Berlin ) would also be major. In light 
of present Berlin contingency plans " and combat attrition) in
cluding scarce items of equipment) the initiation of the Viet
nam action in itself should dictate a step up in the present 
mobilization) possibly of major proportions. 1/ 

3. Finally" there is the following memo from William Bundy 
( then acting ASSistant Secretary of Defense" ISA ) to McNamara. I t is of 
i nterest because it is the only piece of paper available for this period 
that gives anyone!s candid recommendations to his boss" as opposed to the 
more forma l staff papers : 

Even if the decision attomorrow!s meeting is only pre 
liminary -- to explore with Diem and the British" Australians " 
and New Zealanders would be my guess - - it is clearly of the 
greatest possible importance. Above all" action must proceed 
f ast . 

For what one man ! s feel is worth" mine - - based on very dose 
touch with Indochina in the 1954 war and civil war afterYlards till 
Diem took hold - - is that it is really now or never if we are to 
arrest the gains being made by the V:i.et Cong o Walt Rostow made 
the point yesterday that the Viet Cong are about to move " by every 
indication) from the small unit basis to a moderate battalion
size basis. Intelligence also suggests that they may try to set 
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up a "provisional government ' like Xieng Khuang (though less 
legitimate appearing ) in the very Kontum area into which the 
present initial plan would move SEATO forces. If the Viet Cong 
movement 'blooms ' in this way, it will almost certainly attract 
all the back-the-winner sentiment that understandably prevails 
in such cases and that beat the French in early 1954 and came 
within an ace of beating Diem in earl y 19550 

An early and hard-hitting operation has a good chance (70% 
would be my guess ) of arresting things and giving Dienl a chance 
to do better and clean up . Even if we follow up hard, on the 
lines the JCS are working out after yesterday's meeting, however , 
the chances are not much better that we .;rill in fact be able tc 
clean up the situat i ono It all depends on Diem ' s effectiveness , 
which is very problematicalo The 30% chance is that we would 
wind up like the French in 1954; white men can't win this kind 
of fight o 

On a 70-30 bas is, I would myself favor going ino But if we 
l et , say, a month go by before we move , the odds will slide (both 
short-term shock effect and long-term chance) down to 60-40, 50-50 
and so ono Laos under a Souvanna Phounla deal is more likely than 
not to go sour, and wi] l more and more make things difficult in 
South Viet -Nam, which e.gain underscores the element of timeo §j 

Minutes of the NSC meeting of October 11 were not available for this study 0 

But we have the following Gilpatric memorandum for the recordo (The JUNGLE JIM 
squadron -- 12 planes -- was an Air Force unit specially trained for counter
insurgency warfareo Short of engaging in combat itself, presunlably it would 
be used to train Vietnamese pil ots ): 

At this morning ' s meeting with the President the following 
course of action was agreed upon with relati on to South Vietnam: 

10 The Defense Department is authorized to send the 
Air Force's Jungle Jim Squadron into Vietnam to serve under the 
MAAG as a training miss i on and not for combat at the present time o 

20 .General Maxwell Taylor accompanied by Dr. Rostow 
from the White House , General Lansda l e, a representative of JCS, 
Mr. Cottrell fronl State and probably someone from ISA will leave 
for Vietnam over the weekend on a Presidential mission (to be 
announced by the President at this afternoon ' s press conference 
as an economic survey) to look into the f easibility from both 
political and military standpoints of the following: 
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(a) the plan for military intervention discussed 
at this morning ' s meeting on the basis of the Vietnam task force 
paper entitled 'Conc ept for Intervention in Vietnam'; 

(b ) an alternative plan for stationing in Vietnam 
fewer UoSo combat forces than those called for under the plan 
referred to in (a ) above and with a more limited objective than 
dealing with the Viet Cong; in other words) such a small force 
would probably go in at Tourane LDaNan~7 and possibly another 
southern port principally for the purpose of establishing a U.So 
' presence' in Vietnam; 

(c) other alternatives in lieu of putting any 
U.S. combat forces in Vietnam) ioe. stepping up U.S. assistance 
and training of Vietnam units) furnishing of more U.S. equipment) 
particularly helicopters and other light aircraft) trucks and 
other ground transport) etc. 

3 . During the two or three weeks that will be required 
for the completion of General Taylor's mission) State will push 
ahead with the following political actions: 

(a ) protest to the ICC on the step-up in North 
Vietnamese support of Viet Cong activities ) 

(b) tabling at the UN a white paper based on 
Mr. William Jordan's report concerning Communi st violations of 
the Geneva Accords) and 

(c) consultation with our SEATO allies ) princi
pally the British and Australians ) regarding SEATO actions in 
support of the deteriorating situation in Vietnam. 21 

That afternoon) the President announced the Taylor Mission) but he did 
not make the hardly credible claim that he was sending his personal military 
advisor to Vietnam to .do an economic survey. He made a general announce
ment) and was non-committal when aS$ed whether Taylor was going to consider 
the need for combat troops ( there had been leaked stories in the newspapers 
a fevT days earlier that .the Administration was considering such a move. ) 
Nevertheless) the newspaper stories the next day flatly asserted that the 
President had said Taylor was going to study the need for U.S . combat troops) 
which was ) of course) true) although not exactly what the President had 
said. ~ 

II • THE rID-TSPAPERS AND THE CABLES 

The day after Kennedy ' s announcement of the Taylor mission) Reuters 
sent this dispatch from Saigon : 
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Saigon, Vietnam) Oct 12 (Reuters) -- South Vietnamese military 
sources welcomed today President Kennedy's decision to send his 
military adviser) General Taylor, here this weeko 

Sources close to President Ngo Di~ Diem said he did not 
feel there was a need here yet for troops of the United States 
or Southeast Asia Treaty Organizationo 

The sources said the South Vietnamese President was convinced 
that Vietnam's Army increased in size and better equipped by 
increased United States aid can defeat the Communistso ~ 

I 

But a day later, the public position of the Vietnamese had shifted 
noticeablyo From a New York Times dispatch from Saigon: 

One question receiving considerable attention here in the 
light of the Taylor mission is the desirability of sending United 
States troops to South Vietnamo 

The prospect of United States troop involvement is understood 
to have advanced a step here in the sense that the South Vietnamese 
Government is reported to be willing to consider such involvement 
which it had formerly rejectedo 

However, it is understood that South Vietnamese deliberations 
still fall far ffi ort of the stage wherein Saigon "rould be ready 
to request United States forceso 12/ 

But in private discussions with the UoS. ambassado~, Diem had turned 
around completelyo From Nolting's cable: 

Following major requests: 

(1) An additional squadron of AD-6 fighter bombers (in lieu of pro
grammed T-28's) and delivery as soon as possibleo 

(2) The sending of US civilian contract pilots for helicopters 
and transport planes (c-47s), for 'non-combat' operations 0 

. (3) US combat unit or units to be introduced into SVN as 'combat 
trainer units' 0 Proposed use would be to station a part of this 
force in northern part of SVN near 17th parallel to free ARVN 
forces p~esently there for anti-guerrilla combat in high plateauQ 
Thuan also suggested possibility stationing some US forces in 
several provincial seats in highlands of central VietnamQ 
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(4) us reaction to proposal to request govt Nationalist China 
to send one division of combat troops for operations in southwest 
provinces. 

******* 
When Thuan raised ques tion of US combat-trainer units, I asked spe 
cifically whether this was President's considered request, men- . 
tioning his oft-repeated views re US combat forces here. Thuan 
confirmed that this was considered request from President; confirmed 
that Diem's views had changed in light of worsening situation. 
Idea was to have ' symbolic ' US strength near 17th parallel, which 
would serve to prevent attack there and free up GVN forces now 
stationed there for combat operations; Thuan said President Diem 
also thought similar purpose could be achieved by stationing US 
combat units in several provincial seats in highlands ) thus freeing 
ARVN guard forces there. I told him this represented major request 
coming on heels of President Diem's request for bilateral security 
treaty with United States. I asked whether this request was in 
lieu of the security treaty. Thuan first said that it represented 
a first step, which would be quicker than a treaty, and that time 
was of essence. After some discussion of the pro's and con!s of a 
possible defense treaty (effect on SEATO, ICC) ratification pro
c edures , etc. )) Thuan said he felt that proposal for stationing 
token US forces in SVN would satisfy GVN and would serve the purpose 
better than a mutual defense treaty. (He had evidently not thought 
through this nor discussed it with Diem.) 

Nolting then indicated he reacted skeptically to Diem' s suggestion of bringing 
in Chiang ! s forces, and comments to Washington that he thought "this was a 
trial balloon only . II He concluded the cable : 

The above questions will undoubtedly be raised with Gen Taylor. 
While it i s obvious that GVN is lOSing no opportunity to ask for 
additional support as result our greater interest and concern 
this area, situation here) both militarily and psychologically) 
has moved in my j udgment to point where serious and prompt con 
sideration should be given to these requests. ~ 

This cable arrived in WaShington the night of October 13. The following 
day an unidentified source provided the New York Times with a detailed ex
planation of vThat the Taylor Mission 'vas to do. From the way the Times 
handled the story it is plain that it came from a source authorized to speak 
for the PreSident." and probably from the President himself . The gist of 
the story vTaS that Taylor was going to Saigon to look into all sorts of 
things , one of which, near the bottom ~f the list) was the question of U.S. 
troops at some time in the indefinite future. Along with a lot of more 
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immediate questions about i ntelligence and such; Taylor was expected to 
11 ••• recommend long-r~Dge programs ; including possible military actions ; but 
stressing broad economic and social measures." Furthermore) the Times was 
told; 

Military leaders at the Pentagon; no l ess than General Taylor 
himself are understood to be reluctant to send organized U.S. 
combat units into Southeast As ia f Pentagon plans for this area 
stress the i mportance of countering Communist guerrillas with 
troops f rom the affected countries) perhaps t rained and equipped 
by the U. S .; but not supplanted by U. S. troops . ~ 

In the light of the recommendations .quoted throughout this paper) and parti~ 
cularly of the staff papers j ust described that led up to the Taylor Mission) 
most of this was simply untrue. It is just about inconceivable that this 

. story could have been given out except at the direction of the President; or 
by him personally. It appears ; consequently; the President was l ess than 
delighted by Diem' s request for troops. He may have suspected; quite reason
ably; that Diem's r equest was prompted by the stories out of Washington that 
Taylor was cOming to discuss troops; or he may have i{ished to put a quick 
stop to expectations (and l eaks ) that troops were about to be sent ; or both. 
This does not mean the President had already decided not to send combat units. 
Presumably he had not. But he apparently did not want to have his hands tied. 

The Times story had the apparently desired affect. Speculation about 
combat troops almost disappeared from news stories; and Diem never aga i n 
raised the quest i on of combat troops: the initiative from now on came from 
Tayl or and Nolting; and their recommendations were very closely held. 

III. CINCPAC RECOMMENDS If NOT NOW" 

On the way to Saigon; Taylor stopped off in Hawaii to talk to Admiral Felt 
at CINCPAC. Felt did not give Taylor a flat recommendation on combat troops at 
the time. But a couple of days l ater he cabled Washington a list of pr os and 
cons: 

A. l">vQ 

(1) Presenc e of U.S. forces in SVN; particularly if de
ployed to important def ensive areas such as plateau r egion) would 
mean to Communists that overt aggression against SVN will involve 
US f orces from the outset. This eliminates possibility of sudden 
victory by overt aggression in SVN before US could react. This 
would settle the question for SVN) and SE Asians as a whole) as to 
whether we would come to their help. Further ) agreement by SEATO 
to principle of force introduction would strengthen SEATO in world 
eyes . 
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(2) Presence of strong UoSo combat forces will influence 
greatly South Vietnamese will to eliminate the Viet Congo 

(3) If we use U.So engineers with U.S~ military protec
tion to finish Dakto-Ban Net-Attapeu Road in order to enable US to 
operate near plateau border area, a military corridor of sorts will 
cut an important part of VC pipeline from north. 

(4) U.S. forces will make available larger number ARVN 
force s for employment against VC. RVNAF tasks accomplished by UoS. 
forces will decrease proportionately certain RVNAF deficiencies, 
particularly in logistics, communications, and air supporto 

(5) U.S. forces in SVN would tend to strengthen Diem's 
government against pro-Red coup, but would not necessarily pre
clude non-Communist coup attemptso 

(6) Dividends would accrue from fact our troops could 
provide variety training for ARVN forces, broadening base now pro
vided by MAAG. 

B. Con· 

(1) Would stir up big fuss throughout Asia about reintro
duction of forces of white colonialism into SE Asia o Little ques
tion that a propaganda issue will be made of this in all world 
forums including UNo 

(2) Action could trigger intensification of Commie aggres
sion against SE ASia o This may not be all-out overt aggreSSion, but 
could consist, for example, of the DRV moving full blown combat 
units through the mountain passes into southern Laos under excuse 
that we initiated invasion of SE Asia and they are protecting the 
flank of North Vi etnam 0 

(3) Politically, presence of UoSo forces could hasten 
Commies to establish so called "representative government" in 
South Vietnamo 

(4) ASide from offering Viet Cong a political target, 
US troops would constitute provocative military one, inducing VC 
to attack/harass it in manner/degree where issue might ultimately 
force American units active military campaign, or suffer defen
sive alternative of being pot-shot at to point of embarrassment. 

(5) Presence of US troops could induce Commies to resort 
to related actions such as introduction of Red Air Force elements 
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in North Vietnam and accelerate modernization of DRV military 
force s . 

(6) This would probably mean garrisoning a UoS. division 
in SE Asia for an extended period of time in same sense as Army 
divisions in Korea. However, circumstances differ from Koreao 
For example, nature of VC warfare such that US units cannot 
remain long inisolation from conflict realitieso Ultimately, 
they likely to be forced into varying forms of military engagement 
with VC if only for security against attacks ranging from assas 
Sination/sabotage to tactical harassmento In short, we should 
accept fact that likelihood our troops becoming combat engaged 
increases in proportion to duration of their stay. 

2. A summary of the above appears to me to add up in favor 
of our not introducing U.S. combat forces until we have exhausted 
other means for helping Diem. 15/ 

TV 0 TAYIDR IN SAIGON 

The Taylor Mission arrived in Saigon on the 18th. They had barely ar 
rived when Diem went before his National Assembly to declare that the in
creasing gravity of the Viet Cong threat now required a formal proclamation 
of a State of Emergency. Diem then went off to meet with the Americans, and 
after such a spectacular opening shot must have then astonished his visitors 
by indicating that he did not want American combat troops after allo What 
he \-ranted, he said, was the treaty, American support for larger GVN forces, 
and a list of combat support items that nicely paralleled those Rostow 
listed in the note to McNamara quoted earlier 0 It was Taylor (according to 
Nolting's cable 516, 20 October) who brought up the ' quest ion of Aruerican 
combat troops. -

Taylor said he understood there had been recent discussions 
of introduction of American or SEATO forces into Viet-Nam and 
asked why change had occurred in earlier GVN attitude. Diem 
succinctly replied because of Laos situation. Noting it will take 
time to build up GVN forces he pointed to enemy ' s reinforcements 
through infiltration and increased activities in central Viet-Nam 
and expressed belief that enemy is trying to escalate proportionally 
to increase in GVN forces so that GVN will not gain advantage . 
He asked specifically for tactica l aviation, helicopter companies, 
coastal patrol forces and logistic support (ground transport)o 

Diem indicated he thought there would be no particular 
adverse psychological effect internally from introducing American 
forces since in his view Vietnamese people regard Communist 
attack on Viet-Nam as international problem. Rostow inquired 
whether internal and external political aspects such move could 
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be helped if it were shown clearly to world that this is inter
national problem. Diem gave no direct comment on this suggestion. 
He indicated two main aspects of this problem: (1) Vietnamese 
people are worried about absence formal commitment by US to Viet
Nam. They fear that if situation deteriorates Viet-Nam might be 
abandoned by US. If troops are introduced without a formal com
mitment they can be withdrawn at any time and thus formal commit
ment is even more important in psychological sense. (2) Contin
gency plan should be prepared re use American forces in Viet-Nam 
at any time this may become necessary. In this connection Diem 
seemed to be talking about combat forces. While it was not com
pletely clear what Diem has in mind at present time he seemed to be 
saying that he wants bilateral defense treaty and preparation of 
plans for use American forces (whatever is appropriate) but under 
questioning he did not repeat his earlier idea relayed to me by 
Thuan that he wanted combat forces. ~ 

Here) as earlier) we get no explicit statement on Washington's attitude 
toward a treaty. Further) no strong conclusion can be drawn from the fact 
that Taylor took the initiative in raising the issue of troops) since it 
might have been awkward not to mention the issue at all after Thuan's pre
sentation to Nolting a few days previous. 

But on the 23rd) we find this in a cable from MAAG Chi ef McGarr: 

Serious flood in Mekong delta area ••• (worst Since 1937) 
raises possibility that flood relie:f could be justification 
for moving in US military personnel for humanitarian purposes 
with subsequent retention if desirable. Gen. Taylor and 
Ambassador evaluating feasibility and desirability. 16a/ 

Taylor met with Diem and Thuan again the following day) the 24th. 
Taylor provided the Vietnamese a written summary of items he described as 
"persona l ideas to which I was seeking their reaction." Item E was headed 
"Introduction of U.S. Combat troops." It proposed "a flood r elief task force) 
largely military in composition) to work with GVN over an extended period of 
rehabilitation of areas. Such a force might contain engineer) medical) 
signal) and tr~sportation elements as well as combat troops for the protec
tion of relief operations." Diem now seems to have changed his mind again 
on combat troops. Here is the cable';-. 

1. The essential conclusions 'Which we have reached . . at the end of a 
week of brief~ngs ) consultations" and field trips follow': 

A. There is a critical political-military situation in SVN 
brought on by western policy in Laos and by the continued build-up of 
the VC and their recent successful attacks. These circumstances coupled 
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with the major flood disaster in the southwestern provinces have com
bined t o create a deep and pervasive crisis of confidence and a serious 
loss in national morale. 

B. In the field) the military operations against the VC are 
ineffective because of the absence of reliable i ntelligence on the 
enemy, an unclear and unresponsive channel of command responsibility in 
the Armed Forces , and the tactica l i mmobility of the VN ground forces. 
This i mmobility leads to a system of passive) fragmented defense con
ceding the initiative to the enemy and leaving him free to pick the 
targets of attack . The harassed population exposed to these attacks 
turn to the government for better protection and the latter responds by 
aSSigning mOre static missions to the Army units ) thus adding to their 
i mmobility. In the end ) the Army is allovTed neither to train nor to 
fight but awaits enemy attacks in relative inaction • . 

C. The situation in the Saigon is volatile but) while morale 
is down and complaints against the government are rife) there is not hard 
evidence of a likely coup against Diem. He still has no visible rival 
or replacement. 

2. To cope with the foregoing.situation , we are considering 
recommending a number of possible forms of GVN-US cooperation to reverse 
the present dOvffiward trend) stimulate an offensive spirit and buildup 

.moral e . In company with Ambassador Nolting, Dr. Rostow and Mr. Menden
hall) I discussed some of these Oct 24 with Diem and Thuan, advancing 
them as personal ideas to which I was seeking their informal reaction. 
The following outline , d istributed i n French translation at the start 
of the i nterview, indicates the scope of the discussion. 

A. Improvement of intelligence on V.C.: the avail able in
telligence on V.C. insurgency i s inadequate both for tactical require
ments and for basis of judgment of situation at governmental l eve l s . 
A joint GVN-US effort should be ab l e to i mprove organization) tech
niques and end product to mutual advantage both parties. 

B. jOint survey of security situation at provincial l evel : 
The current situation can best be apprai sed at provinc i a l level where 
the basic intelligence is found, the incidents occur) and the defenses 
are t ested . The problems vary from province to province and hence 
require l ocal analysis on the spot . Such a survey should result in 
b.etter understanding of such important matters as quality of basic 
intelligence on V.C.) needs of civil guard and self defense corps) 
command relationships between provincial and Army officials and condi
tions under which assumption of offensive ITiight b e possible . 

C. I mprovement of Army mobilit~ it appears that size of 
ARVN clln not be much increased before end 1962; to make it more 
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effective and allow it to cope ¥nth increasing nv~ber of V.C. , it ~ust 
be given greater mobility . Such mobil ity can come from two sources, (1) 
freeing Army from static missions ~nd ( 2) making available to it improved 
means of transport , not ably helicopters and light aircraft. Both 
methods should be considered. 

D. Blocking infiltration into high plateau: i ncrease in 
enemy forces in high plateau re~uires special measures for defense and 
for covnter-guerrilla actions . It is suggested that a car efully tailored 
"border ranger force" be organized from existing r anger units and intro
duced into the difficult terrain along the Laos/Vietnam frontier for 
attack and defens e against the Viet Congo This force should be trained 
and e~uipped for extended service on the frontier and for operations 
against t he communications l ines of the VC who have infi l trated :i.nto the 
high pl ateau and adjacent areas . 

E. Introduction of U.S . Military Forces; GVN is f aced with 
major civil problem arising from flood devastation in western provinces . 
Its allies should o.ffer help to GVN according t o t heir means. In the 
case of U.S., two ~~ys of rendering help should be considered. One i s 
of emergency type , such as offer of U.S . milit ary helicopters for 
reconnaissance of conditions of flooded areas and for emergency delivery 
medical supplies and like . A more significant contribution might be 
a flood relief task force, largely military in composition, to work with 
GVN over an extended period for rehabilitat10n of area. Such a force 
might contain engineer, medical, signal, and transportation elements as 
well as combat troops for the protection of relief operations . Obviously, 
such a militar y source would also provide U.S. military presence in 
Viet Nam and would constitute military reserve in case of heightened 
military crisis . 

F. Actions to emphasize national emergency and beginning of 
a new phase in the war ; we should consider jointl y all possible mea strres 
to emphasize turning point has been reached in dealing with Commtllist 
aggression . Possible actions might include appeal to United Nations, an 
ap~ouncement by GVN of governmental changes to cope ¥nth crisis and ex
change of l etters between t he two heads of State expressing t heir partner
ship in a common cause . 

3. Diem's reaction on all points was favor able. He expressed satis
faction with i dea of introducing U.S. for ces in connection ~'ith flood 
relief activities, observing that even the opposition elements in this 
Congress had joined ~lth the majority in supporting need for presence of 
U.S. forces. In t he course of the meeting, nothing was formally proposed 
or approved but the consensus was t hat the points considered might form 
framework for a program of increased GVN-US cooperation offering promise 
of overcoming many of t he current difficv~ties of GVN. There were no 
specifi c figures discussed with regard to such matters as troop strengths, 
ad.ditional e~uipment, or flood relief ... 
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5. Because of the importance of acting rapidly once we have 
made up our minds) I will cable my recommendations to Washington 
enroute home. 17/ 

Simultaneously with this cable, Taylor sent a second "eyes only" for 
the President, Cha irman of the JCS) Director of CIA)McNamara, and Rusk and 
Alexis Johnson at State. The cable is a little confusing; for although it 
sets out to comment on "U.S. military forces" it concerns only the flood 
Task Force) not m.entioning the various other types of military forces 
(helicopter companies, etc. ) which were envisioned . The same slight con
fusion appears in the "eyes only for the President" cable on this issue 
to be quoted shortly. The impression Taylor's choice of language leaves 
is that the support forces (helicopter companies) expanded MAAG , etc.) 
he was recommending "rere essentially alread:r agreed to by the President 
before Taylor l eft Washington) and consequently his detailed justifica
tion went only to the kind of forces on which a deci sion was yet to be 
made -- that is, ground forces liable to become involved in direct engage 
ments with tne Viet Cong o 

Here is the cable from Saigon) followed by the two "Eyes only for the 
President" from the Philippines which sum up his "fuhdamental conclusions ." 

FROM SAIGON 

WHITE HOUSE EYES ONLY FOR THE PRESIDENT 
STATE EYES ONLY FOR RUSK AND UNDER SECRETARY JOHNSON 
DEFENSE EYES ONLY SECRETARY MCNAMARA 
JCS EYES ONLY GENERAL LEMNITZER 
FROM GENERAL TAYLOR 

* -l(- -l(- -x- -)(- -)(- -)(-
With regard to the critical question of introducing U.S. military 
forces into VN: 

My view is that we should put in a task force consisting l argely of 
logistical t roops for the purpose of participating in flood relief 
and at the same time of providing a UoS. military presence in VN 
capable of assuring Diem of our readiness to join him in a military 
showdown with the Viet Cong or Viet Minh. To relate the introduc 
tion of these troops to the needs of flood relief seems to me to 
offer considerable advantages in V]II and abroad o It gives a specific 
humanitarian task as the prime reason for the coming of our troops 
and avoids any suggestion that we are taking over responsibility for 
the security of the country 0 As the task is a specific one) we can 
extricate 0'.1r troops when it i s done if we so desireo Alternatively) 
we can phase them into other activities if we wish to remain longero 

The strength of the forc e I have in mind on the order of 6-8000 troops. 
Its initial composition should be worked out here after study of the 
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possible requirements and conditions for its use and subsequent modi 
fic ations made with experience . 

In addition to the logistical component) it viII be necessary to include' 
some combat troops for the protection of l ogistical operations and the 
defense of the area occupied by U.S. forces. Any troops coming to VN 
may expect to take casualties. 

Needless to say, this kind of task force will exercise little direct 
influence on the campaign against the V.C. It wil~ hovever) give a 
much needed shot in the arm to national moral e , particularly if com
bined with other actions showing that a more effective working 
relationship in the common cause has been established between the 
GVN and the U.S. § 

FROM THE PHILIPPINES 

EYES ONLY FOR THE PRESIDENT FROM GENERAL TAYLOR 

1. Transmitted herevith .are a summary of the fundamental conclusions 
of my group and my personal recommendations in response to the letter 
of the President to me dated 13 October 1961. * * * * * * * 
2. It is concluded that: 

a. Communi st strategy aims to gain control of Southeast Asia by 
methods of subversion and guerrilla war which by-pass conventional U.S. 
and indigenous strength on the ground. The interim Communist goal -
en route to total take-over -- appears to be a neutral Southeast ASia, 
detached from U.S. protection. This strategy is well on the way to 
success in Vietnam. 

b. In Vietnam (and Southeast Asia) there is a double crisis in 
confidence : doubt that U.S. is determined to save Southeast Asia; 
doubt that Diem's methods can frustrate and defeat Communist purposes 
and methods. The Vietnamese (and Southeast Asians) will undoubtedly 
drav -- rightly or wrongly -- definitive conclusions in coming weeks 
and months concerning the probable outcome and will adjust their be
havior accordingly. What the U.S. does or fails to do will be deci
sive to the end result. 

c. Aside from the morale factor; the Vietnamese Government is 
caught in interlocking circles of bad tactics and bad administrative 
arrangements "in ich pin their forces on the defensive in ways which 
permit a relatively small Viet-Cong force (about one-tenth the size 
of the GVN regulars) to create conditions of frustration and terror 
certain to l ead to a political criSiS, if a positive turning point is 
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not soon achieved. The following recommendations are designed to 
achieve that favorable turn; to avoid a further deterioration in the 
situation in South Vietnam) and eventually to contain and eliminate 
the threat to its independence. 

30 It is recommended: 

General 

a. That upon request from the Government of Vietnam (GVN) to 
come to its aid in resisting the increasing aggressions of the Viet
Cong and in repairing the ravages of the Delta flood which) in combin
ation) threaten the lives of its citizens and the security of the 
country) the U.So Government offer to join the GVN in a massive joint 
effort as a part of a total mobilization of GVN resources to cope 
with both the Viet-Cong (VC) and the ravages of the floodo The UoS. 
representatives will participate actively in this effort) particularly 
in the fields of government administration) military plans and opera
tions) intelligence) and flood relief) going beyond the advisory role 
which they have observed in the past. 

Specific 

b. That in support of the foregoing broad commitment to a joint 
effort with Diem) the following specific measures be undertaken: 

(1) The UoSo Government will be prepared to provide indivi
dual administrators for insertion into the governmental machinery 
of South Vietnam in types and numbers to be worked out with President 
Diem. 

(2) A joint effort will be made to improve the military
political intelligence system beginning at the provincial level and 
extending upward through the government and armed forces to the 
Central Intelligence Organization. 

(3) The UoSo Government will engage in a joint survey of 
the conditions in the provinces to assess the social) political) 
intelligence) and military factors bearing on the prosecution of the 
counter-insurgency in order to reach a common estimate of these 
f actors and a common determination of how to deal with them. As 
this survey will consume time) it should not hold back the immedi
ate actions which are clearly needed regardless of its outcome o 

(l~) A joint effort will be made to free the Army for 
mobile) offensive operations . This effort will be based upon i m
proving the training and equipping of the Civil Guard and the 
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Self-Defense Corps) relieving the regular Army of static missions ) 
raising the level of the mobility of Army Forces by the provision of 
considerably more helicopters and light aviation) and organizing 
a Border Ranger Force for a long-term campaign on the Laotian 
border against the Viet-Cong infiltratorso The D.S. Government 
will support this effort with e~uipment and with military units and 

.personnel to do those tasks which the Armed Forces of Vietnam cannot 
perform in time o Such tasks include air reconnaissance and photo
graphy) airlift (beyond the present capacity of SVN forces)) special 
intelligence) and air-ground support techni~ueso 

(5) The DoSo Government will assist the GVN in effecting 
surveillance and control over the coastal waters and inland water
ways) furnishing such advisors ) operating personnel and small craft 
as may be necessary for ~uick and effective operationso 

(6) The MAAG) Vietnam) will be reorganized m1d increased 
in size as may be necessary by the implementation of these recom
mendations. 

(7) The DoSo Government will offer to introduce into 
South Vietnam a military Task Force to operate under DoS. control 
for the following purposes: 

(a) Provide a DoS. military presence capable of 
raiSing national morale and of showing to Southeast Asia the serious 
ness of the DoSo intent to resist a Communist take-overo 

(b) Conduct logistical operations in support of mili 
tary and flood relief operations o 

(c) Conduct such combat operations as are necessary 
for self-defense and for the security of the area in which they are 
stationed 0 

Cd) Provide an emergency reserve to back up the 
Armed Forces of the GVN in the case of a heightened military crisis. 

(e) Act as an advance party of such additional forces 
as may be introduced if CINCPAC or SEATO contingency plans are 
invoked. 

(8) The DoS. Government will review its economic aid 
program to take into account the needs of flood relief and to give 
priority to those projects in support of the expanded counter
insurgency program. 12.1 
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FROM TIlE PHILIPPINES 

Eyes Only for the President from General Taylor. 

This message is for the purpose of presenting my reasons for recommending 
the introduction of a U.So military force into South Vietnam (SVN) 0 ' I 
have reached the conclusion that this is an essential action if we are 
to reverse the present downward trend of events in spite of a full 
recognition of the following disadvantages: 

a o The strategic reserve of UoSo forces is presently so weak that, 
we can ill afford any detachment of forces to a peripheral area of the 
Communist bloc vThere th ey will be pinned down for an uncertain dura
tiono 

bo Although UoSo prestige is already engaged in SVN, it will be
come more so by the sending of troops. 

Co If the first contingent is not enough to accomplish the 
necessary results, it will be difficult to resist the pressure to re
inforceo If the ultimate result sought is the closing of the frontiers 
and the clean-up of the insurgents within SVN, there is no limit to 
our possible commitment (unless we attack the source in Hanoi) 0 

do The introduction of UoSo forces may increase tensions and 
risk escalation into a major war in Asiao 

Gn the other side of the argument, there can be no action so convincing 
of UoSo seriousness of purpose and hence so reassuring to the people 
and Government of SVN and to our other friends and allies in SEA as 
the introduction of UoS. forces into SVNo The views of indigenous 
and UoSo officials consulted on our trip were unanimous on this pointo 
I have just seen Saigon 545 to State and suggest that ' it be rea~ in 
connection with this message. * 
The size of the UoS. force introduced need not be great to provide 
the military presence necessary to produce the desired effect on 
national morale in SVN and on international opiniono A bare token, 
however, will not suffice; it must have a significant valueo The 
kinds of tasks which it might undertake vhich would have a signifi-
cant value are suggested in BAGU¢¢¢5 (previouS cable, 3.b.(7)!o They are : 

(a) Provide a US military presence capable of raising national 
morale and of showing to Southeast Asia the seriousness of the US 
intent to resist a Communist take-overo 

(b) Conduct logistical operations in support of military 
and flood relief operationso 

* Quoted below, page 25 
98, 
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(c) Conduct such combat operations as are necessary for self
defense and for the security of the area in which they are stationed . 

(d) Provide an emergency reserve to back up the Armed Forces of 
the GVN in the case of a heightened military crisis. 

( e ) Act as an advance party of such additional forc es as may be 
introduced if CINCPAC or SEATO contingency plans are invoked. 

It is noteworthy that this force is not proposed to clear the jungles 
and forests of Viet Cong guerrillas. That should be the primary task 
of the Armed Forces of Vietnam for which they should be specifically 
organized, trained, and stiffened with ample U.S. advisors down to 
combat battalion level s. However, the U.S. troops may be called upon 
to engage in combat to protect themselves, their working parties, and 
the area in which they live . As a general reserve, t hey might be 
thrown into action (with U.S. agreement ) agaillst l arge , formed guer 
rilla bands vThich have abandoned the forests for attacks on major t ar 
gets. But in general, our forces should not engage in small-scal e 
guerrilla operations in the jungle. 

As an area for the operations of U.S .. troops , SVN is not an excessively 
difficult or unpleasant place to operate . While the border areas are 
rugged and heavily forested , the terrain is comparable to parts of 
Korea where U.S. troops learned to live and work without too much 
effort. However , these border areas , for reasons stated above , are 
not the places to engage our forces. In the High Plateau and in the 
coastal plain where U. S. troops ioTOuld probably be stationed, these 
jungle-forest conditions do not exist to any great extent . The most 
unpleasant feature in the coastal areas would be the heat and, in the 
Delta , the mud l eft behind by the flood. The High Plateau offers no 
particular obstacle to t he stationing of U.S. troops. 

The extent to which the Task Force would engage in flood relief activities 
in the Delta will depend upon further study of the problem there. As 
reported in Saigon 537, I see considerable advantages in playing up this 
a spect of the Task Force mission . I am presently inclined -Lo favor a 
dua l mission, initially help to the flood area and subsequently use in 
any other area of SVN where its resources can be used effectively to 
give t angib l e support in the struggle against the Viet Congo However, 
the possibility of emphasizing the humanitarian mission will wane if 

, vie wait l ong in moving in our forces or in linking our, stated purpose 
with the emergency conditions created by the flood. 

The risks of backing into a major Asian war by way of SVN are present 
but are not impressive. NVN is extremely vulnerable to conventional 
bombing , a weakness which, should be exploited diplomatically in 
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convincing Hanoi to layoff SVN. Both the DRV and the Chicoms would 
face severe logistical difficulties in trying to maintain strong forces 
in the field in SEA" difficulties which we share but by no mea~s to the 
same degree. There is no case for fearing a mass onslaught of Com
munist manpovTer into SVN and its neighboring states" particularly if 
our airpower is allowed a free hand against logistical targets. 
Finally" the starvation conditions in China should discourage Communist 
leaders there from being militarily venturesome for some time to come. 

By the foregoing line of reasoning, I have reached the conclUSion that 
the introduction of a U.S. military Task Force without delay offers 
definitely more advantage than it creates risks and difficulties. In 
fact" I do not believe that our program to save SVN will succeed 
without it. If the concept is approved" the exact size and composition 
of the force should be determined by the Secretary of Defense in con
sultation with the JCS" the Chief MAAG" and CINCPAC. My own feeling is 
that the initial size should not exceed about 8000" of which a pre
ponderant number would be in logistical-type units. After acquiring 
experience in operating in SVN" this initial force will require re
organization and adjustment· to the local scene. 

As CINCPAC will point out, any t'orces' committed to SVN I'Till need to be 
replaced by additional forces to his area from the strategic reserve 
in the U.S. Also, any troops to SVN are in addition to those which 
may be required to execute SEATO Plan 5 in Laos. Both facts should be 
taken into account in current considerations of the FY 1963 budget which 
bear upon the permanent increase which should be made in the U.S. 
military establishment to maintain our strategic position for the long 
pull.?!}) 

These cables, it will be noticed, are rather sharply focused on the 
insurgency as a problem reducible to fairly conventional military technique 
and tactics. Together with the cables from Saigon, the impression is given 
that the major needs are getting the Army to take the offensive, building 
up a much better intelligence setup, and persuading Diem to loosen up Admin
istrative impediments to effective use of his forces. 

V. THE TAYLOR REPORT 

A report of the Taylor Mission was published November 3, in the form of 
a black loose-leaf notebook containing a letter of transmittal of more than 
routine significance, a 25-page "Evaluation and ConclUSions," then a series 
of memoranda by members of the mission. Of these, the most important, of 
course, were the Taylor cables, I-Thich" being ItE:>es only for the President,," 
were deleted from all but one or a very few copies of the report. There is 
no separate paper from Rostow" and his views presumably are reflected in the 
unsigned summary paper. 
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The impression the IIEvaluationll paper gives is more easily summarized 
than its detailso For the impression is clearly one of urgency combined 
with optimism. Essentially) it says South Vietnam is in serious trouble; 
major interests of the United States are at stake; but if the UoS. promptly 
and energetically takes up the challenge) a victory can be had without a 
UoSo take-over of the war o 

For example: 

Despite the intellectuals who sit on the side lines and complain; 
despite serious dissidence among the Montagnards) the sects) and 
certain old Viet Minh areas; despite the apathy and fear of the Viet
Cong in the countryside) the atmosphere in South Vietnam is) on 
balanc e) one of frustrated energy rather than passive acceptance of 
inevitable defeat. 

It cannot be emphasized too strongly) however) that time has 
nearly run out for converting these assets into the bases for vic
tory. Diem himself--and all concerned with the fate of the country 
--are looking to American guidance and aid to achieve a turning 
point in Vietnamts affairs. From all quarters in Southeast Asia 
the message on Vietnam is the same : vigorous American action is 
needed to buy time for Vietnam to mobilize and organize its real 

. assets; but the time for such a turn around has nearly run outo 
And if Vietnam goes ) it will be exceedingly difficult if not im
possible to hold Southeast Asia. What will be lost is not merely 
a crucial piece of real estate) but the faith that the U.So has the 
will and the capacity to deal with the Communist offensive in that 
area. 21/ 

The report) drawing on the appendices) includes a wide range of pro
posals . But the major emphasis, very emphatically, is on two ideas: 
First, there must be a firm) unambiguous military commitment to remove 
doubts about U.S o resolve arising out of the Laos negotiations; second) 
there is great emphasis on the idea that the Diem regime's own evident 
weaknesses--from lithe famous problem of Diem as administrator" to the 
Army's lack of offensive spirit --could be cured if enough dedicated Ameri 
cans) civilian and military) became involved in South Vietnam to show the 
South Vietnamese , at all levels, how to get on and win the waro The 
much-urged military Task Force, for example) was mainly to serve the first 
purpose; but partly a lso to serve the second: "the presence of American 
military forces in the Lfloo~7 area should also give us an opportunity 
to work intensively with the civil guards and with other local military 
elements and to explore the possibility of suffusing them with an offen
sive spirit and Cvactics."~ 

Here are a few extracts which give the flavor of the discussion: 
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tilt is evident that morale in Vietnam will rapidly crumble ""- and 
in Southeast Asia only slightly less quickly -- if the sequence of 
expectations s et in motion by Vice President Johnson's visit and 
climaxed by General Taylor's mission are not soon followed by a 
hard U.S. commitment to the ground in Vietnam. I! ffilnphasis adde.9l 

"The elements required for buying time and assuming the offensive 
in Vietnam are) in the view of this mission) the follmring: 

1. A quick U.S. response to the present crisis which 
would demonstrate by deeds -- not merely words -- the American 
commitment seriously to help save Vietnam rather than to dis
engage in the most convenient manner possible. To be per
~uasive this commitment must include the sending to Vietnam 
of some U.S. military forces. 

2. A shift in the American relation to the Vietnamese 
effort from advice to limited partnership. The present character 
and scale of the war in South Vietnam decree that only the Viet
namese can defeat the Viet Cong; but at all levels Americans 
must) as friends and partners -- not as arms-length advisors -
show them how the job might be done -- not tell them or do it 
for them. 23/ 

* * * -x- * 
"Perhaps the most striking aspect of this mission's effort is the 

unanimity of view -_ individually arrived at by the specialists in
volved -- that what is nmT required is a shift from U.S. advice to 
limited partnership and working collaboration with the Vietnamese. 
The present war cannot be won by direct U.S. action; it must be won 
by the Vietnamese. But there is a general conviction among us that 
the Vietnamese performance in every domain can be substantially im
proved if Americans are prepared to work side by side with the Viet
namese on the key problems. Moreover ; there is evidence that Diem 
is) in principle) prepared for this step; and that most -- not all -
elements in his establishment are eagerly awaiting it."24/ 

Here is a section titled ' lIReforming Diem's Administrative Method
ll

: 

The famous problem of Diem as an administrator and politi
cian could be resolved in a number of ways: 

-- By his removal in favor of a military dictatorship 
which would give dominance to the military chain of command. 

__ By his removal in favor of a figure of more dilute power 
(e.g.) Vice President Nguyen Ngoc Tho) who would delegate 
authority to act to both m:Uitary and civil leaders. 
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-- By bringing about a series of de facto admin1strative 
changes via persuasion at high levels; collaboration with Diem's 
aides who want improved administration; and by a U.S. operati~g 
presence at many working levels , using the U.S. presence (e.g., 
control over the helicopter s~uadrons ) for forcing the Vietnamese 
to get their house in order in one area after another . 

We have opted for the third choice; on the basis of both 
merit and feasibility. 

Our reasons for these: First , it would be dangerous for us 
to engineer a coup under present tense circumstances , since it is 
by no means certain that we could control its conse~uences and 
potentialities for Communist exploitation . Second, we are con
vinced that a part of the complaint about Diem's administrative 
methods conceals a lack of first-rate executives who can get 
things done. In the endless debate between Diem and his sub
ordinates (Diem complaining of limited executive material; his 
subordinates ) of Diem' s bottleneck methods ) both have hold of a 
piece of the truth. 

The proposed strategy of limited partnership is designed both 
t o force clear delegation of authority in key areas and to beef up 
Vietnamese administration unti l they can surface and develop the 
men to t ake over • 

. This is a difficult course to adopt. We can anticipate some 
friction and reluctance until it is proved that Americans can be 
helpful par~ners and that the techniques will not undermine Diem' s 
political position. Shifts in U.S. attitudes and methods of admin
istration as well as Vietnamese are required. But vTe are confi 
dent that it i s the right way to proceed at this stage; and , as 
noted earlier, there is reason for confidence if the right men 
are sent to do the right j obs . ~ 

On many points the tone, and sometimes the substance, of the appendices 
by the l esser members of the Mission (with the exception of one by Lansdale ) 
are in sharp contrast to the summary paper. 

William Jorden of State begins a discussion of 'tthe present situationlt 

by report ing : 

One after another , Vietnamese officials, military men and _ 
ordinary citizens spoke to me of the s ituat ion in their country 
as 'grave ' and ' deteriorating o' They are distressed at the 
evidence of growing Viet Cong successes . They have l ost confi 
dence in President Diem and in his leadership . Men who only one 
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or t'itTO months ago would have hesitated to say anything critical 
of Diem) now explode in angry denunciation of the man, his family, 
and his methods. 

And after a page of details ) Jorden sums up vith : 

Intrigue) nepotism and even corruption might be accepted) 
f or a time) if comb-ined with efficiency and visible progress. 
When they accompany administrative paralysis and steady deteri
oration) they become intolerable . ~ 

But the summary paper) under the heading of "The Assets of South Viet
name)" lists: 

Army: 

With all hi s weaknesses ) Diem has extraordinary ability) 
stubbornness) and gutso 

Despite their acute frustrat ion) the men of the Armed Forces 
and the administration respect Diem to a degree Which gives 
their grumbling (and perhaps some plotting) a somewhat half
hearted character ; and they are willing by and l arge -- to 
work for him) if he gives them a chance to do their jobs. 27/ 

The military annex contains this su~ary comment on the South Vietnamese 

The performance of the ARVN is disappointing and generally is 
characterized by a l ack of aggressiveness and at most l evels is 
devoid of a sense of urgencyo The Army is short of able young 
trained leaders) both in the officer and NCO rankso The basic 
soldier) as a result ) is poorly trained, inadequately oriented, 
lacking in desire to close with the enemy and for the most part 
unaware of the serious i nroads communist guerrillas are making 
in his countryo 28/ 

But the main' paper, again in the summary of South Vietnamese assets) 
reports that the South Vietnamese regulars are lIof better quality than the 
Viet Cong Guerrillas 0 It ?11 

The point i s not that the summary flatly contradicts the appendiceso 
For example, the statement about the superior quality of ARVN) compared to 
the Viet Cong) i s qualified with the remark "if it can bring the Communists 
to engagement ," and can be explained to mean only that the more heavily _ 
armed ARVN could defeat a VC force in a set-piece battleo But the persistent 
tendency of the summary i s to put Saigon ' s weaknesses in t he best l ight , and 
avoid anything that might suggest that perhaps the UoSo should consider 
limiting) rather than increasing) its commitments to t he Diem r egime) or 
alternatively face up to a need to openly t ake over the waro 
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In contrast) the appendices contemplate (if not always recommend) 
the more drastic alternatives. The military appendix argues (in a para
phrase of the JCS position quoted earlier) that the U.S. ought to move 
into Southeas t Asia) preferably Laos) in force. The appendix by Sterling 
Cottrell of State (Chairman of the Vietnam Task Force) suggests an oppo 
site view: 

Since it is an open question whether the GVN can succeed 
even with U.S. assistance) it would be a mistake for the U.S. to 
commit itself irrevocably to the defeat of the communists in 
SVN. ]S}j 

And Cottrell) in the only explicit statement in the available record 
on why the U.S. would not want in give Diem the treaty he had asked for) 
states: 

The Communist operation starts from the lowest social 
level -- the villages. The battle must be joined and won at 
this pOint. If not) the Communists will ultimately control 
all but the relatively few areas of strong military concen
trations. Foreign military forces cannot themselves win the 
battle at the village l evel. Therefore) the primary respon
sibility for saving the country must rest with the GVN. 

For the above reason) the U.S. should assist the GVN. 
This rules out any treaty or pact which either shifts ulti
mate responsibility to the U.S.) or engages any full U.S. 
commitment to eliminate the Viet Cong threat. 31/ 

(And a treaty· which did not apply to the Viet Cong threat would hardly 
be a very reassuring thing to Saigon; while one that did would fac e an 
uncertain future when it came to the Senate for ratification.) 

Yet) Jorden and Cottrell had nothing much to recommend that was parti
cularly different from what was recommended in the summary. The effect of 
their papers is to throw doubt on the prospects for success of the inter
vention proposed. But their recommendations come out about the same way) 
so that if their papers seem more realistic in hindsight than the main 
paper) they also seem more confused • 

. Cottrell) after recommending that the U.S. avoid committing itself 
irrevocably to winning in South Vietnam) goes on to recommend : 

The world should continue to be impressed that this situation 
of oVert DRV aggression) below the level of conventional war
fare) must be stopped in the best interest of every free 
nation. 32/ 
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The idea that) if worse comes to worst) the U.S. could probal:iL y save 
its position in Vietnam by bombing the north) seems to underlie a good deal 
of the optimism that pervades the summary paper. And even Cottrell) in the 
last of his recommendations) states: 

If the combined U.S./GVN efforts are insufficient to reverse 
the trend) we should then move to the "Rostow Plan" of applying 
graduated measures'on the DRV with weapons of our own choos
ing. TIl 

Taylor) in his personal recommendations to the President (the cables 
from Baguio quoted earlier L spoke of the "extreme vulnerability of North 
Vietnam to conventional bombing." 

The summary paper) in its contrast between the current war and the war 
the French lost) states: 

Finally) the Communists now not only have something to gain 
the South -- but a base to lose -- the North -- if war should 

come. 34/ 

Bombing was not viewed as the answer to all problems. If things did 
not go well, the report saw a possible requirement for a substantial com
mitment of U.S. ground troops. In a section on South Vietnamese reserves) 
there is the comment that 

••• it is an evident requirement that the United States review 
quick action contingency plans to move into Vietnam) should 
the scale ,of the VietnamLViet Congij offensive radically increase 
at a time when Vietnamese reserves are inadequate to cope with 
it. Such action might be designed to take over the reEponsibility 
for the security of certain relatively quiet areas} if the battle 
remained at the guerrilla level) or to .fight the Communists if 
open war were attempted , 35/ 

And the concluding paragraphs of the summary state that: 

One of the major issues raised by this report is the need 
to develop the reserve strength in the U.S. establishment re
quired to cover action in Southeast Asia up to the nuclear 
threshold in that area) as it is now envisaged. The call up 
of additional support forces may be required. 

In'our viev, nothing is more calculated to sober the 
enemy and to discourage escalation in the face of the limited 
initiatives proposed here than the knowledge that the United 
States has prepared itself soundly to deal with aggression 
in Southeast Asia at any level. 1£/ 
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But these warnings were directed to an unexpectedly strong Viet Cong 
showing during the period of buildup of ARVN, and more still to deterring 
the likelihood of a Communist resumption of their offensive in Laos, or 
of an overt invasion of South Vi etnam 0 The Vietnam contingencies, in 
particular, were not viewed as likely. , But the possibility of bombing 
the North was viewed otherwise. The clearest statements are in General 
Taylor's letter of transmittal: 

While we feel that the program recommended represents those 
measures which should be taken in our present knowledge of the 
situation in Southeast Asia, I would not suggest that it is the 
final word. Future needs beyond this program will depend upon 
the kind of settlement we obtain in Laos and the manner in 
which HanOi decides to adjust its conduct to that settlement. 
If the HanOi decision is to continue the irregular war declared 
on South Vietnam in 1959 with continued infiltration and covert 
support of guerrilla bands in the territory of our ally, we will 
then have to decide whether to accept as legitimate the con
tinued guidance, training, and support of a guerrilla war across 
an international boundary, while the attacked react only inside 
their borders. Can we admit the establishment of the common 
law that the party attacked and his friends are denied the right 
to strike the source of aggreSSion, after the fact of external 
aggression is clearly established? It is our view that our 
government should undertake with the Vietnamese the measures 
outlined herein, but should then consider and face the broader 
question beyond. 

We cannot refrain from expressing, having seen the situa
tion on the ground , our common sense of outrage at the burden 
which this kind of aggression imposes on a new country, only 
seven years old, with a difficult historical heritage to over 
come, confronting the inevitable problems of pol itical, SOCial, 
and economic tranSition to modernization. It is easy and cheap 
t o destroy such a country whereas it is difficul t undisturbed 
to build a nation coming out of a complex past without carrying 
t he burden of a guerrilla war. 

We were similarly struck in Thailand with the injustice 
of subjecting this promiSing nation in transition to the heavy 
military burdens it faces in fulfilling its rol e in SEATO 
security planning along with the guerrill a challenge beginning 
t o f orm up on its northeast frontier . 

It is my judgment and that of my colleages that the United 
States must decide hOVT it will cope with Krushchev ' s "wars of 
l iberation" which are reall y para-wars of guerril la aggression . 
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This is a new and dangerous Communist technique which bypasses 
our traditional political and military responses. While the 
final answer lies beyond the scope of this report) it is clear 
to me that the time may come in our relations to Southeast As ia 
when we must declare our intention to attack the source of 
guerrilla aggression in North Vietnam and impose on the Hanoi 
Government a price for participating in the current war which 
is commensurate with the damage being inflicted on its neighbors 
to the south. 37/ 
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SOME CABLES FROM SAIGON 

To a current reader) and very likely to the officials in Washington who 
had access to the full Taylor Mission Report (including Taylor's personal 
recommendations)) there really seem to be three reports) not one. 

, 

I. Taylor's own cables read like) as of course they were) a soldier's 
crisp) direct analysis of the military problem facing the Saigon govern
ment. With regard to the Diem regime) the emphasis is on a need to build 
up intelligence capabilities) clear up administrative drags on efficient 
action) and take the offensive in seeking out and destroying VC units. 

2. The main paper in the Report (the "Evaluations and Conclusions") 
incorporates General Taylor ' s views on the military problems. But) it is 
much broader) giving primary emphasis to the military problem) but also some 
attention to what we now call the "other war) " and even more to conveying an 
essentially optimistic picture of the opportunities for a vigorous American 
effort to provide the South Vietnamese government and army with the elan and 
style needed to win. This paper was presumably drafted mainly by Rostow) 
with contributions from other members of the party. 

It is consistent with Rostow ' s emphasis before and since on the 
Viet Cong problem as a pretty straight-forward case of external aggression . 
There is no indication of the doubts expressed in the Alexis Johnson 
"Concept of Intervention in Vietnam" paper that Diem might not be able to 
defeat the Viet Cong even if infiltration were largely cut off. At one 
point) for example ) the paper tells its readers : 

It must be remembered that the 1959 political decision in Hanoi 
to launch the guerrilla and political campaign of 1960-61 arose ~ 
because of Diem's increasing success in stabilizing his rule and 
moving his country forward in the several preceding years. 38/ 

On the very next page (perhaps reflecting the vagaries of committee 
papers) the paper does not itself "remember" this description of conditions 
when the vTar started. For it states: 

The military frustration of the past two months has ••• made acute ) 
throughout his administration, dissatisfaction with Diem's method 
of rule) with his lack of identification with his people) and 
with his strategy which has been endemic for some years. 39/ 

But that seems only a momentary lapse from the general line of the 
paper) which is fairly reflected in the recommendation that we tell Moscow 
to: 

use its influence with Ho Chi Minh to call his dogs off) mind 
his business) and feed his people . 40/ 
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3. Finally, there were the appendices by the military and especially 
the State representatives on the Mission which) as indicated by the extracts 
given in the previous section) paint a much darker picture than the reader 
gets from the main papero Even when) as is frequently the case, their 
recommendations are not much different from the main paper) the tone is one 
of trying to make the best of a bad Situation) rather than of seizing an 
opportunity 0 

Because of these distinctions between the different parts of the 
Report) two people reading /the full Report could come away with far different 
impressions of what sort of problem the UoSo was facing in Vietnam) depending 
on which parts of the Report seemed to them to riug truest o Presumably) 
officials' judgments here were influenced by their reading of the series of 
cables that arrived during and just after the Taylor visit, many of which 
touch 0 n critical pOints of the report. 

Here are some samples 0 

The day Taylor l eft , Nolting sent a cable describing the immediate 
mood in Saigon in pretty desperate terms. All parts of the Taylor Report) 
including the main paper) did the same . The distinctions in describing the 
situation were in how deep-rooted the immediate malaise was seeno The 
main effect of this cable from Nolting was presumably to add weight to the 
warning of the Report that something dramatic had to be done if the UoSo 
were not ready to risk a collapse in Saigon within a few months . As the 
Taylor Report stressed and the cable implies) the very fact of the Taylor 
Mission would have a very negative impact if nothing came out of ito 

There has been noticeable rise in Saigon's political temperature 
during past week. Taylor visit, though reassuring in some respects) 
has been interpreted by many persons as demonstrating critical 
stage which VC insurgency has reached. 0 oFollowing deterioration of 
general security conditions over past two months cancellation 
October 26 national day celebrations to devote resources to flood 
relief and terse, dramatic declaration national emergency caught 
an unprepared public by surprise and contributed additional un
settling elements to growing atmosphere of uneasinessooo 

This growing public disquietude accompanied by increasing dis -
. satisfaction with Diem's methods of administration on part senior 

GVN officialso There is c.onsiderable cabinet level criticism and 
growing though still inchoate determination force organizational 
reforms on President. Similar attitude seems be developing in 
ARVN upper levels 0 Though trend of thinking these groups taking 
parallel courses) there nothing indicate at this moment that col
laboration between them taking placeo Beginnings of this would) 
bf course, be serious indicator something brewingo 
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At same time CAS LC~7 also has from Vietnamese government sources 
reports (C-3) of movement of certain platoon to company-size VC 
uni-ts (totalling perhaps 200-500 men) toward Saigon to profit from 
any disturbances or confusion which may occur. Knowledge these 
reports "lithin GVN apparently tending deter disaffected officials 
from developing radical pace at this moment. 

Situation here thus one of insecurity, uneasiness and emergent 
instability. A genuine and important military victory over VC 
would do more than anything else to redress balance and allay 
for moment high- level mutterings of need for change. On other 
hand, further deterioration of situation over next few weeks or 
months or new VC success similar Phuoc Hhanh incident might 
well bring situation to heado ~ 

From MAAG Chief McGarr , Washington received an account of Taylor ' s 
meeting with "Big Minh," then Chief of Staff, later Head of State for a 
while after Diem "las overthrown 0 It is interesting because it was one of 
the very few reports from Saigon in the available record suggesting that the 
Diem regime might be in need of more than administrative reforms. Minh com
plains that the Vietnamese army was "losing the support of the peoplett as 
indicated by a "marked decrease in the amount of information given by the 

. population." He warned, further , that "GVN should discontinue favoring 
certain religions 0 0." But McGarr stressed the administrative problems , 
particularly the need "for an " overall plano" His reaction explicitly con
c erns what he sm, as the "military' aspects of .Minh' s complaints . But 
Ambassador Nolting's cables and the main paper of the Report show a very 
s imilar tendency to take note of political problems , but put almost all the 
emphasis on the need for better military tactics and more efficient admin
istrative arrangementso 

o • • Big Minh was pessimistic and clearly and frankly outlined 
his personal feeling that the military was not being properly 
supported. He said not only Viet Cong grown alarmingly, but that 
Vietnamese armed forces were losing support of the people. As 
example, he pointed out marked decrease in amount of information 
given by population. Minh said GVN should discontinue favoring 
certain religions, and correct present system of selecting province 
ch i efs. At this point Minh was extremely caustic in commenting 
on lack of ability, military and administrative , of certain 
province chiefs . Minh was bitter about province chief ' s role in 
military chain of cow~nd saying that although Gen. McGarr had 
f ought for and won on the single ••• command which had worked for 
f e"l months , old habits were now returning . Also , on urging from 
Gen. McGarr he had gone on offensive , but province chiefs had not 
cooperated to extent necessary. He discussed his inability to 
get cooperation from GVN agencies on developing overall plans for 
conduct of counterinsurgencyo Minh a l so discussed need to bring 
s ects back into fold as these are anti - communist . Although above 
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not ne"T Minh seemed particularly discouraged .•. When analyzed, 
most of Minh's comments in military field are occasioned by 
lack of overall coordination and cooperation. This re-empha
sizes absolute necessity for overall plan vlhich would clearly 
delineate responsibility and create a team effort.o. 42/ 

Nolting concerned himself, of course, with the civil as well as 
military arrangements, but "Ti th much the same stress on organizational 
and administrative formalities. A striking example was when Nolting 
reported that Diem was willing to consider (in response to American urg
ing of top level administrative reforms) creating a National Executive 
Council patterned after the Uo S. National Security Council. Nolting vlaS 

favorably impressed. His cable notes no concern that under Diem's propo
sal, Diem's brother Nhu would be chairman of the NEC, although a year 
earlier ( and of course even more urgently a year or so later) getting Nhu, 
and his vrife, out of the picture entirely had been seen as the best real 
hope of saving the Diem regime. 

The report Nolting sent on Taylor's final meeti.ng with Diem also 
contai.ns some interesting material. It leaves the impression that Diem 
was still not really anxious to get American troops deeply involved in 
his country, despite his favorable reaction at the meeting of the 24th, 
which, in turn, vTaS a reversal of his r eact ion at the meeting on the 
19th. Because of this, the impression left by the whole record is that 
Taylor came to the conclus ion that some sort of ground troop commitment 
vlaS needed mainly because of vrhat he heard from Diem's colleagues and his 
military people, rather than from Diem himself. 

According to Nolting's cabled account, Diem, although r alslng 
half a dozen is sues relating to increased American military aid, did not 
mention the flood task force, or anything else . that might imply a special 
interest in getting some sort of ground troops commitment 0 As seemed the 
case earlier, it was the Americans who pressed the idea of getting American 
military people involved in combat. In the only exchange Nolting reported 
touching on thi s issue, he said: 

1. Diem stressed importance of reinforcement of aviat ion: 
particularly helicopters. Taylor and I [Noltinil used this 
opportunity to make clear to Diem that we envisaged helicopters 
piloted by .Americans and constituting American units under 
American commanders which would cooperate with Vietnamese mili
tary commands 0 • 0 ~ 

(At a ll"eeting vlith McGarr November 9= Diem again r aised the heli
copter question, this time tali:.ing the initiative in saying he needed 
ft~erican pilots, but he did not mention the flood task force, or anything 
else that might imply a request for ground troops 0) ~ 
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On the question of better performance by Diem's regime, we have 
this exchange, 'which does not seem likely to have prepared Diem for the 
f airly SUbstantial quid pro quo which turned out to be part of the pack
age proposed by Wa~hington: ---

o ... 3. Taylor told Diem it vlOuld be useful if he and I could 
develop specifics with respect to political-psychological point 
in paper whi ch Taylor presented to Diem October 24. * Taylor 
pointed out this would be very useful to him in Washington be
cause he vlill be faced with question that, if program he proposes 
is adopted, what will be chances of early success. In response 
Thuan 's question asking for exact meaning of this point in 
Taylor's paper , latter said there has been loss of confidence 
among both Vietnamese and American people about s ituation in Viet
nam and 'de need to determine together vl'hat measures can be t aken 
to restore confidence. Rostow cormnented that secret of turning 
point is offensive actiono Diem stated complete psychological 
mobilization required so that everything can be done to r a ise 
potential GVN forces and damage enemy's potential. He referred 
to GVN efforts in past to collaborate more closely with US in 
military planning and said these efforts had run up against wall 
of secrecy surroID1ding US and SEATO military plans .•• ~ 

Finally, there was this exchange, which does not appear to provide 
much support for the high hopes expressed in the Taylor Report that Diem 
was anxioul;> for U.S. guidance and Itin principle lt ready to grant a role for 
AI.o.ericans in his administration and army • 

. . . 4. Taylor referred to Diem's COIJ1Jnents in earlier tall~ 
about shortage of capable personnel and su~gested US might 
assist by lending personneL Diem replied that US could help 
in this respect in training field. Thuan then brought up 
dilemma facing GVN re instructors at Thui Duc Reserve Officers' 
SchooL •• ~ 

* Paragraph 12 .of Taylor's cable reporting the meeting. Quoted in 
Section IV, nbove. 

"Actions to emphasize national emergency and beginning of a new phase 
in the "ivar: vle should consider jointly all pos sible measures to em
phasize turning point has been reached in dealing vii th communist 
aggression. Possible actions might include appeal to United Nations, 
an am10uncement by GVlIJ of governmental changes to cope with crisis and . 
exchange of letters between the two he ads of State expressing their 
partnership in a common cause.o •. It !!JJ 
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~HE. FALL DECISIONS - II 

IV.B. CHAPTER VI 

I. CONTEXT 

Taylor's formal report, as noted, was dated November 3,a day 
after the Mi ssion came back to Washington. (A good deal of it had 
been written during the stopover at Baguio, in the Philippines, 
when Taylor's personal cables to the President had also been vITi tten 
and sent.) The submission of Taylor's Report was followed by promi
nent news stories the next morning flatly stating (but without 
attribution to a source) that the President "remains strongly opposed 
to the dispatch of American combat troops to South Vietnam" and 
strongly implying that General Taylor had not recow~ended such a com
mitment. 'l/ Apparently, only a fev people, aside from Taylor, 
Rostow and a handful of very senior officials, r ealized that this ,vas 
not exactly accurate--for the summary paper of the Report had not 
been very explicit on just what was meant by "a hard commitment to 
the ground." Thus only those . who knew about the "Eyes Only" cables 
would know just what Taylor was recommending. 

Diem himself had given one of his rare on-the-record interviews 
to the New York Times correspondent in Saigon Ivhile Taylor was on his 
way home, and he too gave the impression that the further American aid 
he expected would not include ground troops. ?/ 

Consequently, the general outline of the American aid that would 
be sent following the Taylor Mission was common knowledge for over a 
week before any formal decision was made. The decisions, when they 
were announced stirred very little fuss, and (considering the retro
spective importance) not even much interest. The Taylor Mission had 
received much less attention in the press than several other crises 
at the UN, in the Congo, on nuclear testing, and most of all in Berlin, 
where there had just been a symbolic confrontation of Soviet and 
American tanks. The Administration was so concerned about public 
reaction to Soviet aggressiveness and apparent American inability to 
deal with it that a campaign was begun (as usual in matters of this 
sort, reported in the Times without specific attribution) to "counter
attack against what urmamed 'high officials I called a 'rising mood of 
national frustration. ,II The Administration's message, the Times 
reported, was that a 'mature foreign policy /1 rather than "belligerence 
of defeatism" was what was needed. 3/ What is interesting about such 
a message is whe.t the necessity to send it reveals about the mood of 
the times. 

In this sort of context, there was no real debate about whether 
the U.S. ought to do anything reasonable it could to prevent Vietnam 
from going the vray of Laos . There is no hint of a suggestion other
wise in the classified record, and there was no real public debate on 
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this point. What wa s seen as an issue was whether the limits of 
reasonable U.S. aid extended to the point of sending American troops 
to fight the Viet Congo But even this was subdued. There had been, 
as noted before, the leaked stories playing down the prospects tliat 
combat troops would be sent, and then, immediately on Taylor's return, 
the unattributed but obviously authoritative stories that Kennedy was 
opposed to sending . troops and Taylor was not recommending them. 

In a most important sense, this situation distorts the story 
told in this account. For this account inevitably devotes a great 
deal of space to the decision that was not made -- that of sending 
ground troops -- and very little space to the important decisions 
that ~ made. There is simply nothing much to say about these lat
ter decisions: except that they were apparently taken for granted at 
the time. Even today, with all the hindsight available, it is very 
hard to imagine Kennedy or any other President responding to the 
situatlon faced in 1961 by doing significantly less about Vietnam than 
he did. The only choices seen then, as indeed even today the only 
choices seem to have been whether to do more. And 1 t is on hovT that 
question wa s resolved in~vitably that any account of the period will , . , 
be focused. 

The Administration faced (contrary to the impression given to the 
public both before and after the decisions) tvro major issues when 
Taylor returned. 

1. What conditions, if any, would be attached to new American 
aid? The Taylor Report implicitly recommended none. But the leaked 
stories in the press following Taylor's return showed that some in the 
Administration inclined to a much harder line on Diem than the sum
mary paper of the report. For example, A Times dispatch of November 5, 
from its Pentagon correspondent, reported that Diem would be expected 
to "undertake maJ'or economic social and military reforms to provide , , 
a basi s for increased U. S. support." J::..! 

2. Would the limited commitment of ground foces recommended by 
Taylor be undertaken? The news stories suggested they would, although 
this .would be apparent only to those who had seen Taylor's "Eyes Only" 
cables. The story appearing the day after the report was submitted, 
despite the flat statements against the use of combat troops, also 
stated that Taylor had recommended "the dispatch of more specialists 
in anti-guerrilla warfare to train Vietnamese troops, communications 
and transportation specialists, and army engineers to help the Viet
namese government combat its flood problems. II The November 5 story 
was more explicit. It is noted that officials seemed to rule out the 
use of U. S. combat forces, "the move considered here a fe.T ,-reeks ago." 
But "at the same time it appears that Army engineers, perhaps in 
unusually large numbers, may be sent to help on flood control work 
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and other civil pro j ects and to fight if necessaryo" This last phrase 
was explicitJy ( and correctly) linked to the fact that the area in 
which the floods had taken place (the Delta) was prec isely the area of 
greatest Viet Cong strength 0 21 

A final question of great importance did not have to be re solved 
during this review: for although the Taylor Report had stressed the 
idea of eventually bombing the north, no immediate decision or con®it
ment on thi s was recommended . 

On the first of these issues (the quid pro quo for U.S o aid) our 
record tells us that demands were made on Diem, as we will see when we 
come to the actual decision. The neW"SnaDer stories strongly suggest " 
that the decision to ask for a qutd pr~ quo was made, at the latest, 
immediately following the return of t he Taylor Mission. But the record 
does not show an;ything about the reasoning behind this effort to pres
sure .Diem to agree to reforms as a condition for increased U. S. aid, 
nor of what the point of it was 0 It certainly conflicted "ltli th the main 
drive of the Taylor Mission Report. The report not only suggested no 
such thing, but put a great deal of stress on a cordial, intimate 
relationship with the Diem regime. Pressure for r eform (especially 
when publicly made, as they essentially were in the leaked stories) 
was hardly likely to promote cordiality. Durbrow' s experience earli er 
in the year had shown that pressure Iwu::'d have the oppos ite result. 

Consequently, the President's handling of thi s is sue had. the effect 
of undermining from the start what appeared to have been a major premise 
of. the strategy recommended to the Pres ident: that Diem viaS "in principle" 
prepared for what plainly amounted to a "limited partnershi ) ," _-lith the 
U.S. in running his country and his Arroy. * §) 

The advantages, from the American view, of the President's decision 
to place demands on Diem were presQmably that it might (contrary to 
realistic expectations) actually push Diem in the right direction; and 
that if this did not work, it would somewhat limit the American commit
ment to Diem . . " The limit would come by making clear that the U.S. Sa"ltl 
a good deal of the problem as Diem's mm respons ibility, and not just 
a simple matter of external aggression . . fhebalance of this judgment 
would turn substantially on "It/hether IlThoever was making the decision 
judged that the "limited partnershi')'; idea viaS really much more realistic 
than the trying to pr essure Diem, and on whether he "ltTanted to limit the 
U.S. commitment, rather than make it unambiguous. Further, the cables 
from Saigon hctd clearly shoiiD that many South Vi etnamese were ·hoping the 
Americans i"Tould put pressure on Diem, so t~1at although such tactics 

* A cable to Sa igon November 4 asked :Kolting whether he thought Diem 
might agree to, among other things, a proposal to establish a National 
Emergency Council which, in addition to the senior members of Diem's 
army and ad:m.inistrat ion "ltlould include a "mature and hardheaded 
American .•• to participate in all decisions. II 
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would prejudice relations with Diem, they would not necessarily harm 
relations with others of influence in the country, in particular his 
generals. 

Finally, aJ.though Kennedy's decisions he r e were contrary to the 
implications of the swnmary paper in the Taylor Report, they were not 
particularly inconsistent with the appendices by the State representa
tives. For these, as noted, took a far less rosy view of Diem's 
prospects than appeared in the summary. 

On the second issue -- the U.S. combat military task force -- the 
available record tells us only the positions of Taylor and of the . 
Defense Department. We are not sure what the position of State was -
although Sorenson claims that all the President's senior advisors had 
recommended going ahead with sending some ground troops. II 

Even Taylor's position is slightly ambiguous. It is conceivable 
that he argued for the Task Force mainly because he thought that the 
numbers of U.S. personnel that might be sent as advisors, pilots, and 
other specialists would not add up to a large enough increment to have 
much of a psychological impact on South Vietnamese morale. But his 
choice of language indicates that a mere question of numbers was not 
the real issue. Rather Taylor's argument seems to have been that 
specifically ground forces (not necessarily all or even mainly infantry
men, but ground soldiers who would be out in the countryside where they 
could be shot at and shoot back) were what was needed. Combat engineers 
to work in tlL VC-infested flood area in the Delta would meet that need. 
Helicopter pilots and mechanics and advisors, who might accompany Viet
namese operations, but could not undertake ground operations on their 
own apparently would not. There is only one easily imagined reason for 
seeing this as a crucial distinction. And that would be if a critical 
object of the stepped up American program was to be exactly what Taylor 
said it should be in his final cable from Saigon: " ••• assuring Diem 
of our readiness to join him in a military showdown with the Viet Cong 

fly 
Thus the flood task force was essentially different from the bal

ance of the military program. It did not fill an urgent need for military 
specialists or expertise not adequately available wi thin Vietnam; it viaS 

an implicit commitment to deny the Viet Cong a victory even if major 
American ground forces should be required. 

Taylor clearly did not see the need for large U.S. ground involve
ment as at all I'robable. (liThe risks of back5.ng into a major Asian war 
by way of SVN are present but are not impressive,1I in large part because 
"NVN is extremely vulnerable :to conventional bombing. '? At another 
point, Taylor warns the President, "If the first contingent is not 
enough, ••• it will be difficult to resist the pressure to reinforce. 
If the ultimate result sought is the closing of the frontiers and the 
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cleanup of the insurgents within SVN, there is no limit to our pos
sible commitment (unless we attack the source in Hanoi.)1f <]/ 

We have a good record of the DoD staff work, which preceded the 
President! s decj_sion on this issue, but only a bit from State and 
none from the White House. Rusk, in a cable from Japan on November 1, 
contributed this note of caution (which also bears on the previous 
discussion of demands on Diem for a quid pro quo for increased 
American aid): ---- ------

Since General Taylor may give first full report prior 
my return, believe special attention should be given to 
critical question whether Diem is prepared take necessary 
measures to give us something worth supporting. If Diem 
unwilling trust military commanders to get job done and 
take steps to consolidate non-communist elements into 
serious national effort, difficult to see how handful 
American troops can have decisive influence. While at
taching greatest possible importance to security in SEA, 
I would be reluctant to see U.S. make major additional 
commitment American prestige to a losing horse. 

Suggest Department carefully review all Southeast Asia 
measures we expect from Diem if our assistance forces us to 
assume de facto direction South Vietnamese affairs. 10/ 

But the view of the U.S. Mission in Saigon contained no such 
doubts, nor did most Vietnamese, according to this cable Nolting sent 
while Taylor was enroute home: 

Our conversations over past ten days with Vietnamese 
in various walks of life show virtually unanimous desire 
for introduction U.S. forces into Viet-Name This based on 
unsolicited remarks from cabinet ministers, National 
Assembly Deputies, University professors, students, shop
keepers, and oppositionists. Dr. Tran Dinh De, level
headed Minister of Health, told Embassy officer Oct 29 
that while GVN could continue resist communists for while 
longer if US troops not introduced, it could not win 
alone against commies. National Assembly members, ac
cording to Lai Tu, leader Personalist Community, unani
mously in favor entry US forces. Diem told us while 
General Taylor was here that he had consulted National 
Assembly Committee on this question and had received 
favorable response. Even an oppositionist like Ex
Foreign Minister Tra.n. Va.n. Do has told us US forces are 
needed and is apparently so strongly convinced of this 
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that he did not suggest any conditions precedent about 
political changes by Diem. AmConsul Hue reports that 
opinion among intellectuals and government officials in 
that city is also almost unanimously in favor of intro
duction of American combat troops. MAAG believes on basis 
private conversations and general attitude Vietna.mese 
military personnel toward us tha.t Vietnamese armed forces 
would like'\vise '\-relcome introduction US forces. 

General Vietnamese desire for introduction US forces 
arises from serious mora.le decline among populace during 
recent weeks because of deterioration in security and 
horrible death through torture and mutilation to which 
Col Na.m subjected. Expanded VC infiltra.tion has brought 
fully home to Vietna.ni.ese the fa.ct that US has not inter
vened militarily in La.os to come to rescue of anti-commu
nists. Now that they see Viet-Nam approa.ching its own 
crucial period, paramount question in their minds is 
whether it '\-rill back down ,-Then chips are down. Vietnamese 
thus wa.nt US forces introduced in order to demonstrate US 
determination to stick it out with them against Communists. 
They do not want to be victims of political settlement 
with communists. This is especially true of those publicly 
identified a.s anti-communist like Dean Vu Quoc Thue who 
collabora.ted with Dr. Eugene Staley on Joint Experts Report. 

Most Vietnamese whose thoughts on this subject have been 
developed are'not thinking in terms of US troops to fight 
guerrilla.s but rather of a reassuring presence of US forces 
in Viet-Nam. These persons undoubtedly feel, however, tha.t 
if wa.r in Viet-Nam continues to move toward overt conven
tiona.l aggression as opposed to its guerrilla character, 
comba.t role for US troops could eventually arise. 11/ 

The special commitment involved in committing even a. sma.ll force of 
ground troops was genera.lly recognized. We have notes on an ISA sta.ff 
pa.per, for example, which ranked the various types of increased U.S. 
military aid in a.scending order of commitment, and of course, pla.ced the 
flood task force a.t the top. According to the notes, 

Any combat elements, such as in the task force, would 
come under.a.tta.ck a.nd would need to defend themselves, com
mitting U.S. prestige deeply. U.S. troops would then be 
fighting in South Vietnam and could not withdraw under fire. 
Thus,the introduction of U.S. troops in South Vietnam would 
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be decisive act and must be sent to achieve a completely 
decisive mission. This mission would probably require, over 
time, increased numbers of U.S. troops; DRV intervention 
would probably increase until a large number of U.S. troops 
were required, three or more divisions. 12/ 

This assessment differed from that in General Taylor's cables only 
in not stressing the hope that a U.S. willingness to bomb the north 
would deter North Vietnamese escalation of its ovrn commitment. 

A special NIE prepared at this time reached essentially the same 
conclusions . " 

This SNIE, incidentally, is the only staff paper found in the 
available record which treats communist reactions primarily in terms of 
the separate national interests of Hanoi, Moscow, and Peiping, rather 
than primarily in terms of an overall communist strategy for which 
Hanoi, is acting as an agent. In particular, the Gilpatric Task Force 
Report, it will be recalled began with references to a communist , . 
'master plan' for taking over Southeast Asia. The Taylor Mission 
Report, Similarly, began with a section on TlCommunist Strategy in 
Southeast AsiaTl and opening: 

At the present time, the Communists are pursuing a 
clear and systematic strategy in Southeast Asia. It j.s 
a strategy of extending Communist power and influence in 
ways which bypass U.S. nuclear strength, U.S. conventional 
naval, air, and ground forces, and the conventional strength 
of indigenous forces in the area. Their strategy is rooted 
in the fact that international law and practice does not 
yet recognize the mounting of guerrilla war across borders 
as aggression justifying counterattack at the source. 13/ 

The November 5 SNIE presumably indicates the principal courses of 
action that were under formal revievT at the time: 

The courses of action here considered were given to the 
intelligence community for the purposes of this estimate and 
were not intended to represent the full range of possible 
courses of action. The given courses of action are: 

A. The introduction of a US airlift into and within 
South Vietn~m, increased logistics support, and an increase 
in VillAG strength to provide US advisers d0wn to battalion 
level; 

Bo The introduction into South Vietnam of a US force 
of about 8,000 - 10,000 troops, mostly engineers with some 
combat support, in re s::(ol1se to an ap"?eal from Pres ident 
Diem for assistance in flood relief; 
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C. The introduction into the area of a US com
bat force of 25,000 to 40,000 to engage with South 
Vietnamese forces in ground, air, and naval opera
tions aga inst the Viet Cong; and 

D. An announcement by the US of its detel~ina
tion to hold South Vietnam and a warning, either 
private or public, that North Vietnamese support of 
the Viet Cong must cease or the US would launch air 
attacks against North Vietnam. This action would 
be taken in conjunction with Course A, B, or C. ~ 

These proposed courses of action correspond to those outlined for 
consideration by the Taylor Mission, with the exception that the flood 
task force proposed by Taylor ha s been substituted for the former 
"intermediate" solution of stationing a token U.S. force at DaNang, 
and that an opinion is asked on the prospects of threats to bomb the 
north, again reflecting the Taylor Mission Report. * 

The gist of the SNIE was that North Vietnamese would respond to an 
increased U.S. commitment with an offsetting increase in infiltrated 
support for the Viet Congo Thus, the main difference in the estimated 
communist reaction to Courses A, B, and C was that each would be 
stronger than its predecessor. On the prospects for bombing the north, 
the SNIE implies that threats to bomb would not cause Hanoi to stop its 
support for the Viet Cong} and that actual attacks on the North would 
bring a strong response from Moscow and Peiping, who would "regard the 
defense of North Vietnam against such an attack as imperative." "}2} 

*See Gilpatric memo quoted at conclusion of Section I, Chapter V. 
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II. FINAL RECOW/~ATIONS 

On November 8, McNamara sent the f ollovring memorandwn on behalf of 
himself, Gilpatric, and the JCS: 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

The basic issue framed by the Taylor Report is whether the 
U.S. shall: 

a. Commit itself to the clear objective of preventing 
the fall of South Vietnam to Communism, and 

b. Support this commitment by necessary immediate 
military actions and preparations for possible later actions. 

The Joint Chiefs, ~IT. Gilpatric , and I have reached the 
follovring conclus ions: 

10 The fall of South Vietnam to Communism "rould lead to the 
fairly rapid extension of COIDrfrunist control, or complete accom
modation to Communism, in the rest of mainland Southeast Asia and 
in Indonesia . The strategic implications w'orldwide , particularly 
in the Orient, would be extremely serious. 

2. The chances are again st, probably sharply against , pre
venting that fall by any measures short of the introduction of 
U.S. forces on a substantial scale. We accept Genera l Taylor's 
jud@nent that the various measures proposed by him short of this 
are useful but will not in themselves do the job of restoring 
confidence and setting Die..'11 on the way to "rinning his fight. 

;: 

3. The introduction of a U.S. force of the magnitude of an 
initial 8,000 men in a ' flood relief context "rill be of great help 
t o Diem. However, it ",rill not convince the other side (Ivhether 
the shots are called from MOSCOW, Peiping, or Hanoi ) that we mean 
business. Moreover , it probably "rill not tip the scales decisively . 
We would be almost certain to get increasinBly mired down in an 
inconclusive struggie. 

4. The other side can be convinced we mean business only if 
we accompany the initial force introduction by a clear cow~it
ment to the ,full objective stated above, accompanied by a warning 
through som'2 channel to Hanoi that continued support of the Viet 
Cong will lead to punitive retaliation against North Vietnam. 

5. If we act in thi s way, the ultimate possible extent of our 
military commitment must be faced . The struggle may be prolonged 
and Hanoi and Peiping may intervene overtly. In ' view of the 
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logistic difficulties faced by the other side, I believe we can 
assume that the maximum U.S. forces required on the ground in 
Southeast Asia will not exceed 6 divisions, or about 205,000 men 
(C INCPAC Plan 32-59, Phase IV). Our military posture is, or. 
with the addition of more National Guard or regular Army divi 
sions, can be made, adequate to furnish t hese forces without 
serious interference with our present Berlin plans . 

6. To accept the stated objective is of course a most serious 
decision. Military force is not the only element of what must be 
a most carefully coordinated set of actions . Success will depend 
on factors many of which are not within our control -- notably the 
conduct of Diem himself and other leaders in the area . Laos "Till 
remain a major problem . The dome stic political implications of 
accepting the objective are also grave , although it is our feeling 
that the country will respond better to a firm initial position 
than to courses of action that lead us in only gradually, and that 
in the meantime are sure to involve casualties. The over-all 
effect on Moscow and Peiping will need careful weighing and may 
well be mixed; hovlever, permitting South Vietnam to f all can only 
strengthen and encourage ·them greatly. 

7. In sum: 

a. We do not believe major units of U.S. forces should 
be introduced in South Vietnam unless we are willing to make an 
affirmative decision on the issue stated at the start of this 
memor and um. 

b. We are inclined to recommend that vle do commit the 
U.S. to the clear objective of preventing the fall of South Viet
nam to Communism and that we support this commitment by the neces
sary military actions. 

c. If such a commitment is agreed upon, we support the 
recommendations of General Taylor as the first steps toward its 
fulfillment. 

Sgd: Robert S. McNamara lfJ 
A number of things are striking about this memorandum, including of 

course the judgment that the Itmaximmu" U. S. ground forces required, even 
in the case of overt intervention by not only North Vietnam, but China 
as well, would "not exceed" 205,000 men. This estimate of the requirement 
to deal with a large scale overt invasion i s consistent with the Chief 's 
earlier estimate that the addition of 40,000 U. S. troops to the South 
Vietnamese forces vlOuld be suff icient to "clean up" the Viet Congo 

But the strongest message to the President in the memorandum (growing 
out of points 3, 4, and 7 c) vTaS surely that if he agreed to sending the 
military task force, he should be prepared for follow-up recommendations 
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for re-Emforcements and to threaten Hanoi with bombing. Unless the SNIE 
was wholly wrong, threats to bomb Hanoi would not turn off the "l-Tar, and 
Hanoi would increase its infiltration in response to U.S. commitments' of 
troops. Even should Hanoi not react with counter-escalation, the Presi
dent knew that the Chiefs, at least , were already on record as desiring 
a prompt build-up to 40,000 ground troops . In short, the President was 
being told that the issue was not whether to send an 8,000-man t ask force, 
but whether or not to embark on a course that, "l-Tithout some extraordinE'J'Y 
good luck, vmuld lead to combat involvement in Southeast Asia on a very 
substantial scale. On the other hand, he was being warned that anything 
less than sending the task force was very likely to fail to prevent the 
fall of Vietnam, since "the odds are against, probably sharply against, 
preventing that fall by any means short of the introduction of U.S. forces 
on a substantial scale" (of which the t ask force would be tb.e fiI'st incre
ment) . 

Although the Chief's pos ition here is clear, because their views are 
on record in other memoranda, McNamara 's ovm position remains a little 
ambiguous. For the paper does not flatly recommend going ahead; it only 
states he and his colleagues are "inclined" to recommend going ahead . 
Three days later McNamara joined Rusk in a quite different recommendation , 
and one obviously more to the President's liking (and, in the nature of 
such things , quite possibly drawn up to the President's specifications) . 

As with the May revision of the 'Gilpatric Report, this paper combines 
an escalation of the rhetoric with a toning down of the actions the Presi
dent is asked to t ake . Since the NSAM formalizing the President ' s decisions 
was taken essentially verbatim from this paper, the complete text is re
printed here. (The NSAM cons i sted of the Recommendations section of this 
memorandum, except that Point 1 of the recommendations was deleted. ) 

Of particular importance in this second memorandum to the President 
was Section 4, with its explicit sorting of U.S. military aid into 
category A, support forces, which were to be sent promptly; and Category 
B, "larger organized units with actual or potential direct military 
missions" on vThich no immed.iate decision vTaS recommended. There is no 
explicit reference in t he paper to the flood relief task force ; it simply 
does not appear in the list ;f recommended actions , presumably on the 
grounds that it goes in Category B. category B for~es, the paper notes, 
"involve a certain dilemma: if there is a strong South Vietnamese effort, 
they may not be needed; if there is not such an effort , United States 
forces could not accomplish their mission in the midst of an apathetic 
or hostile population." . 

If McNamara's earlier memorandum is read carefully, the same sort 
of warning is found, although it sounds much more perfunctory. But that 
such warnings were included shOivs a striking contrast with the last 
go-around in Mayo Then, the original Defense version of the Gilpatric 
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Task Force Report contained no hint of such a qualification, and there 
was only a quite vague warning in the State revisions. Part of the rea
son, undoubtedly, was the 6 month's additional experience in dealing 
with Diem. A larger part, though, almost certainly flowed from the fact 
that the insurgency had by now shown enough strength so that there was 
now in everyone's minds the possibility that the U.S. might someday face 
the choice of giving up on Vietnam or taking over a major part of the 
war. 

These warnings (that even a major U.S. commitment to the ground war 
would not assure success) were obviously in some conflict with the recom
mendations both papers made for a clear-cut U.S. commitment to save South 
Vietnam. The contrast is all the sharper in the joint Rusk/McNamara memo
randum, where the warning is so forcefully given. 

Here is the Rusk/McNamara memorandum. 17/ 

TOP SECRET November 11, 1961 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: SouthViet-Nam 

1. United States National Interests in South Viet-Nam. 

The deteriorating situation in South Viet-Nam requires atten
tion to the nature and scope of United States national interests 
in that country. The loss of South Viet - Nam to Communism would 
involve the transfer of a nation of 20 million people from the free 
world to the Communist bloc. The loss of South Viet-Nam would make 
pointless any further discussion about the importance of Southeast 
Asia to the free world; we would have to face. the near certainty 
that the remainder of Southeast Asia and Indonesia would move to a 
complete accommodation with Communism if not formal incorporation 
within the Communist bloc. The United States, as a member of SEATO, 
has commitments with respect to South Viet-Nam under the Protocol 
to the SEATO Treaty. Additionally, in a formal statement at the 
conclusion session of the 1954 Geneva Conference, the United States 
representative stated that the United States "would view any renewal 
of the aggression ... with grave concern and seriously threatening 
international peace and security." 
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The loss of South Viet-Nan to Communism would not only destroy 
SEATO but would undermine the credibility of American commitments 
elsewhere. Further, loss of South Viet-Nam would stimulate bitter 
domestic controversies in the United States and would be seized upon 
by extreme elements to divide the country and harass the Administra
tion. 

2. The Problem of Saving South Viet-Nam. 

It seems, on the face of it, absurd to think that a nation of 
20 million people can be subverted by 15-20 thousand active guer-

. ~llas if the Government and people of· that country do not wish to 
be subverted. South Viet-Nam is not, however, a highly organized 
society with an effective governing apparatus and a population ac
customed to carrying civic responsibility. Public apathy is encour
aged by the inability of most citizens to act directly as well as by 
the tactics of terror employed by the guerrillas throughout the coun
tryside. Inept· administration and the absence of a strong non
Communist political coalition have made it difficult to bring avail
able resources to bear upon the guerrilla problem and to make the 
most effective use of available external aid. Under the best of con
ditions the threat posed by the presence of 15-20 thousand guerrillas, 
well disciplined under well-trained cadres, would be difficult to 
meet. 

3. The United States' Objective in South Viet-Nam. 

The United States should commit itself to the clear objective of 
preventing the fall of South Viet-Nam to Communist. The basic means 
for accomplishing this objective must be to put the Government of 
South Viet-Nam into a position to win its own war against the guer
rillas. We must insist that that Government itself take the measures 
necessary for that purpose in exchange for large-scale United States 
assistance in the military, economic and political fields. At the 
same time we must recognize that it will probably not be possible for 
the GVN to win this war as long as the flow of men and supplies from 
North Viet-Nam continues unchecked and the guerrillas enjoy a safe 
sanctuary in neighboring territory. 

We should be prepared ~o introduce United States combat forces 
if that should become necessary for success. Dependent upon the cir
cumstances, it may also be necessary for United States forces to 
strike at the source of the aggression in North Viet-Nam. 
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4. The Use of United States Forces in South Viet-Nam . 

The commitment of United States forces to· South Viet-Nam in
volves two different categories: (A) Units of modest size reQuired 
for the direct support of South Viet-Namese military effort, such 
as communications, helicopter and other forms of airlift, reconnais
sance aircraft, naval patrols, intelligence units, etc ., and (B) 
larger organized units with actual or potential direct military mis 
sions . Cate or (A) should be introduced as speedil as ossible . 
Category B units pose a more serious problem in that they are much 
more significant from the point of view of domestic and international 
political factors and greatly increase the probabilities of Communist 
bloc escalation. Further, the employment of United States combat 
forces (in the absence of Communist bloc escalation) involves a cer
tain dilemma: if there is a strong South-Vietnamese effort, they may 
not be needed~ if there is not such an effort, United States forces 
could not accomplish their mission in the midst of an apathetic or 
hostile population . Under present circumstances, therefore, the Ques
tion of injecting United States and SEATO combat forces should in 
large part be considered as a contribution to the morale of the South 
Viet- Namese in their own effort to do the principal job themselves. 

If we commit Category (B) forces to South Viet-Nam, the ultimate 
possible extent of our military commitment in Southeast Asia must be 
faced. The struggle may be prolonged, and Hanoi and Peiping may 
overtly intervene . It is the view of the Secretary of Defense and 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, in the light of the logistic diffi 
culties faced by the other side, we can assume that the maximum-United 
States forces reQuired on the ground in Southeast Asia would not ex
ceed six divisions, or about 205,000 men (CINCPAC Plan 32/59 pa~SE 
IV). This would be in addition to local forces and such SEATO forces 
as may be engaged . It is also the view of the Secretary of Defense 

~. and the Joint Chiefs of Staff that our military posture is, or, with 
the addition· of more National Guard or regular Army divisions, can be 
made , adequate to furnish these forces and support them in action with
out seriou.s interference with our present Berlin plans. 

6. Relation to Laos . 

It must be understood that the introduction of American combat 
forces into Viet-Nam prior to a Laotian settlement would run a con
siderable risk of stimulating a Communist breach of the cease fire 
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and a resumption of hostilities i n Laos. This could present us with 
a choice between the use of combat forces in Laos or an abandonment 
of that country to full Communist control. At the present time, there 
is at least a chance that a settlement can be reached in Laos on the 
basis of a weak and unsatisfactory Souvanna Phouma Government. The 
prospective agreement on Laos includes a provision that Laos will not 
be used as a transit area or as a base for interfering in the affairs 
of other countries such as South Viet-Nam. After a Laotian settlement, 
the introduction of United States forces into Viet-Nam could serve to 
stabilize the position both in Viet-Nam and in Laos by registering our 
determination to see to it that the Laotian settlement was as far as 
the United States would be willing to see Communist influence in South
east Asia develop. 

7. The Need for Multilateral Action . 

From the political point of view, both domestic and international , 
it would seem impor.tant to involve forces from other nations alongside 
of United States Category (B) forces in Viet - Nam . It would be diffi 
cult to explain to our own people why no effort had been made to in
voke SEATO or why the United States undertook to carry this burden 
unilaterally . Our position would be greatly strengthened if the intro
duction of forces could be taken as a SEATO action, accompanied by 
units of other SEATO countries, with a full SEATO report to the United 
Nations of the purposes of the action itself . 

Apart from the armed forces, there would be political advantage 
in elisting the interest of other nations, including neutrals, in the 
security and well- being of South Viet - Nam . This might be done by seek
ing such assistance as Malayan police officals (recently offered Diem 
by the Tunku) and by technical assistance personnel in other fields , 
either bilaterally or through international organizations . 

8. Initial Diplomatic Action by the United States . 

If the recommendations, below, are approved ~ the United States 
should consult intensively with other SEATO governments to obtain their 
full support of the course of action contemplated . At the appropriate 
stage, a direct approach should be made by the United States to Moscow , 
through normal or special channels , pointing out that we cannot accept 
the movement of cadres, arms and other supplies into South Viet - Nam in 
support of the guerrillas . We should also discuss the problem with 
neutral governments in the general area and get them to face up to 
their own interests in the security of South Viet - Nam; these govern
ments will be concerned about (a) the introduction of United States 
combat forces and (b) the withdrawal of United States support from 
Southeast Asia; their concern, therefore, might be usefully expressed 
either to Communist bloc countries or in political support for what 
may prove necessary in South Viet - Nam itself . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the light of the foregoing, the Secretary of State and the 
Secretary of Defense recommend that: 

1. We nOl" take the decision to commit ourselves to the objective 
of preventing the fall of South Viet-Nam to Communism and that, in 
doing so, we recognize that the introduction of United States and other 
SEATO forces may be necessary to achieve this objective. (However, if 
it is necessary to commit outside forces to achieve the foregoing ob
jective our decision to introduce United States forces should not be 
contingent upon unanimous SEATO agreement thereto.) 

2. The Department of Defense be prepared with plans for the use 
of United States forces in South Viet-Nam under one or more of the fol
lowing purposes: 

(a) Use of a significant number of United States forces to 
signify United States determination to defend South Viet~Nam and 
to boost South Viet-Naill morale. 

(0) Use of .substantial United States forces to assist in 
suppressing Vj.~t C~mg instlJ"gency short of engaging in detailed 
count~~-gue~Till~ 6pe~atlonB but including r®l®v~nt oper~tiQn§ 
in North Viet - Nam . 

(c) Use of United States forces to deal with the situation 
if there is organized Communist military intervention . 

3 . We immediately undertake the following actions in support of 
the GVN: 

(a) Provide increased air lift to the GVN forces, including 
helicopters, light aviation, and transport aircraft, manned to 
the extent necessary by United States uniformed personnel and 
under United States operational control. 

(b) Provide such additional equipment and United States uni 
formed personnel as may be necessary for air reconnaissance, 
photography , instruction in and execution of air-ground support 
techniques, and for special intelligence . 

(c) Provide the GVN with small craft, including such United 
States uniformed advisers and operating personnel as may be 
necessary for quick and effective operations in effecting sur
veillance and cont~ol over coastal waters and inland waterways . 
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(d) " Provide expedited training and eq,uipping of the civil 
guard and the self-defense corps with the objective of relieving 
the regular Army of static missions and freeing it for mobile 
offensive operations. 

(e) Provide such personnel and eq,uipment as may be neces 
sary to improve the military- political intelligence system be
ginning at the provincial level and extending upward tllro'Llgh~ 
the Government and the armed forces to the Central Intelligence 
Organization . 

(f) Provide such new terms of reference, reorganization 
and additional personnel for United States military forces as 
are req,uired for increased United States participation in the 
direction and control of GVN military operations and to carry 
out the other increased responsibilities which accrue to MAAG 
under these recommendations . 

(g) Provide such increased economic aid as may be req,uired 
to ~ermit the GVN to pursue a vigorous flood relief and rehabili 
tatlon program, to supply material in support of the security 
effort, and to give priority to projects in support of this e4-
~and~~.co~nter-insurgency program. (This cou.id include, increases 
~n ml~ltary pay, a full supply of' a wid@ rang~ of materlals such 
a~ food, medical supplies, transportation eq,uipment, communica
tlons eq,Uipment, and any other items where material help could 
assist the GVN in winning the war against t he Viet Cong . ) 

(h) Encourage and support (including financial support) a 
req,~est by the GVN to the FAO or any other appropriate inter
natlonal organization for multilateral assistance in the relief 
and rehabilitation of the flood area . 

(i) PrOVide individual administrators and advisers for 
insertion into the Governmental machinery of South Viet-Nam 
in types and numbers to be agreed upon by the two Governments . 

. (0) P~ovide personnel for a joint survey with the GVN of 
con~l~lons ln each of the provinces to assess the social, 
polltlcal, intelligence, and military factors bearing on the 
prosecution of the counter- insUrgency program in order to reach 
a common estimate of these factors and a common determination 
of how to deal with them. 
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4. Ambassador Nolting be instructed to make an immediate ap
proach to President Diem to the effect that the Government of the 
United States is prepared to join the Government of Viet - Nam in a 
sharply increased joint effort to cope with the Viet Cong threat 
and the ravages of the flood as set forth under 3., above, if, on 
its part, the Government of Viet - Nam is prepared to carry out an 
effective and total mobilization of its own resources, both materi a l 
and human, for the same end . Before setting in motion the United 
States proposals listed above, the United States Government would 
appreciate confirmation of their acceptability to the GVN, and an 
expression from the GVN of the undertakings it is prepared to make 
to insure the success of this joint effort . On the part of the 
United States , it would be expected that these GVN undertakings 
would include , in accordance with the detailed recommendations of 
the Taylor Mission and the Country Team : 

(a) ~rompt and appropriate legislative and administrative 
action to put the nation on a wartime footing to mobilize its 
entire resources . (This ,{QuId include a decentralization and 
broadening of the Government so as to realize the full potential 
of all non- Communist elements in the country willing t o contrib
ute to the common struggle.) 

(b) The establishment of appropriate Governmental wartime 
agencies with ade~uate authority to perform their functions 
effectively. 

(c) Overhaul of the military establishment and command 
structure so as to create an effective military organization 
for the prosecution of the war . 

5. Very shortly before the arrival in South Viet - Nam of the 
first increments of United States military personnel and e~uipment 
proposed under 3., above, that would exceed the Geneva Accord ceil
ings, publish the IIJorden reportll as a United States IIwhite paper,1I 
transmitting it as simultaneously as possibl e t o t he Goverments of 
all countries with which we have diplomatic relations, including 
the Communist states . 

6. Simultaneous with the publica:tion of the IIJ orden report,1I 
release an exchange of letters between Diem and t he Pr esident. 
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(a) Diem's letter would include: reference to the DRV 
violations of Geneva Accords as set forth in the October 24 
GVN letter to the ICC and other documents; pertinent references 
to GVN statements with respect to its intent to observe the 
Geneva Accords; reference to its need for flood relief and re
habilitation; reference to previous United States aid and the 
compliance hitherto by both countries with the Geneva Accords; 
reference to the USG statement at the time the Geneva Accords 
were signed; the necessity now of exceeding some provisions of 
the Accords in view of the DRV violations thereof; the lack of 
aggressive intent with respect to the DRV: GVN intent to return 
to strict compliance w'ith the Geneva Accords as soon as the DRV 
violations ceased; and request for additional United States 
assistance in framework foregoing policy . The letter should 
also set forth in appropriate general terms steps Diem has taken 
and is taking to reforn Governmental structure • .. 

(b) The President's reply would be responsive t o Diem's 
request for additional assistance and'acknowledge and agree t o 
Diem's statements on the intent promptly t o return to strict 
compliance with the Geneva Accords as soon as DRV violations 
have ceased. 

7. Simultaneous \"ith steps 5 and 6, above, make a private ap 
proach to the Soviet Union that would include: our determination to 
prevent the fall of South Viet- Nam to Communism by whatever means is 
necessary; our concern over dangers t o peace presented by the aggres 
siv e DRV policy with respect to South Viet- Nam; our intent to return 
to full compliance with the Geneva Accords as soon as the DRV does s o; 
the distinction we draw between Laos and South Viet- Nam; and our ex
pectation that the Soviet Union will exerci s e its i nfluence on t he 
CHICOMS and the DRV . 

8. A special diplomatic approach made to the United Kingdom in 
its role as co- Chairman of the Geneva Conference reques ting tha t the 
Uni ted Kingdom seek the support of the Soviet co-Chairman f or a ces
sation of DRV aggression against South Viet- Nam . 

9. A special diplomatic approach also t o be made to India, 
both in its role as Chairman of the ICC and as a power having rela
tions with Peiping and Hanoi. This approach should be made i mmedi
ately prior to public release of the IIJorden reportll and t h e exchang e 
of letters between Di em and the President . 
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10. Immediately prior to the release of the "Jordan report!! 
and the exchange of letters betvleen Diem and the President, 
special diplomatic approaches also to be made to Canada , as well 
as Burma, Indonesia, Cambodia, Ceylon, the UAR, and Yugoslavia. 
SEATO, NATO , and OAS members should be informed through those 
organizations , vTi th selected members also informed individually. 
The possibility of some special approach to Poland as a member of 
the ICC should also be considered. 

When Vie reach t his memorandum in the record, the decision seems essen
tiallY sea led. Kennedy, by every indication in the press at the time and 
according to the recollections of all the memoirs, YTaS, a t the least, very 
reluctant to send American ground forces to Vietnam, and quite possibly 
every bit as "strongly opposed lt as the leaked news stories depicted hun. 
He now had a joint r ecommendation from hi s Secretary of State and Secretary 
of Defense telling him just i.,hat he surely YTOnted to hear: that a decision 
on combat forces could be deferredo Consequently, Kennedy's decision on 
this point can hardly be considered in doubt beyond November 11, althbugh 
a formal :NSC meeting on the question ims not held until the 15th . On the 
question of demands on Diem, again there is no reason to suspect the issue 
was in doubt any later, at mOst, than the 11th . The only questions vihich 
are in doubt are the extent to i-rhich the Rusk/lilcNamara memorandum simply 
happened to come to the President in such convenient form, or whether the 
President arranged it so; and if so, hOI., far thi s formal paper differed. 
from the real r ecommendations of the President's senior advisors 0 The 
record available gives no basis for even guessing about this. As noted 
earlier, even JlicNamara , YTho is on record wit~1 a previous, quite different 
memorandum, cannot be flatly said to have changed his mind (or been 
overruled) . There is too much room for uncerta inty about what he \Tas 
really up to i.,hen he signed the memor andum. 

In any event, Kennedy essentially adopted the Rusk/McNamara set of 
recommendations , although the record is not entirely clear on "Then he 
did so. There vTaS an NSC meeting November 5; but although at least the 
ChairmG.n of the JCS I.,as there, the record sha-r s that even after this 
meet ing there vms some uncertainty (or perhaps reluctance) in the JCS 

. about whetl1er the decision had been made. The record shmqs that McNamara 
phoned General IJemnitzer to assure him that this lvaS the case. But the 
cables transmitting the decision to Saigon YTere dated November 14, the 
day before the NSC meetingo The formal decision paper ( NSAM 111) was not 
signed until November 22nd. As noted earlier, the NSANl is essentially 
the recommendations section of the Rusk/l,~cNamara paper, but with t he 
initia l recommendation (committing the U.S. to save Vietnam) deleted. 2§/ 

The NSAH "T8.S headed I'First Phase of VietpaID Program, I' which, of course, 
implied that a further decision to send combat troops YTaS in prospect. 
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Both Sorenson and Hilsman claim this was really a ruse by the President, 
who had no intention of going ahead with combat troops but did not choose 
to argue the point with his advisors. 

Schlesinger, apparently writing from diary notes, says the President 
t alked to him about the combat troops recommelldations at the time, describ
ing the proposed first increment as like an alcoholic's first drink: 

The Taylor-Rostmv report was a careful and thoughtful 
document, and the President read it vTith interest . He \'Tas 
impressed by its description of the situation as serious but 
not hopeless and attracted by the idea of stiffening the Diem 
regime through an infusion of American advisers . He did not, 
hm>lever, like the proposal o'f a direct American military 
commitment. "They 'want a force of American troops, II he told 
me early in November . "They say it's necessary in order to 
restore confidence and maintain morale. But it will be just 
like Berlin. The troops ."Till march in; the bands 'i.,rill play; 
the crowds will cheer; and in four days everyone "Till have 
forgotten. Then we will be told we have to send in more troops. 
It's like taking a drink. The effect wears off, and you have 
to take another . II The "Tar in Vietnam, he added , could be "Ton 
only so long as it was their war . .If it were ever converted 
into a white man's war, vTe ,VQuld lose as the French had lost 
a decade earlier. 19/ 

Whether, in fact, Kennedy had such a firm position in mind at the 
time cannot be surmis ed, though, from the official record itself. It is 
easy to be lieve that he did, for as Sorenson point s out, Kinnedy had 
strong vie,vs on the difficulties of foreign troops putting do"m an insur
gency dating from his bleak , but correct, appraisals of French prospects 
in Vietnam as early as 1951, and again in Algeria in the late 1950's. 
And he was hardly alone in such sentiments, as shown in columns of the 
period by Reston and Lippman, and in a private communication from 
Galbraith to be quoted shortly. 

But, Kennedy did not need to have such a firm position in mind to 
make the decisions he did. There vlaS a case to be made for deferring 
the combat troops decision even if the President accepted the vie,v that 
U.S. troops commitments were almost certainly needed in Vietnam and that 
putting them in sooner would be better than ,vaiting. There was, in par
ticular, the arguments in the Rusk/McNamara memorandum that putting combat 
troops into Vietnam just then would upset the Laos negotiations, and the 
unstated but obvious argument that the U.S. _perhaps ou~ht .to hold back on 
the combat troop commitment to gain leverage cn Diem. 

General T ~ylor's advice , as shown in the record, gave a different ground 
for delaying. Taylor argued that the ground troop cOIc.mitment "Tas essenti-
ally for its psychological, not military, impact. Taylor's judgment was that it 
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was "very doubtful" that anything short of a prompt commitment of ground 
troops would restore South Vietnamese morale. But such a commitment 
would obviously be a costly stop. The President was thoroughly fore .... 
warned that such a move would lead both to continual pressure to send 
more troops and to political difficulties at home that would inevi
tably flow from the significant casualties that had to be expected to 
accompany a ground troop commitment. The risk of delaying the ground 
troop commitment might easily have been judged not worth the certain 
costs that would accompany it. And of course, in hindsight, we know 
that the limited program approved by the President was sufficient to 
put off any imminent collapse of the Diem regime. Consequently, Kennedy's 
decisions do not tell us just what his view was, and indeed he did not 
need to have a firmly settled view to make the decision, which after all, 
was only to put off, not to foreclose a decision to send groQnd troops. 
He had only to decide that, on balance, the risks of deferring the troop 
decision were no worse than the costs of making it, and he could have 
reached that judgment by any number of routes. The reasons stated in 
the various papers mayor may not accurately reflect the President's 
state of mind. The only thing we can be sure of is that they conveyed 
his judgment of the tactically most suitable rationale to put in writing. 
The most detailed record we have of this rationale and explanation of 
is the following cable to Nolting: 

..••.. Reviei{of Taylor Report has resultec1 in follOidne basic 
.decisions: 

.1. Nust essenUally be a GVN task to contain and reduce the VC 
threat at present level of capability. Means organizing to go on 
offenaive. He <lre prepared to contemplate further assistance after 
joint assessinent establishes neec1s and possibilities of aid more 
precisely. 

2. No amount of extra aid can be substitute for GVN ta}~ing 
measures to perrnit then to aSSUlne offensive and strengthen the 
administrative alld political bases of government. 

/ 

13. Do not propose to introduce into GVN the US combat troops 
nOlor, but propose a phase of intense public and diplomatic activity 
to focus on infiltration from North. Shall decide later on course 
of action should infiltration not be' radically reduced. 

·'4. On flood, decic1e best cou:rse to treat as primarily civil 
problem) a,nd occasion should be used to dral{ in as many nationals 
of other countries as can be used in GVN flood plan. Have been en
couraged this course on advise of Desai of Indian Foreign Office \-rho 
observec1 a good thing if some Indians and Burmese involved co!]
structively in SVN £md subject to VC attack. He prepared to Pllt 
maximum pressure on FAO. Do not exclude ad hoc US military aid in 
flood area. 

_ ____ .1- _ 
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5· Diplomatically position that the violations to be docu
.mented in Jorden report ~~l.d strong referel\ces to DRV' attack against 
SVN in ni' s letter to Kennedy) need not confirm to the world 

'and Communists that Geneva accords are being disregarded by our 
increased aid . . Need not accuse ourselves publicly, make Comn:unist 
job easier. GVN should be advised to counter charges by leveling . 

. charges against DRV and insisting that if ICC investigates in 
SVN must equally investigate in ~NN • . · Appreciate approach will make 
ICC task difficult but will explain position to Canadians and 
Indians to get their support. 

6. A crucial element in USG willingness to move forward is 
concrete demonstration by Di6n that he is now prepa red to work 
in an orderly "rayon his subordinates and broaden the political base 
of his regimt;.' 

7 .. Package should be presented as first steps in a partner
' ship in which US is preprG'ed to do more as joint .study of facts and 
GVN performance makes .increased US aid possible and productive. 

8. Still possible Laotian settlenent can be reached pertaining 

________ ~~_~ __ ~_inimurn objective of' independe11t Laos on _th~_.~~si~_ of a neu~.:a~ .. 

coalition) (although "Teak and unsatisfactoryL headed by Soub[mna. 
Would include provision .Laos not be used as transit area or base 
for interferenc~ in SVN. Therefore must keep ir! mind i.mpact of 
actj.on in SVI'·y or prospects for . acceptable Lsos settlement . 

'9. Introduction of US or Sf:, to forces inta SVN before 
Laotian settlement might ,",reck cL : :: r;e~i ior agreement) lead to break 
up of Geneva conference) break L ~ , ~ c~ase fire b'y comnn.UJ.ists 

.with resumption of hostilities . 

. 10. DeciSion to introduce US co:nbat forces i!1 GVN would have to 
be taken in light of GVN effort) including support from peopJe, 
laotian situatj.on, Berlin crisis) !'eadiness of alljes or shsrply 
jncreased tension ,·rith Bloc) and enormous responsibilities "'hich ",ould 
have t() be borne by US in event of escalation SEA or other areas. 

ll. Hope measures 'outlined in instructions "'ill galvanize and . 
. supplement GVN effort, making decj.sion on use of US combat forces 
unnecessary and no need for decision in effect to shift primary 
responsibility f6r defense of SVN to USG. 

12. He are fully cognizant of extent to \Thich decisions if i.ro.ple
mented through Diem's acceptance vill sharply increase the 
commitment of our prestige struggle to save SVN. 
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'13. Very strictly for your O,-Tn inform3tion) DOD has been instructed 
to prepare plans for the use of US combat forces in SVN under various 
contingencies, including stepped up infiltration as veIl as organized 
inventory (sic) f?ilitarif interventipn. Hovever objective of our 
policy is to do all }lossible t'o accomplish purpose without use of 
US , combat forces. '!:9J J~ " 

. . \ '- ~ 

An accompanying cable also provided this additional comment on troops 
question: 

... 4. It is anticipated that one of the first questions 
President Diem will raise with you after your presentation of 
the above joint proposals will be that of introducing U.S. 
combat troops. You are authorized to remind him that the actions 
wealre::.;,dy have in mind involve a substantial number of U.S. 
military personnel for operational duties in Viet-Nam and that 
we believe that these forces performing crucial missions can 
greatly increase the capacity of GVN forces to win their war 
against the Viet Congo You can also tell him that we believe 
that the missions being undertaken by our forces, under present 
circQmstances, are more suitable for white foreign troops than 
garrison duty or missions involving the seeking out of Viet Cong 
personnel submerged in the Viet-Nam population. You can assure 
him that the USG at highest levels will be in daily contact wit·~. 
the situation in Viet-Nam and will be in constant touch with him 
about requirements of the situation •• • • 20a/ 
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III. AFI'ERMATH 

The President's decisions were apparently sent to Nolting on the 14th, 
in a cable that is taken essentially verbatim from the description of the 
Rusk/HcNamara memorandum ( paragraphs 3 and 4) of the program the U. S. was 
offering and the response expected from Diem. But the cable added some 
new language , putting still more emphasis on pressuring Diem: 

... It is most important that Diem come forth with changes which 
will be recognized as having real substance and meaning. Rightly 
or wrongly, his regime is widely criticized abroad and in the U.S., 
and if we are to give our sUbstantial support we must be able to 
point to real administrative political and social reforms and a 
real effort to "Tiden its base that will give maximum confidence to 
the American people, as well as to world opinion that our efforts 
are not directed towards the support of an unpopular or ineffective 
regime, but rather towards supporting the combined efforts of all 
the non-Communist people of the GVN against a Communist take-over. 
You should make this quite clear, and indicate that the U.S. con
tribution to the proposed joint effort depends heavily upon his 
response to this point. 

You should inform Diem that , in our minds, the concept of the 
joint undertaking envisages a much closer relationship than the 
present one of acting in an advisory capacity only. We would 
expect to share in the decision-making process in the political, 
economic and military fields as they affect the security situa
tion. gJJ 

Overall, then; what Kennedy ended up doing vlaS to offer Diem a good 
deal less than he was expecting, and nevertheless to couple thi s offer with 
demands on Diem for which, on the basis of the available record, we can 
only assume he was totally unprepared. Nolting's first cable, though, 
reported Diem listened quietly and "took our proposals rather better than 
I expected." 

Here are some extracts: 

••• As anticipated Lbi Washingto~, his first question was re intro
duction US combat troops. I replied along line para 4 ref tel .••. 

Diem said that he presumed I realized that our proposals in
volved the question of the responsibility of the Government of 
Viet Nam. Viet Nam, he said, did not want to be a protectorate. 

I said that this "laS well understood; we for our part did not 
wish to mrute it one. Diem also pointed out that GVN was constantly 
in process of making reforms but major action could not be taken 
without thorough consideration and without having always in mind 
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that there was a war to be wono Object was to restore order) not 
to create disordero I said I recognized that this was a delicate 
judgment, in my opinion, as a friend of his country and of him, 
his greater risk was to stand pat, or act too cautiously.o. 

On the whole) I am not discouraged at Diem's reactiono In 
fact, he took our proposals rather better than I had expected. 
He has promised to call me as soon as he has been able to reflect 
upon our proposals and, until vTe have heard his considered re
action) I think it would be idle to speculate on outcome ••• ~ 

On the 20th) Nolting met with Thuan, who among other things said the 
U.So offer ' had set Diem to wondering "whether U.S. getting ready to back 
out on Vietnam . 0 oas we had done in Laos. " Nolting hoped Thuan' s bleak 
report was only a bargaining tactic. 

Thuan said that Diem had not yet discussed fully with him 
US proposals presented last Friday; but had given him impression 
of being 'very sad and very disappointed.' Thuan said Diem had 
said he now hesitates to put proposals before even his cabinet 
ministers, fearing that they would be disappointed and lose heart. 
He had intended to discuss US proposals with both cabinet and 
selected members of assembly who had been consulted re advisability 
of US forces at time of Taylor Mission, but now thought contrast 
between his earlier question and our proposals too strik:i.ng. Thuan 
conveyed impression that Diem is brooding over US proposals and 
has made no move yet to develop specific ideas on actions GVN 
expected to takeo Thuan said President's attitude seemed to be 
that US asking great concessions of GVN in realm its sovereignty, 
in exchange for little additional help; that this i s great dis
appointment after discussions with Genera l Taylor involving, in 
particular , concept of Delta Task Force; that Diem seemed to 
wonder whether US was getting ready to back out on Viet Nam, as he 
suggested) we had done in Laos. ~ 

There followed a long discussion in which Thuan described all the dif
ficulties that would be involved in doing what the U.So was asking, in
cluding the risk of looking like a UoS. puppet. 

There is nothing in our record to indicate any U.Soreconsideration 
of the decision against sending the military task forceo Thus) if Diem 
and Thuan's response was a bargaining tactic to get the task force, it 
failed 0 On the other hand, if Diem was us ing disappointment over the 
failure to send the task force as a bargaining counter to get the U.S. to 
relent on its demands for reforms, then he got just what he wantedo But 
what amounted to a complete U.S. reversal on these demands also may have been 
influenced by the advice Kennedy-received from John Kenneth Galbraith at 
this time . Kennedy had asked Galbraith to stop by Saigon on ~is return to 
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I ndi a . Galbraith did so, and after three days cabled back, among other 
t hings , the advice that it was a waste of effort to bargain wi th Diem. 

On the 20th) the day of Thuan ' s meeting with Nol ting, Ga l brai th 
cabl ed the President : 

There is scarcely the slightest practical chance that t he 
administrative and pol itical reforms now being pressed upon Diem 
will result in real change •• • • there is no solut i on t hat does not 
invol ve a change i n government . 

On the insurgency, though) Gal braith was optimi stic ) provided Diem 
was replaced : 

While situation is indubitably bad military aspects seem to me 
out of perspective. A comparatively well-equipped ar my with para
military f ormations number a quarter mil lion men is f acing a max
i mum of 15 -18 ) 000 l ightly armed men . I f this were equal ity) the 
United States would hardly be safe against the Si oux . I know the 
theor i es about th i s kind of warf are •• •• Given even a moderatel y 
effective government and putting the relative military power i nto 
perspective ) I can 't help thinking the insurgency might very soon 
be set t l ed. ?:!!J 

. The f ollowing day, Galbrai th , nmr in New Delhi, sent a more detail ed 
apprai sal, covering essent i ally the same ground . Here are some extracts . 

, .. THE V lET CONG I NSURR ECT ION IS ST I LL GRO .. / I NG I N EFFECT. THE OUTBREAK 

ON THE NORTHER N HIGHLA NDS IS MATCHED BY A POTENTIALLY EVEN ~OR E DAMAGING 

IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY AND ESPECIALLY ON THE MOVE MENT OF RICE TO SAIG8N . 

.....;'" I N THE .ABSENCE OF KNO.vLEDGE OF 'Ci1E ADMI XTURE OF TERROr< AND ECONOMI C 

AND SOC I AL [VA NG ELI SM \'/E HAD BEST ASSU~~E THAT IT I S EMPLOY I NG BOTH. 'v-/E MUST 

NOT FOREVER BE GUIDED BY THOSE WHO MISUNDERSTA ND THE DYNAMlCS OF REVOLUTION 
'. ' 

! 
AND I~AGI NE THAT BECAUSE ' THE CO~MUN ISTS DO NOT APPEAL TO US THEY ARE ABHORRENT 

TO EVERYONE. 

~ - ~. IN OUR ENTHUSI ASM TO PROVE OUTSI DE INTERVENTION BEFORE WORLD OPINION 

WE HAVEU~QUESTIONABLY EXAGG ERATED THE ROLE OF MATERIAL ASSISTANCE ESPECIALLY 
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IN THE MAIN AR[AOF INSURRECTION IN THE FAR SOUTH. THAT LEADERS AND RADIO 

GU I DANCE COME I N viE K NCM. BUT THE AMOUNT OF M-1MUN I T I ON AND vIE APONRY THAT A 

MAN CAN CARRY ON HIS BACK FOR SEVERAL HUNDRED KILOMETERS OVER JUNGLE TRAILS 

'vIAS NOT I NCREASED APPRECIABLY BY MARX • .. NO MAJOR CONFLICT CAN DEPE ND ON 

SUCH LOG i ST I C SUPPORT. 

A MAXIMUM OF 18,000 LIGHTLY AR MED MEN ARE INVOLVED IN THE I Ns8RRECTION. 

THESE ARE GVN ESTIMATES AND THE FACTOR OF EXACGERATION IS UNQUESTIONABLY CONSID

ERABLE. . TEN THOUS AND I S MORE PROBABLE. \-/HAT \o/E HAVE IN OPPO? IT ION I NVOL VES A 

HEAVY THEOLOGICAL DISPUTE. DIEM IT IS SAID IS A GREAT BUT DEFAMED LEADER. IT 

IS ALSO SAID ~E . HAS LOST TOUCH WITH THE MASSES} IS IN POLITICAL DISREPUTE AND 

OTHER\'" ~E NO GOOD. TH I S DEBATE CAN BE BYPASSE:D BY AGREED POI NTS. I TIS 

Ac;REED THAT ADMINISTRATIVELY DIEM IS EXCEEDINGLY BAD • . HE HOLDS FAR TOO MUCH 

. POWER IN HIS OV/N HANDS) EMPLOYS HIS ARMY' BADL Y} HAS NO I NTELL I GENCE Of-GAN I ZAT ION 

WORTHY OF THE NAME, HAS ARB I,1RY OR INCOMPETENT SUBORD I NATES I N THE PROV' NCES 
'. : A 

AND SOtv'£ ACHIEVn~ENTS NOn'IITHSTAND/NGHAS A POOR ECGNOMIC POLICY. HE HAS ALSO 
. . } 

EFFECTIVELY RESISTED IMPROVEMENT FOR A LONG WHILE IN FACE OF HEAVY DETERIORATION • 

. THIS IS ENOUGH.'t/HETHER HIS POLITICAL POSTURE IS NEPOTIC, DESPOTIC OUT OF. 

TOUCH \0/ ITH THE V I LLAGERS AND HENCE DAMAG I NG: OH v/HETHER TH I S DAMAGE I S THE 

. F1GtI£NT OF SAIGON INTELLECTUALS DOES NOT BEAR ON OUR IMMEDIATE POLICY AND M.~Y 

B[ BY-PASSED AT LEAST IN PART. 

. THE · SVN ARMY NUMBERS '70,000 AND WITH PARAMILITARY UNITS OF THE CIVIL 

. GUARD AND HO~E DEFENSE FORCES A QUARTER OF A MILLION. WERE THIS WELL DEPLOYED 
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\ '. . 
.ON BEHALF OF AN EFfECT I VE GOVE~NMENT 'IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS THAT THE VI ET CONG ~'/OULD 

\ ' . . . 

HAVE NO CHANCE OF SUCCESS OR TAKEOVER. ItJASHINGTON IS CURRENTLY HAVING AN • 
. . , 

INTELLECTUAL ORGASM ON THE UNBEATABILITY OF GUERRILLA WAR. WERE GUERRILLAS 

£FFEC'T1 VE I NA RAT I 0 OF ONE' TO' FIFTEEN OR n·/ENTY-f, I VE .IT IS OSVIOUS THAT NO· · 

GOVERNMENT \O/OULD BE SAFE. THE VI ET CO NG , I T SHOULD BE NOT'ED, I SSTRONGEST 

I N THE SOUTHERN DELTA \'/H I CH I S NOT JUNGLE BUT OPEN RICE PADDY. 

THE FUNDA~ENTAL DiFFICULTIES IN COUNTERING THE INSURGENCY, APART 

FHOM ABSENCE OF I NTELLIGENCE, ARE T\'/O-FOLD. FIRST IS THE POOR COMMAND, 
. . . . 

DEPLOYHENT, TRAI.N It'\G, MORALE AND OTHER HEAKNESSES OF THE ARMY AND PARA1~ILlTARY 
i. . 

FDRCES • . AND SECOND \~H I LETHEY CAN OPERATE - - S\~EEP - - THROUGH ANY PART OF 

' THE'COUNTRY AND CLEAR OUT ANY VISIBLE INSURGENTS, THEY CANNOT GUARANTEE 
.' 

SECUR I TY AFTER\·/ ARDS • THE V lET. CONG COMES BACK AND PUTS THE ARM ON ALL \~HO 

HAVE . COLLABORATED. THIS FACT IS ~ERY IMPORTANT IN RELATION TO REQ0ESTS FROM 

AMERI CAN tv1ANPO\'JER. OUR FORCES WOULD CONDUCT THE ROUND-UP OPE RAT IONS \.JH I CH 

THE RVN ARMY CAN ALREADY DO. vIE COULDN rT CONCE I VABL. Y SEND ENOUGH MEN TO 

PROVIDE SAFETY~ORTHE VILLAGES ASA SUBSTITUTE FOR AN EfFEtTIVELY T~AINED 

CIVIL GUARD AND HOtvl[ DEFENSE FORCE AND, PERHAPS, A POLITICALLY COOPERATIVE 

COMMUNITY. 

./ 

THE KEY AND INESCAPABLE POINT, THEN, IS THE INEFFECTUALITY (ABETTED 

DEBATABLY BY . THE UNPOPULARITY) OF THE D(EM GOVERNMtNT. THIS IS THE STRATEGIC 
. . . 

FACTOR. NOR CAN ANYONE ACCEPT THE STATEMENT OF THOSE v/HO HAVE BEEN EITHER 

TOO LONG OR TOO LITTLt ~N ASIA THAT HIS IS THE INEVITABLE POSTURE OF · THE 
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AS I AN t-1~NDAR IN. FOR ONE TH I NG I T I SN 'T TRUE, BUT HERE IT SO THE ONLY 
. \ '. 

POSS I BlE CONCLUS ION \,/OULD BE THAT THERE ,I S NO FUTURE FOR MANDAR INS. 

THE COiv:MUNISTS DON'T fAVOR THEl'-1. 

I COI-1£ NO"; TO A LESSER MISCALCULATION, THE ALLEGED WEAKENING 

, EMPHI\S LS Of THE MEKONG FLOOD ~ FLOODS IN TH I S PART OF THE V:O~LD ARE AN 

OLD TRAP FbR WESTERN NON-AGRICULTURISTS. THEY ARE JUDGED BY WHAT THE 

OH 10 DOES TO ITS To,./NS. NO\v AS THE FLOOD ~/ATERS RECEDE I TIS ALREADY 

EVIDENT THAT THIS FLOOD CONFo'RMS TO THE ASIAN PATTERN, ONEREPtATED , 

EVERY YEAR I N I ND I A. THE MUD V I LLAGES \.J I LL SOON GRa,v AGA IN. SOME UPLAND 
I . , 

, RICE 'vIAS DROIt/NED BECAUSE THE WATER ROSE TOO RAP IDLY. NEARER THE COAST ' THE 

.\ 

PRESSURE ON THE BRACf( I SH WATER 'v/l LL PROBABLY BR I NG AN OFfSETT I NG I ~lPROVD;1ENT • 

NEXT YEARfS CROP ,WllL BE MUCH BETTER FOR THE SILT. 

I Cm~E NO"; TO POL I CY, FIRST THE BOX "IE ARE IN PARTLY AS THE 

RESUL T OF RECENT II.OVES AND SECOND HOd 'vIE GET OUT WI THOur A TAKEOVER. WE 

HAVE JUST PROPOSED TO 'HELP DIEM IN VARIOUS WAYS IN RETURN FOR A PROMISE 

OF ADt,lINISTRATIVE AND POLITICAL REFORtIS. SINCE THE ADMINISTRATIVE (AND 

" POSS I BLY . POll T I.CAl) I NEFFECTUAL I TY ARE THE STRATEGI C FACTORS FOR SUCCESS, 

THE ABILITY TO GET REFORMS IS DECISIVE. WITH THEM THE NEH AID AND GADGETRY 

'WILL,BE USEFUL. WITHOUT THEM THE HELICOPTERS, PLANES AND ADVISER'S WON'T 

MAKE APPRECIABLE DIFFERENCE. 

I N MY COMP~ETEL Y CONS I DERED V I [vI J AS STATED YESTERDAY 1 :) I EM 

WILL NOT REFORM EITHER ADMINISTRATIVELY OR, POLITICALLY IN ANY EFFECTIVE 
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.. , 
"lAY> THAT I S BECAUSE HE CANNOT. IJ I S POll T I CALL Y NA I VE TO EXPECT IT. 

HE SENSES THAT HE CANNOT lET POItIER GO BECAUSE HE v/OUlD BE THRO.oJN OUT. 

HE !'IiAY DISGUISE THIS EVEN fROM HI~~SELF WITH THE STATEMENT THAT HE LACKS 

EFFECTIVE SUBORDINATES BUT THE CIRCU~~STANCE REt>1AINS UNCHANGED. HE 

PROBABLY SENSES THAT HIS GREATEST DANGER IS FROM THE ARMY. HENCE THE 

REFORt~ THAT vII lL BR I NG EFFECT I VE USE OF HIS MANPO\~ER, THOUGH THE MOST 

. URGENT MAY BE THE MOST IMPROBABLE. 

THE POLITICAL REFORMS ARE EVEN MORE UNLIKELY BUT THE ISSUE 

IS ACADEMI C. ONCE THE I MAGE OF A POL I TIC I AN IS F I XED, v/HETHER AMONG 

OPPOS I T I ON I NTELLECTUALS OR PEASANTS, I TIS NOT CHANGED., NOR DO 

POLITICIANS CHANGE THEMSELVES. DIEMtS IMAGE WOULD NOT BE CHANGED BY 
. . 

HIS T AK I NG t"N OTHER NON-COt"~v\UN I STS, I NIT I AT I NG Sm~E SOC I Al REFORMS OR 
k .. . 

" 
OTHERWISE MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS OF OUR DEMARCHE. 

HOv/EVE.R HAVING STARTED ON THIS HOPELESS GAME \'/E HAVE NO 

ALTERNATIVE, BUT TO PLAY" IT OUT FOR A MINI!'IIUM Tlt-A.E. THOSE "'JHO THINK 

THERE I S HOPE OF REfORM \-/ ILL HAVE TO BE PERS UADED • . 

* * * * 
It is a cliche that there is no alternative to Diem's regime. 

This is politically naive. Where one man has dominated the 
scene for good or ill there never seems to be. No one considered 
Truman an alternative to Roosevelt. There is none for Nehru. 
There was none I imagine for Rhee. This is an optical illusion 
arising from the fact that the eye is fixed on the visible 
figures. It is a better rule that nothing succeeds like success
ors. 

We should not be alarmed by the Army as an alternative. It 
would buy tliue and get a fresh dynamic. It is not ideal; civilian 
rule is ordinarily more durable and more saleable to the world. 
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But a change and a new start is of the essence and in considering 
opinion we may note that Diem's flavor is not markedly good in 
Asia. 

A time of crisis in our policy on South Vietnam will come when 
it becomes evident that the reforms "YTe have asked have not come off 
and that our presently proferred aid is not accomplishing anything. 
Troops will be urged to back up Diem. It YTill be sufficiently 
clear that I think this must be resisted. Our soldiers would not 
deal with the vital weakness. They could perpetuate it. They 
would enable Diem to continue to concentrate on protecting his 
own position at the expense of countering the insurgency. Last 
spring, folloYTing the Vice President's promise of more aid, pro
posals for increased and reform taxes which were well advanced 
were promptly dropped. The parallel on administrative and political 
reform could be close. 

It will be said that we need troops for 'a show of strength and 
determination in the area. Since the troops will not deal with 
fundamental faults __ since there can't be enough of them to give 
security to the countryside __ their failure to provide security 
could create a worse crisis of confidence. You wiil be aware of my 
general reluctance to move in troops. On the other hand I would 
note that it is those of us who have worked in the political vine
yard and who have committed our hearts most strongly to the political 
fortunes of the New Frontier who worry most about its bright promise 
being sunk under the rice fields. Dulles in 1954 saw the dangers in 
this area. Dean Acheson knew he could not invest men in Chiang. 

* * * * 
My overall feeling is that despite the error implicit in this 

last move and the supposition that Diem can be reformed, the situa
tion is not hopeless. It is only hopeless if we marry our course 
to that of a man who must spend more time protecting his own posi-

. tion and excluding those who threaten it than in fighting the in
surgency. Diem's calculation instinctive or deliberate is evident. 
He has already been deposed once and not by the Communists. He 
can see his clear and present danger as well as anyone o 25/ 

, 
Two things are particularly worth noting about Galbraith's advice: 

the first, to the extent it had an influence on Kennedy, it counselled him 
to avoid sending troops but also not to take seriously the quid pro quo , ------
with D~em because Diem was not going to do anything anyway. Consequently, 
Galbralth, with a limitlessly bleak view of the prospects for success 
under Diem, really had no. quarrel with those v...-ho argued against putting 
pressure on Diem and for trying to win his confidence. He had no argu
ment, because he thought both approaches (pressure and no pressure) were 
equally hopeless. And indeed, both had been tried during the year --
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the pressure approach in the CIP negotiationsj the "get on his wave length" 
approach following the Task Force review -- and both produced an identical 
lack of results. 

Second, Galbraith's analysis of the situation really has a good deal 
in common with that of the Taylor Mission. Obviously, he thought we must 
be rid of Diem, and he apparently thought it was a mistake to put this · 
move off by making new aid offers to Diem rather than letting word get 
around that we would be prepared to offer more support to Vietnam if Diem 
should be removed. But at this time, even people like Galbraith (and 
Schelsinger, as is ciear from his memoir) sai, no al ternati ve to continuing 
to support Vietnam, although not to continuing to support Diem personally. 
Galbraith was, if anything, more optimistic about the chances of putting 
down the insurgency ( given a change in Saigon) than was the Taylor Report. 
For his optimism was not at all contingent on any hopes of the efficacy 
of bombing threats against the north. For all we know, he may have been 
right in supposing any "moderately effective" Saigon government could do 
all right against the insurgentsj but we now know all too well how over
optimistic was his fairly confident expectation that a military replace
ment of the Diem regime would be at least moderately effective. 

To return to the negotiations in Saigon, in late November, we now had 
the following situation: 

1. It was clear that Diem was, to say the least, disappointed 
with the bargain Kennedy had proposed. 

2. Kennedy was obviously aware that he had offered Diem less 
than Diem expected, and demanded much more in return. 

3. Both supporters of Diem, like Lansdale and Kenneth Young, 
and his severest critics, like Galbraith, were agreed that it was futile 
to try to force Diem to reform. Kennedy had already had his own experi

' ences with such efforts earlier in the year. 

4. Presumably, although we have nothing to show it in the avail
able record, there was some unrest wi thin the Administration about the 
limited offer that was being made, the demands being pressed, a.nd the 
delay it was all causing. To put off an agreement too long raised the 
dual threat of an awki-lard public squabble and renewed pressure on the 
President to send the task force after all. 

It is hard to think of any realistic counter-arguments to the case for 
settling the dispute and get on with either trying to do better in the 
war, or get rid of Diem. 

The next phase was a brief flurry of anti-American stories in the 
government-controlled Saigon press. The U.S. was accused, among other 
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things, of trying to use Vietnam as a "pawn of capitalist imperialism." 
26/ Nolting went to Diem to complain about the damage that such stories 
would do to U.S.-Vietnamese relations. But Diem disclaimed responsibility, 
and suggested they were an understandable reaction of the South Vietnamese 
to what they had learned about the U.S. proposals from U.S. press reports. 
Nolting's final comment in his report on this meeting was a suggestion 
that the U.S. concentrate on "efficiency in GVN rather than on more nebu
lous and particularly offensive to Diem concept of political reform." 27/ 
The impression given by the cable is that Nolting felt on the defensive, 
which was probably the case since the package Washington had proposed 
must have been disappointing to him as well as to Diem. 

It did not take long for Washington to back away from any hard demands 
on Diem. A sentence from the original guidance telegram stated "we would 
ex:pect to share in the decision-making process in the political, economic 
and military fields as they affected the security situation" ••• as opposed 
to the previous arrangement of "acting in an advisory capacity only." 
28/ Alexis Johnson and Rostow drafted a cable on December 7 that "clarified" 
this and a number of other points to which Diem had· strongly objected, in 
this case to ex:plain that, 

••• what we have in mind is that, in operations directly related to 
the security Situation, partnership will be so close that one 
party will not take decisions or actions affecting the other without 
full and frank prior consultations ••• 29/ 

This was quite a comedown from the idea that American involvement in the 
Vietnamese government should be so intimate that the government could be 
reformed "from the bottom up" despite Diem. Once the U. S. backed avray from 
any tough interpretation of its proposals, agreement was fairly easily 
reached with Diem, and one of the usual fine sounding statements of agreed · 
principles and measures was drawn up. 

On one seemingly modest request from Diem, Washington was curiously 
firm •. Diem repeatedly, both while the Taylor Mission was in Saigon, and 
after lts return, asked for Lansdale to be sent. (Our record shows four 
such requests, one directly by Diem to Taylor; a second from Thuan; and 
in a memorandum to McNamara William Bundy referred to two further requests 
relayed through McGarr.) Cottrell the senior State representative on 
the Taylor Mission, strongly endor~ed sending Lansdale, and the main paper 
of the Taylor Report seemed to endorse the idea. William Bundy was in 
favor of sending Lansdale, and Lansdale wanted to go. But nothing happened. 
Lansdale never got to Vietnam until Cabot Lodge brought him out late in 
1965. 

The first contingents of helicopters arrjved in Saigon December 11 
(having been put to sea several weeks earlier). On the following day a 
New York Times dispatch from Saigon began: 
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Two United States Army helicopter companies arrived here today. 
The helicopters, to be flown and serviced by United States ' troops, 
are the first direct military support by the United States for South 
Vietnam's war against Communist guerrilla forces. 

The craft will be aSSigned to the South Vietnamese Army in the 
field, but they "l-Till remain under United States Army control and 
operation. 

At least 33 H-21C twin-rotor helicopters, their pilots and 
ground crews, an estimated total of 400 men, arrived aboard the 
Military Sea Transportation Service aircraft ferry Core. 30/ 

The Times story ended by describing the force as "the first fruits" 
of the Taylor Mission, with more to come. The Times did not find the story 
important enough to put it on the front page. 

A day later, the Times published a story about the ICC reaction to the 
arrival of the helicopters. It began: 

The International Control Commission for Vietnam was reported 
today to be considering whether to continue functioning here in 
the face of an increase in United States assistance to South 
Vietnam's struggle against Communist guerrillas. 

, 
The Commission, made up of representatives of India, Canada, 

and Poland, has been holding emergency sessions since the arrival 
here yesterday of a United States vessel loaded with at least 33 
helicopters and operating and maintenance crews. 31/ 

A few paragraphs later, the dispatch noted that: 

With the arrival yesterday of the Core, a former escort carrier, 
bearing the helicopters, four single-engine training planes and 
about 4·00 men, the United States military personnel here now are 
believed to total about 1,500. Many more are expected. 32/ 

Again, the Times ran the story on an inside page. 

Finally, on the 15th, a formal exchange of letters between Presidents 
Diem and Kennedy was published, announcin~ in general terms a stepped-up 
U.S. aid program for Vietnam. 
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